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NEWPORT
natural outlet on the Pacific Coast for the great
River country. Situated 40 miles north of

THE

Peace

Vancouver, at the head of Howe Sound, its possibilities
were long recognized, but its future was absolutely
assured when Sir Richard McBride brought down the bill
for the construction of the Pacific Great Eastern Railway.
as a port

The

Pacific Great Eastern Company have already secured
of the available lots in the townsite, and over
two-thirds
fully
three thousand feet of waterfrontage. This fact in itself is

an unmistakable sign

of

what

Less than four hundred

is

lots

to come.

remain in the possession of

private parties, and as prices of these are daily increasing,
IN
strongly advise investors to
Its area is so limited, its position

it

on the trade routes

of

Columbia is so unique, and the resources tributary
enormous that investments made there at present

British
to

we

NEWPORT NOW.

BUY

are so

must inevitably bring a

rich return.

We

have been identified with this townsite from
beginning and thoroughly know the ground.

Write or wire us for quotations on
property and close-in acreage.

Morten
Rooms

4

and

P. S.

5,

— We

&

inside

business

Wilmot

VANCOUVER,
Exchange Building
Phone Seymour 2865
beg

to

its

announce that we have been appointed

This is a subsole selling agents for District Lot 759.
division of exceptional merit, being the closest available
property outside the original townsite. Plans, prices and
terms on application.

B. C.
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Canadian National Investors
LIMITED
Incorporated under i8q7 "Companies .It/"

AUTHORIZED CAPITAL
Arthur P. Fisher
Thomas H. Ingram

President and

-

$100,000

Managing Director

Vice-President and Secretary-Treasurer

Bankers— ROYAL
Auditors— MESSRS.

BANK OF CANADA
BUTTAR & CHIENE

Chartered Accountants

References

DUN'S

OR

BRADSTREETS

—

MERCANTILE

AGENCY

OUR PAST RECORD
Net
Net

ending January 31, 1911...$ 10,901.72
21,044.91
ending January 31, 1912.
Assets year ending January 31, 191 1
86,000.00
Assets year ending January 31, 1912
315,318.18
Dividends paid for year ending January 31,
12%
1911
Dividends paid for year ending January 31,
15%
1912
profits year

profits year

First

.

.

placed on

Improved Property
and
Sold for Clients
Property Bought
Agreements For Sale Discounted
Mortgages

Trust Department
Estates Managed
British investors should communicate with Mr. Thomas H.
at his office, 16 Eldon
Ingram, the Vice-President of the Company,
London, E.C., for fuller particulars regarding the safe and
Street,

offered by
profit-producing investments

this

Company.

Canadian National Investors
LIMITED

310 Hastings Street
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Farms

Farms

Farms

For Every One
20,000 Acres
LAND I\ THE GREAT PEACE RIVER COUNTRY
HAS BEEN PLACED IN RESERVE

20,000 Acres

We

have available to settlers on easiest payments land 200
miles south of Peace River, located in Nation Lake District. Good

Crops can be grown without trouble.

soil.

WRITE US OR CALL FOR PARTICULARS

Western Canadian Realty Investment

Co.

Limited

200 Dominion Trust Building

@e Westminster

c

VANCOUVER,

AH eyes are now

B.C.

rivetted

on

Trust and Safe Deposit

PORT ALBERNI

Company Limited

iZXCTS
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of

as a^cut

funds

mort
the

tor the

for

investment

clients

in

first

on improved real estate
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Vallej

CORRESPON

and

Dl N'CE

Coast

in

>I4E

^^

specialize in Port Alberni

city property

berni farm lands.

and Port AlWrite us for

cities.

SOLICITED

information, prices, etc.
Five-acre farms on easy terms
of payment, within two miles of
the famous fresh-water harbor.

The

rust

I

J.

J.

Heed
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Columbia
Company.

British
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s
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When
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Investment Co. Limited
309 Dominion Trust Bldg.
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EYES of the whole
BRITISH COLUMBIA,

THE

country on

undeveloped

world are on
without doubt

the

CENTRAL
richest

the

No man

continent.

can

estimate the value of its resources in farm lands, timber and
mines. Projected railway development already under way calls
for an expenditure of at least one hundred million dollars in
the next few years, and it is safe to say that an additional
hundred million will be expended in developing other enterThe surest way to share in this great distribution of
prises.

wealth

is

Trunk

own

to

Pacific

a

good farm along the
Write for

Railway.

GRAND

line

of the

full

particulars

to

North Coast Land Co. Limited
Paid-up Capital $1,500,000.00

Metropolitan Building,

VANCOUVER,

B.C.

Peace River Farm Lands
The Peace River
This

IT
It

district at

IS
is

haul for

Western Canada now holds

the attention of the

a million

THE GREATEST AND BEST FARM LAND
farm land

the closest
its

District of

no distant date will be the home of
to

IN

whole world.

prosperous farmers.

CANADA.

terminal elevator accommodation, thus having the shortest

grain.

of Alberta have recently guaranteed the bonds for the construction of
These are under construction now.
three lines of railway into the Peace River country.
have for sale the only land that can be purchased in the Peace River District.
It is situated on the boundary line between Alberta and British Columbia and immediately
It
adjoins the well-known Grande
south of the Dominion Government homestead reserve.
Prairie District, where hundreds of farmers are now pouring in.

The Government

We

Price of our land is $8 TO $10 PER ACRE, and we only have 12,000 acres for sale.
Half sections or full sections as desired.
This land in a couple of years will be worth $25 or more per acre.
YOU want this land. This price will not appear again. When this land is gone there
is no more.

WRITE US

Thompson & Carper Limited
406-8

Bank

of

Ottawa Building

VANCOUVER,

References: Bradstreet's, also Quebec Bank
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Christmas Reservations
arc

now being made In discriminating buyers. Presents
arc carefully wrapped ami stored away according

selected

to your
Christmas goods are being opened daily. The
choices! of the world's markets are here to select from.
Nowhere

novs

New

in

the cit)

ol

our

do you get the range or selection that equals the stock

stores.

Simp

REMEMBER

early.

Private greeting Christmas Cards printed and

delivered to your order now, at the

THOMSON STATIONERY COMPANY
Limited

325 Hastings Street West

FORT GEORGE
T\

t\

GASKELL BOOK & STATIONERY CO.
Limited

679-681 Granville Street
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HAVE
YOU
TAKEN
ADVANTAGE
of the

Grand Premium
the British

Columbia

Magazine

is

offering with

each Yearly

WHITE KOlK,

Subscription

1910

MAKE YOUR RESERVATIONS NOW
and secure

a

choice

lot

in

new

subdivision

now open

beautiful

in

White Rock Heights.

A FEW FACTS ABOUT WHITE ROCK HEIGHTS
Elevation 150 feet from the beach and station, on high, level land.
No rock pile or gullies on the entire tract.
Roads will be opened up on all sides of the property, making it handy to get in and out.
This property is free from all encumbrances, taxes paid up for 1911 and 1912, and has
indefeasible title.
Deeds delivered in ninety days, which time your last payment is made,
giving you three months to pay this small sum.

HERE
The

British
delivery of deed

IS

Columbia Magazine pays
and legal work.

THE PLAN

for the

You pay

lot.

for

the cost of surveying,

YOU CAN'T POSSIBLY INVEST YOUR MONEY IN ANYTHING BETTER.
We are offering you lots, 33x124 feet, valued at $150, now, free, for your subscription
the British Columbia Magazine for one vear.
and will mean a great deal in the near future.

to

This small investment will not break you,

GRASP THIS OPPORTUNITY NOW".
YOU
CANNOT
AFFORD
TO OVERLOOK
SOMETHING
TELL YOUR FRIENDS ABOUT IT
A 33xi24-foot building lot in WHITE ROCK HEIGHTS given away as a special
premium FREE (with the exception of a small fee to cover cost of surveying, delivery of
deed, etc.) with TWELVE MONTHS' SUBSCRIPTION TO THE BRITISH COLUMBIA
MAGAZINE, VANCOUVER'S FASTEST GROWING MAGAZINE.
Call, Write or

Phone Manager Premium Dept.

YOU CAN'T CALL, USE THIS

[F

C<

ISritish

British Columbia

I

'i

emium

525

Hastings

Vancouver, B. C.

position.
not place

St.

ii'iiiirl

—

W.

It

is

understood that this does

me under any

obligation.

Name
Address

Time most convenient

for

Phone Seymour 1739

When

1912.

incut.

Pacific Building.

Magazine
744

1

I
am Interested In your
ii'iitlemen,
While Rock Heights lots and would tike
t<>
have a representative call and show
in.
photographs and explain your pro<

Pacific Bld£.,

»UPON

Date
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Prepare for Christmas
By making early use of our
new illustrated catalogue
We

mailed catalogues to our customers
Province of British Columbia and the
Yukon, but if your name is not on our mailing list advise
us at once and we will mail you a catalogue by return mail.
This catalogue is one big book of suggestions for Christmas
It illustrates and describes our stock of Diamonds,
gifts.
Jewellery, Silverware, Watches, Clocks, Leather Goods, Art
Goods and Novelties, and makes buying as convenient as
though the purchaser visited our store personally. Goods
will be sent to customers at our risk and money will be
refunded when goods are not satisfactory. Write for this
catalogue without delay and do your Christmas shopping

hav:

throughout

already

the

early.

Henry Birks and Sons Limited
JEWELLERS AND SILVERSMITHS
Geo. E. Trorey, Man. Dir.
Hastings and Granville Streets
VANCOUVER, B. C.

New

Glove

Fashions
for

Ladies and

Gentlemen

stock

is

for

or

color required

E.
Bower Building,

When

FOWNES

special

or dancing.

evening wear.
Dur GLOVE

DENTS and
are
makers.
LADIES'
occasions or everyday wear motoring, driving, golfing
GLOVES in endless variety for walking, riding, motoring, or

complete.

OURGLOVESMEN'S

CERTIFICATE

is

very convenient

—

if

THE

vou do not know the size

for presentation.

CHAPMAN,
545

Granville Street

The Glove

Specialist
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NORTH VANCOUVER^,
"Pearl of the North Shore of Burrard Inlet"
The extensive mileage
has the brightest prospects of i\n\ city in Western Canada.
in the world, high and sightly elevation,
harbor
natural
finest
the
along

of foreshore

beautiful

southern

and magnificent scenic environment, places the city in a

slope,

most favored and unique position. This will be the port for shipping the grain of
three provinces and the entry port for the great Northwest.
Right here will be the

Great Eastern Railway, which is being financed by the
Columbia, and which will open up the vast mineral, timber
and agricultural resources of the rich Peace River country. Other railways are
seeking entry to North Vancouver, and millions of dollars will be expended on
North Shore development within the next five years. For free information address
terminus of

the

Government

of British

Pacific

Committee

Joint Civic Advertising

NORTH VANCOUVER,

B. C.
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According to Verdict
little country-seat drowzed in
the dusty sunlight.
Around the
courthouse dozens of teams were

THE

hitched, and a few saddle horses
and ponies. A flock of pigeons pitched
from a neighboring roof, and settled on an
adjoining by-street. A bell from a church
and irrelevantly.
spire clanged dolefully
On the steps of the courthouse two or three
groups of men idled, and on the closelytrimmed lawn fronting the building other
men and half-grown boys lounged, spat,
and played "mumble-peg." A solitary figure, clad in rusty black, and wearing as his
professional device an antiquated stove-pipe
his
feet turned
past with
hat, ambled

From the second storey of the
came down occasional echoes as of

edifice

voices

raised in protest, shrilly vociferating, arguthe loafers on the
ing, expostulating.

To

and the grass plot it was merely a
murder trial. The raucous blare of a rural
band would have started them all to their
feet, and a cheap tent minstrel show or a
baseball game would have stripped lawn,
steps

and courthouse entrance of
dawdler. But as residents of

street corners
listless

old, took her seat in a chair behind

her

husband

The

sat.

child

where

carried

a

grotesque harlequin doll in her hands, and
played and laughed with it about her
mother's skirts.
The accused man was a

His cheeks
cripple, thin, gaunt and pale.
were hollow from anxiety, and he bent his
entire attention to a rigid scrutiny of the
watch on the judge,
and an occular sweep on the jurors' faces

witnesses, a stealthy
as

they shifted

from

side

to

side

in

the

uncomfortable seats provided for them.

On

inward.

every

gressing slowly for several days.
Promptly
at nine in the morning the wife of the
defendant, with her youngest child, a
flaxen-haired little girl about three years

the county seat they had grown
tense dramas of life and death.

blase

to

And

so

the lawyers snarled and verbally mauled
one another as the lazy hours dragged
along, and the waiting lounger yawned and

passed ribald jests from
In the courthouse the case had been prolip to lip.

a table fronting the jury lav a ding]
vest with a ragged hole in its left side. By
it was a heavy sheep-skin
jacket with a

corresponding rent in its left side. Across
these torn and blood-stained garments la\
Tlie\ were the
a double-barrelled gun.
state's "exhibits," and if the state's attorney
was to be believed the\ spelled murder.
Close to them was a broad-bottomed scoop
shovel, and a broken scoop shovel handle.

These were
his

counsel

the defendant's "exhibits."

were

right,

these

articles,

It

to

gether with other and further facts and
circumstances, made out a clear case ol
self-defense tor the prisoner at the bar.
At one side of the table sat the public
prosecutor
counsel,
In

relatives

an
with
been speciallj

togethei

who had
oi

the

deceased.

assistant

employed

The

state's
771

British

772
was

attorne)

wore

in

The

tiger.

was

and

glasses,

scholarlj

young man, dark,

a

a

as

alert

as

Columbia Magazine

cool,

special

and

counsel

and

close-shaven

appearance.

sat the senior and
Opposite this pair
The junior
junior counsel for the defense.
of
intense
built,
counsel was slenderly
temperament, inclined to dispute all points
of law with the tenacity of a badger, and
(

books for a
given to delving in the
close and accurate knowledge of criminal
The senior
other
and
jurisprudence.
counsel was a grey-haired Apollo Belvidere

much

He
comeliness and bearing.
in
most
the
commanding
figure
easily
the room, a man whose presence would be
in

stature,

was

remarked

instantly

had played

in

game

years— this weird

chess-play
liberties were the

and

lives

He

any gathering.

this fascinating

for

many

where men's
Exstakes.

made him more urbane in his
treatment of an adversary, more tactful in
handling points where the temper was

perience had

liable

well

nent

—

tossed

She was a faded, care-

the

garish-colored

harlequin

and shrilled triumphantly
had been a sudden and an unforeseen
the air

in

It

tragedy, according to the lawyers for the
The dead man had owned a
defense.

farm,
his

house of the landlord

and

a report,

flash,

about

is

sixty-five

from where the shot was

feet distant

The

wife of the landlord, the
himself, the accused and his son
only persons on the farm at the
The sole witness
the homicide.

fired,

landlord
the

are

time of
the

for

to the alleged facts of the killing,

state,

The

widow

the

therefore

deceased

the

of

The

age.

sixty years

of

cripple from boyphysically inferior to his assail-

was a

tenant

hood, and

The

ant, aside from his infirmity.
a mere lad.

But the

is

man.

dead

was a strong and vigorous

man, although upwards of

to shoot

followed his

worn woman, with a grotesquely-ribboned
hat that wandered askew.
On her lap the
doll

A

his hip.

boy was

state's case, the structure built in

aided by special counsel, presented a vastly
different aspect.
Their claim was that
Williams had on one occasion made threats

his

damascus blade, for the supreme
the final appeal to the jury on

movement.

child

from

The
Davis, staggering a few steps, falls.
shot had been fired to save the life of
Williams, or to prevent his receiving great
bodily harm at the hands of his assailant.
The
This is the case for the defense.

brilliancy

behalf of the accused.
The wife of the prisoner
ever)

fires

hand, and reserved the flashing of

like a

it,

had

Williams, catches at the weapon,
without bringing it to his shoulder,

the active brain of the public prosecutor,

a strain.

to
in

He

and

tenant,

and

his

tenant.

slayer,

A

also

a

dispute had

farmer,
arisen

was
some

Davis

;

that another time he had

declared that Davis
didn't look out, etc.

and
and

would

The

get hurt
state's

his able assistant asserted that

if

he

attorney

Williams

boy had deliberately planned the
killing; that they had the gun in readiness,
and when Davis approached he was shot
down in cold blood at a distance of twenty
feet or more
that neither the dead man's
vest nor sheep-skin
jacket showed
any
his

;

marks

of

T

pow der

burning,

weapon had been discharged

and

the

if

at a distance

Some time
days previous to the killing.
in the afternoon of the killing the accused

of five or six feet, as claimed by the defense, the clothing would have been burned

and

or blackened by the flash.
They claimed
that Mrs. Davis had witnessed the shoot-

his son, a boy of sixteen, were unloading corn at the corn-crib owned by their
landlord.
Standing by a fence-corner near

by

was the boy's gun,

brought

along,

testified,

for

as

the

which had
father and
son
purpose

of

been
both

shooting

rabbits.

Davis, the landlord, now appeared from
barn,
the
-wearing vengeance on
He seizes a scoopcrippled defendant.
shovel, breaks it over the wagon in an
his

attempt to strike the accused, picks up a
board and, still advancing on the
retreating
tenant, follows

him

in a

and with violent threats
the boy's

gun

menacing manner
to the spot where

rests against the fence.

The

That

ing.

at the time the

gun was

fired

Davis had a stick in his hand.
But the
state claimed that he had been shot while
he was too far away to do the defendant
any harm, and as for the stick, the deceased
had caught that up in a vain attempt to

when he saw how he had
been entrapped.
They ridiculed the story
of the broken scoop-shovel as a rank fabrisave himself

cation,

that

and

relied

the boy had

materially on the fact
not mentioned it when

giving his testimony at
quest,

although

the coroner's

in-

asked

the

specifically

at

According
close of his evidence
all

that he

The

state's

years, was a
of homicide.

and quick

then

saw and knew
attorney,

he had told

though young

man who had

to

if

of the affair.

tried

many

in

cases

He was
detect

adversary's armor.

shrewd, resourceful,
weak point in an
The wife of the prisa

oner eyed him sullenly.
By her side the
child played, or, running towards the railing which separated the spectators from the

immediate
tossed

scene of the trial, gleefully
her black-and-red spotted doll into

Amid wranglings

interminable from the

lawyers, and sundry admonitions from the
judge, the case dragged its weary length
His honor was a model jurist. He
along.
as impassive as marble, as aloof as the
courthouse dome. He could no more have
leaned towards either the defense or the
prosecution than he could have changed
His decisions on
eyes with either side.

was

contested points, as to points of law or the
admission or rejection of evidence, were
given with a desiccated indifference, and

with machine-like precision of tone.
The jurors were farmers, and so in very
sooth the defendant was before a tribunal
his
of
Sunburned, indifferently
peers.
dressed, and with non-committal faces, they
most
represented well a picture of that
puzzling enigma, an American jury. Those
more stoical looked on in an apparon the rear
ently careless manner; others
row of seats, either of keener sensibilities,

of the

or with less opportunity of hearing plainly,
leaned forward and put aiding hands to
their ears to catch the significance of some
point.

like the champions of
the opposing forces, were regularly divided
On the front -<:<" ou d'
into two camps.
the railing sat the relatives of the dead

The
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Each
partisans of his side of the quarrel.
half of the house was separated from the
other by a chasm of hate and revengeful
From their respective portions of
feeling.

room they glowered

the

at

furtively

one

another.

The testimony was finally
The direct examination of the

concluded.
witnesses

the cross-examination, the re-direct and rethe evidence in rebuttal and sur-

cross, all

rebuttal had at last been duly finished, and
their
the tired
stenographers sharpened
pencils anew.

the air.

mooted

Verdict
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spectators,

man, saving and excepting his widow. She
had been excused after giving her testimony, being advanced in years and greatly
The dead man's
broken by the tragedy.
female adherents were dressed in black,
and at the end of the row sat a stalwart
son. Back of this file were distant celatives,
and further yet to the rear were friends
and sympathizers.
Across a narrow aisle from this gatheralloted to specing, on the opposite space
friends and his
the
were
prisoner's
tators,
and chddren.
wife
his
relatives, excepting
To the rear were cousins, neighbors and

had been a desperately fought battle.
dead man had been proven a quarrelsome character by a cloud of witnesses.
Two men had testified of his having
boasted to them of having killed a man in
a neighboring state. The defendant, on the
other hand, had been proven by many witnesses a character for uniform peaceableIt

The

ness and quiet in the neighborhood in which
he resided. Rigorous cross-examination on
the part of the state had disclosed some

discrepancies in the story of the defendant
and his son, and per contra, the widow's
testimony had been weakened by the evi-

dence of at least one disinterested witness,
who swore that she told him, some two
hours after the tragedy, that she had not
seen the tragedy, and knew nothing about
the report of the gun "sounded
cannon on her ears."
A threat to shoot Davis by Williams had
been testified to by a Williams partisan,
and had been denied flatly In tin defendant.
The man who had mended the SCOOp
shovel after it had been broken was absent.
The hired hand of the slayer, who had
it

until

like

a

the

brought

broken

shovel

to

back

the

home, was absent from the county
and no evidence had been adduced to the
effect that the defendant had endeavored
It
was
to have him present at the trial.
admitted that the defendant's -on had
slayer's

sworn

at

statement
silent

knew

as

the

to

coroner's
there

he

tin-

gave

inquest

and

scoop-shovel,

that

which

was

all

the

was
he

of the matter.

There
moments

had

been

apparenl

triumphal

and

apparenl
The
state.
the
advantages gained b\
a Ion- breath
drew
defendant
crippled
oj
His
the close of the evidence.
at
,,.];,)
little

girl

tor

the

defense,

ran back and forth playing with
notice her. and dragging

anyone who would

in

her

b)

its
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wake

the

harlequin

gaudily-tinted

cocked hat.

The

instructions on hoth sides having
handed up to the judge, special counsel
He
to open the case for the state.
His main
spoke for an hour and a half.
contention, to which he clung with the
,

a

grip of
nt

snapping-turtle, was the absence

powder burns on the dead man's apparel.
said

Therefore,
long range;

special

shot at

a

counsel,

no danger to be
apprehended on the part of the defendant;
therefore a design on defendant's part to
kill, and to conspire with his son to plead
therefore

therefore,

self-defense;

unquestionably,

argued special counsel, murder most foul.
So does science overcome the pretence of
shooting and set to naught the
murderous subterfuge of the prisoner at
bar.
Special counsel talked plausibly, winjustifiable

and

ningly,

He

forcibly.
jury for

sat

down,

their attention to
thanking the
his argument, as he had previously, in opening, thanked them for the attention they
had paid to the case. It is one of the stock
accessories to such a drama.
The junior counsel next advanced, and
after a perfunctory "May
it
please the
court," plunged into his argument. It was,
curiously enough, coming from so young a

man, a speech more particularly addressed
to the reason of the jury, and rather avoided

\\mpathetic reference to

the

crippled

condition of the defendant, and to his wife
It was a close analysis of the

and family.

a grouping vividly of the main
points for the defense, a shattering of the
state's
and a reading of
contentions,
authorities.
In the reading of these latter
he clear!} demonstrated that special counsel

evidence,

had wilfully mis-stated the law of selfdefense bj quoting from the statutes of the
state,
in

when

the

construing

supreme court of the state,
statutes, had entirely

said

reversed
special
hitter

listened

special counsel's assumptions, as
counsel knew.
He was somewhat

on special counsel, who
with a bored air, but he

two openings

or

for

the

blandly
left

vigilant

one

state's

notably in referring to the trial
as a farce, which was erroneous.
Rut he
made an able argument, and some of the
attorney,

on the back row leaned forward
followed his remarks closely.
here was a sort of expectant bustle
anion- the audience as he resumed his seat.
jurors

an.

I

I

The courtroom had

filled visibly as

he was

concluding, and even some of the confirmed
slothful, on the lawn below, came up the
The reason was apparent,
dingy stairs.
for it was the senior counsel's turn to ad-

The two previous speakers
dress the jury.
had stood close to the jury, and had even
touched a

man

lightly

now and

then

when

emphasizing a point.
Not so the senior counsel.

Tall
hair
with
iron-grey
strongly
clustered around a noble head, with
light of battle in his dark-grey eyes, he
built,

the physical

embodiment

of the orator.

and
that

the

was
As

he began, the volume and harmony of his
voice matched and blended with his appearance and manner. It was one of those
rarely seen instances when the occasion and
There was no
the orator rhyme perfectly.
haste in his manner, no hesitation for either

words or

All through
figures of speech.
the address ran the under-current of an
appeal for sympathy, yet so subtly directed
that it was never a direct, but an indirect
appeal, and thus all the stronger, as coming
by suggestion.

He made many

telling points,

dissected

arguments advanced by the state with
unerring power of analysis, and dwelt
forcibly on the dead man's reputation as a
dangerous character, and the crippled defendant's uniform repute as a man of peace.
the

The sad eyes of the prisoner's wife lightened as he argued, and the prisoner, leaning
forward on a rude hickory cane, burned
the space between himself and the jurybox with devouring eyes.
ray of sun-

A

light,

darting in as a curtain flapped,

lit

up

the yellow curls of the little girl as she
sat in her mother's lap, pulling
at
the
spotted dress of her harlequin doll.
The senior counsel soon disposed of
special counsel's bugaboo as to
powder
stains.

The gun and

clothing had

been

shrewdly left for the state's attorney to
make a dramatic close with, but the senior
counsel was too wary a campaigner to let
him be the first to handle these gory relics.
He caught up the shotgun and called the
jury's attention to the fact of its being a
"saw7 ed-off" weapon, a "brush-gun" for

and quail. If there had ever been
"choke" in the barrel, these cheap guns
w ere invariably "choked" at the muzzle,
and this muzzle and any possible "choke"
had been taken off.
Such a gun would
rabbits

a

r

scatter at twenty-five feet
a saucer, at least.
The

to

the size

wound,

as

of

the

According
surgeon, a state witness, had testified, was
about an inch in diameter. Therefore, and
inevitably, the holes in the clothing (ex-

were made

hibiting it to the jury)
close range.

at very

"Powder-burns," he cried dramatically,
holding up the sheep-skin jacket the dead
man had worn on that stormy November
day, "powder-burns," he repeated, an indescribably fine sneer on his classic features,
"my learned friend is no hunter and assuredly no scientist, and in addition, his
memory is faulty. He does not seem to
recollect that there is no evidence in this
record as to the kind of powder the shell
was loaded with that caused the death of
Two-thirds of the shells loaded
Davis.
nowadays are filled with smokeless powder,
and smokeless powder would not scorch
It was
clothing even at two feet away."
a daring statement, and crushing, if true,
not only as to special counsel's theory, but

main contention

to the state's

The

state's attorney

"Gentlemen

made

the case.

in

of the jury," concluded the

of refuge.

blazed a

path in

wandering
certain

One

of

Ages

Israelites,

known

tenets
these

was

tenets

refuge should be built

which those

who had

self-defense taken

ago,

when God

wilderness for the
he gave to Moses
as the Mosaic law.

the

human

cities

of

plain
accidentally, or

to

on

life,

that
the

could

flee,

in

and

entering, should be safe from future
Had this defendant lived in
molestation.
those days he could not have reached a
because of his incity of refuge by flight
but in this day and age he is not

when

firmity,

debarred, because of God's affliction, from
crossing the threshold of the modern city
His city of refuge is the law.
of refuge.
is your refuge, and mine, your childand your children's children's refuge.
"In the sight of His Maker Henry
Williams stands acquitted of any wrong.

As

it

ren's

or

-rcat

death,
Had he submitted
he
physical injury on that melancholy day,
would have been a coward to the tics and
to

responsibilities
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the poor man's city of refuge and asks of
you twelve men in the name of the laws
;

man, and by the memory of the laws of
God, to be restored to freedom, sunlight,
and the arms of his waiting family."
The prisoner's wife was sobbing quietly,
and the prisoner himself was pale, with

of

beads of perspiration
on
his
forehead.
Against his wife's breast a sleeping child's
hand was clasped, and on the floor lay the
painted harlequin doll.

The

state's

though eager

attorney rose instantly, as
to divert attention from the

words to himself as
His first remarks were
soon as possible.
the stereotyped ones of thanks, as had been
He took up
those of the other counsel.
doublethe
the shattered clothing and

senior counsel's closing

barrelled gun, as if to shift the minds of
the jurors at once to the scene of the

and then commenced

killing,

In

way

every

most of the

practicable

state's theory.

instinct, his black eyes

a note.

senior counsel, "the defendant in this case,
this helpless cripple before you, is now in
his city

to

which he had assumed

in
_

the care and maintenance of a large family.
No one regretted the dire necessity forced

gleaming, his body

forward, like a runner
lightly
straining for a distant goal, he uncovered
the weak points in the defense and magnithe discrepancies in the testimony of
the defense's witnesses until they seemed
fied

to

assume a

sinister significance.

"The

junior counsel says this trial is a
"Do dead men act
he
shouted.
farce,"
Is the set face of a corpse
roles in farces?

no different from the leer of a comedian ?
Do counsel contend that murder is a jest?
They say the aged and feeble widow of
John H. Davis comes here to testify with
Yes! gentlemen,
one toot in the grave.
for her life's shadows are indeed almost
lengthened out, and the sun of her exist-

And
ence alreadj sunk below the horizon.
believe
cannot
but
tact
that
you
very
by
every word she uttered on the witness Stand
In the
has on it the stamp of honor.
death bloom the
vallej of the shadow of
lilies

of truth."

He

up the challenge as to the
smokeless powder and hurled
at the head of the senior counsel.
"The defendant alone knows whether it
was smokeless or black powder." he cried,
with its gap
shaking the sheep Tin jacket,
took

of

question
defiance

ing 01

ifice,

in

could

the faces of the jurors.

have

Henry
upon him more
But strong in his knowledge of innocence,

smokeless

brand,

upheld by the sense of justice and right,
he comes, although with halting step, to

tempt

tor

Williams.

argument.

made the
With unerring

leaning

defense

than

his

he

it,

that

manifest not onl\

but

proven
thej

if

dared

it

"The

was
not

a
at

was black powder is
it
from even circumstance

-<•

British
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the case, but
the
only

in

evidence of

undisputed

To begin with,
witness as to that point.
poor farmer boys buy cheap, black powder
shells to hunt with, and not the high-priced
smokeless powder kind. Again, the barrels
gun, a gun in nn possession every
day since the murder, does not show and
never showed a sign of the musty evidences

dt

this

nt

a

discharged

ok

I

at

these

smokeless powder shell.
blackened and dis-

barrels,

And

ho\

to

kill

short of

his

their

gun sounded

the

report of the
a cannon to her ears."

like

"Ah! gentlemen,

nothing

suffice.

He

bunch, and anyone at
acquainted with these things could open
a shell, manipulate the shot, return the
wad to its place on the doctored pellets,
and have a charge that for twenty-five
feet would go almost with the compactness

argument sink

"that

and

ot shot to carry in a

of a rifle-ball.

lastly,

T

all

and

black powder.

absolutely

w ould

picked up the gun and remarking on its
abbreviated length told the jury that there
was more than one wr ay of causing a load

conclusive, testimony as convincing as a mathematical solution, is the evidence dt the widow of the murdered man

colored bj

landlord,

life-blood

The

state's

attorney paused
into the

to

minds of the

let

his

jurors.

Senior counsel for the defense sprawled his
foot over the stenographer's desk.
The prisoner whispered to his wife. The
sleeping child awoke, stared about her, and
then reached down to the floor for the
right

that fact alone gives
toto to the perjured claim of the
defendant, for you know and 1 know that

speckled harlequin doll.

a shell

loaded with smokeless powder makes
a comparatively insignificant report when
discharged, while black powder, the cheap

Resuming his argument the attorney
for the state painted an eloquent and touching word-picture of the old widow's deso-

powder, makes a noise when fired which
verity sounds like a cannon to the ears.
And at the distance of five feet, the claim
of the defense, black powder would have
burned t!ie soft texture of this sheep-skin
jacket and thereby sustained, so far, the

lation after losing her life-mate.
The dead
man's female relatives were bathed in
tears at this point, and the athletic son

the

lie

/'/;

in

claim ot self-defense.
this

tattered

coat,

Hut

dumb

as

it

witness

stands,
of that

day's events, tells you more eloquently than
words that murder desperate and premeditated was done by Henry Williams on the
body of John H. Davis."
"The charge of shot had gone straight
It was claimed
through the heart."
by
the defense that the
gun had been discharged from the hip. Taking the relative
si/es ot the men, if that were
true the
load would have had an
upward tendency.
his was plnsicalh a fact
which he demI

onstrated

with the gun and
the position of a man
firing

Hut as

by assuming
from the hip.

shot had bored
directly through
breast of the
deceased, the gun was

the

th<-

undoubtedl 5 fired with
from the shoulder of the
claim ot danger, and
seen

to

he

a

aim

deliberate

slayer.
close

Hence

proximity,

the

was

perjury.

that
their

human life should be protected, that
own lives might be guarded against

dastardly and cruel conspiracies, and that
wilful murder, cold-blooded and deliberately planned, go not unwhipt of justice."
The relatives and friends of the deceased

had hung on

his words with agonized atEvery word he had uttered was
to them gospel truth, and his address had
sown the rankling seeds of feud in their
each and every bosom for
generations to

tention.

come.

The impassible presiding magistrate at
once took up the instructions. In criminal
cases the state is supposed to have the last
plea to the jury, but in reality the instructions submitted by both sides constitute the
final

words they

hear.

judge reads for the

Williams had plenty of time,
why did
disable Davis bv
shooting him in
tin- legs.
II,. had both
barrels loaded and
could easil} have
crippled the latter by a
It

he

held his handkerchief to his eyes for several
minutes.
In closing, the state's representative made
a powerful plea for conviction, an appeal
"that the majesty of the law be vindicated,

not

load ot shot in the calf of the
leg.
did he not ,|„ this?
Because there
deliberate conspiracj between him

Why
was a

and the

accused last.
if he chooses.

Or

state

Sometimes the
first, and the

he can reverse this order

Sometimes they are mingled
and read alternately.
But they are an
exceedingly important feature of the case.

Those which the judge decides on
reading
to the jury are marked
by him with the
word "given"; those which he rejects are

According
marked "refused" and

laid aside to

go

in
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reflectively in an iron cuspidor at his feet.
bent his head, he bestowed what one

the files of the case.
In murder cases a judge often gives
instructions sparingly for the state, and
This is done, in
liberally for the defense.
such instances, because an improper instruc-

As he

for the state, if allowed to creep in,
be a cause for reversal in case of an
It is also
appeal from the jury's verdict.

mouth, but judiciously strangled it with a
thrust of his tongue to the cheek.
It was
an instantaneous by-play; vitally signifi-

done from the judge's wish to give a man
on trial for life or liberty the benefit of
any reasonable doubt.
This being the average mode of procedure on the part of the trial court, the
defense have an opportunity of handing up

cant

tion

may

a

In the
large batch of instructions.
present case the junior counsel had been
He
perniciously active in such respect.
had not only assembled all the "stock" instructions, so-called, but had ransacked the
supreme court reports for specially apinstructions in similar cases, and
from instructions on reasonable doubt to
those on good character, in every way,
shape, and manner, he had completely and

proved

for

exhaustively provided

every loop-hole

of escape.

Drone.
arid

voice

Drone.
buzzed

mid-summer

Drone.
like

locust.

It

the

The judge's
castanet of a

was a

clear

dry

intonation, with no more expression than
the rattle of a lawn mower.
most

A

admirable judicial organ as entirely void
of personal bias.
Drone. Drone. Drone.
"The court instructs the jury that in
doubtful cases, evidence of previous good
character is conclusive in favor of a party
accused
and, if from the evidence you
find
that
the
facts
and circumstances
;

proved and relied upon

to

establish

the

defendant's guilt of the crime alleged in
the indictment are in doubt, or that the
intention of the defendant to commit the
crime is in doubt, then if the defendant has
by the evidence satisfied you that he was
a person of good character up to the finding of the indictment in this cause, the
presumption of law is, that the alleged
crime is so inconsistent with the former
life and character of the defendant that he
could not have intended to commit such
alleged crime, and it will be your duty to
give the defendant the benefit of that prethis instruction

was read

some three chairs

off,

a keen

featured, brown-mustached young farmer
on the front row leaned forward and spat

That

distant.

individual

started a slow smile at one corner of his

stealthily

;

who

noticed

it

The observer
suggestive.
said to himself "two more

for acquittal."

He had previously watched a grizzled
farmer on the rear row who had leaned
forward during the argument of the junior
counsel, hand at ear, until his head was
almost on a line with the front row jurors.
This same man had listened eagerly to the
senior counsel's
Hut
address.
thrilling
when the state's attorney addressed the
jury this juror had either been singularlymorbidly

inattentive,

restless,

or

The spectator
him down as for
undersized man on

impatient.
had therefore set
fully

scorn-

aforesaid
acquittal.

an
the front
row, with an unobstructed view of the
defendant's family, had wept unblushingly
So,

too,

the

at

counsel's

senior

eloquent

periods.

He

had almost gone to sleep during the
state attorney's most
Evifiery
flights.
dently he was with the defense.

One
trial

last

the

of

racking

had been the
If

day.

his

of the
juror on this
strength failed,

incidents

illness of a

physical

whole heart-breaking and soul-destroying ordeal would have to be gone over
The retirement of a juror would
again.
mean a mis-trial. Everybody watched this
man like a hawk, as he halt-reclined in an
the

easy-chair specially provided for him.
The prisoner's wife's lips moved as

looked that

way

sin-

at the close of the instruc-

In her lap the child, refreshed In
tions.
her nap, tossed the absurd harlequin doll

on high, and laughed merrily.
The jury, in charge oi a saturnine
retired

bailiff,

their

consider

to

verdict, taking
exhibits "t the state,

with them the ghastl]
and the mute appeal of the broken shovel-

The judge adjourned court until
handle.
nine the following morning, to be called at
any time however, should the inn agree.
one light burning at the
one in the
n, and
centre of the room just over the judge's
he
and retired to his office.
chair,

The

door

sumption and acquit him."

As

lynx-eyed observer translated as a tentative
wink at the end juror on the same row,

sheriff

of

the

left

courtr

I

respective

factions

sal

stubbornl)

in

their

British
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accustomed

seats,

mumbling

in

Columbia Magazine
lowered

surreptitiously on lunches
brought out from pockets or baskets.

munching

rune-,

The

prisoner had been taken back to his
the county jail, there to seethe in
His wife and childa hell of uncertainty.
ren had disappeared.
Twilight and night
Electric lights
fell on the county seat.
in

cell

men

drifted in and out of saloons
and a dog-fight added to the
A raw-boned, rednations.
gaj ety of
headed man came out of a doggery, wiping
his lips and exclaiming belligerently, "Well
In God, he ought to have killed him."
"Shut up, Ben," said a companion,
"don't let's have any more trouble."
"Trouble, hell," was the truculent reply,
"I wouldn't back water for any Davis that
flared,

and

stores,

ever stood in shoe leather."

An hour went by and

then there was a

lightning-bolt of intelligence that flashed
through the darkness.
swinging door at
the hotel slammed, and a roll-top
desk

A

A

with a woody snap.
hostler at
the livery stable, who had just unhitched a
horse from a bespattered buggy, gave the

closed

astonished

equine a parting kick stablewards, and ran towards the courthouse.
)ut

of

saloons, billiard halls and drug
up from corners, alleys and hallwavs, and gathering from the shaven lawn
(

stores,

judge was mounting the steps of the court
building with evenly-measured movements.
The counsel, both for the state and the
defense, had already gathered in the courtroom.
The judge ascended the bench. The
jury filed in and took their seats.
silence as of death fell on the immediate

A

The

surroundings.

respective

relatives

and partisans craned forward eagerly from

The

benches.

their

and

his

lips

set

thin

prisoner

and

was

straight

livid,

as

a

knife-blade.

"Gentlemen

of the jury," said the judge,

with the imperturbability of a statue, "have
you agreed on your verdict?"
The prisoner's wife uttered a moaning
Her tawdry bonnet went wider askew
cry.
than ever as the child in her lap threw its
In the
frightened arms about her neck.

pudgy hand was clutched, suspended
head down, the fantastically spotted harlequin doll.
The brown-mustached young farmer of
child's

the front

row

rose in his seat.

the foreman of the jury.
have, your Honor,"

"We

was

He was
his reply.

"Mr. Clerk," remarked
tone of monotonous

the judge in a
unconcern, "read the

verdict."

a

The clerk tore open a long brown manila
envelope and straightened a sheet of paper.

motley mass of excited people.
Lights shone in the courtroom, and the

It was the psychological moment.
"We,
the jury, find the defendant not guilty."

in

front

of

the

courthouse,

thronged

y^fyj^

— A Ride Across

'Halifax to Vancouver

Canada by Automobile
possibilities are constantly dawning upon the traveller in Canada, and
one of the most interesting has just been established by Mr. Thomas W.
Wilby, who has accomplished the feat of riding across the continent from
the Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific in an automobile.
Starting from Halifax, on the Atlantic coast of Nova Scotia, Mr. Wilby
He started his
traversed 3,870 miles before he pulled up his car at Vancouver.
memorable ride on August 27, and really completed the coast to coast run on
October 14, though a few days later he took his car across Vancouver Island and
dipped it into the waters of the Pacific at Port Alberni.
The story of Mr. Wilby's run excited great interest, and many people refused
to believe in the possibility of its successful achievement until it had actually been
A track
Almost unheard of difKiculties attended the enterprise.
accomplished.
had to be discovered across mountainous country, streams negotiated where there
were no bridges, and railways used in lieu of roads. Mr. Wilby's feat is a triumph

NEW

of perseverance as well as a tribute to the excellence of the management of his car.
it is gratifying to British Columbia that Mr. Wilby should have spoken of its

provincial roads as the finest in all Canada.
The first half of the trip was accomplished at the rate of one

hundred and
twenty miles per day, but when Mr. Wilby got into more difficult country further
west the pace slackened considerably, and the time for the whole journey works out
For the successful trip he is inclined to give most
at about ninety miles a day.
A
of the credit to the mechanical expert, Mr. F. J. Haney, who accompanied him.
trophy of the tour was an "A. P." cocktail, which Mr. Wilby made by mingling the
waters of the Atlantic with those of the Pacific at Alberni.

DIPPING THE CAR IN THE WATERS OF
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WII.BY IN HALIFAX JUST PRIOR TO

THE START

This is not Mr. Wilby's first big motoring feat.
He drove from New York
San Francisco by the south-west route, 9,000 miles, in one hundred and five
days, in company with his wife, and his motoring adventures have given a touch
of realism to his work as a novelist and a journalist.
His path-finding in America
to

has entailed

13,000 miles of travel.

An

enthusiast in motoring, Mr.
highway right across Canada.

Wilby

has near to his heart the proposal for a
can be done even under

great
By showing what
has greatly helped this proposal
present conditions, he
when the road is made his example will be emulated by
more stirring prospect could a motorist have than that of
a continent, without frontier worries, and along a route

and no
For
an unchecked ride
comprising almost
forward

many

;

others.

doubt

what
across

every

And what an impetus it would give to the development
possible variety of scenery?
of the country!
Everyone will agree with Mr. Wilby's advice to the Canadian
Highway Association, that they should aim at "a complete transcontinental highwa)
for 191 7," and that there should be
coming "white way" and its scenery.
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British Settlers and the Provincial

Cjovernment
By

Reginald D. Pontifex

fact that the various states in

commonwealth

the

THE

Australia

of

it good policy to appermanent
point
representatives in
Vancouver to assist partly in furthering
trade relations between this country and the

are finding

but more chiefly to attract immigraSouthern Seas, must give food

latter,

tion

to the

for

serious

terested

— and

reflection

we

those

amongst

in-

are all of us interested

—

the agricultural possibilities of our wonderfully rich and fertile Province of British
in

The

Columbia.

Australian states are, as
Is well known, extremely democratic states.
They are economical to a degree in their

methods of transacting business, and,

fur-

thermore, they are particularly exacting as
to the class of settler they admit.
If, then,
they are finding it worth their while deliberately to plan a campaign to attract
settlers

be

from

certain

this

that

country to
the

class

theirs,

of

we may

immigration

they are trying to take away is a valuable
and one that this province can ill afford

one,

to lose.

Another point
that

to

be considered

the Australian

if

from

attract settlers

fully

there

States can
this

is

this,

success-

country

to

must

surely be something
radically wrong in the present administration of our land
laws, or rather lack of land

theirs,

Laws.

Having

lived

for

some years

in

Western Australia, the writer was able to
gather some of the reasons why the small
settler succeeds so well in that
country, and
is satisfied
that if our Provincial Government would take energetic measures on the
lines which will be below
indicated, there
!

he

reason for this province to lose
men whom she can
hope to attract. Take the position of the
the very

avei

British

in,

best class of

ttler

who

Columbia.

knowledge

of

leaves
If

farming,

Great Britain for

he

has a

that

is

practical

indeed

an

extremely valuable asset in this province,

where farming conditions do not vary very
much from the country he has left behind.
His available capital, however, as a rule
will not exceed $1,500 to $2,000, and he
often has a wife and family to provide for,
consequently the first few months he is in
this

country he

is

put to considerable ex-

pense, and is, furthermore, under the necesIt is
sity of losing no time to get a start.
obviously impossible for him, with the slen-

der means at his disposal,
ward and forward looking

to

travel back-

for land

;

then

again, with the small capital that he has,
it is equally impossible for him to
buy high-

priced improved or unimproved farm lands.
only alternative is for him to take a

The

pre-emption, and to enable

him

successfully the government
him in the following way:
At each of the principal

the

farming

assist

towns in the
which are situated

interior of the province
in

to do this

could

districts,

also

in

Victoria,

more particularly in those
cities up north which the advent of the
G. T. P. Railway will create, and where
the capital, but

there
there

hundreds of thousands
good land awaiting the settler,

are literally

of acres of

should

settlers' hotel.

be erected for his benefit a
This should be run by the

government, and the

settler,

on arriving,

should be accommodated at this hotel, for
at all events a week or ten
days, at the

expense of the provincial government. Land
guides in the pay of the provincial government should also be provided, whose duty

would be to take the settler out and show
him the best available land in the district
where he proposed to settle. Should this
it

district not suit him, however,
he should be given free or assisted transportation to some other district within a
reasonable distance, so that before
definitely

particular

locating he could

find

out the particular

British Settlers and the Provincial
which he thinks he is likely to do
This policy, it may be here stated,

location
best in.

has been carried out with great success in

Western

The

Australia.

having finally been got upon
should be assured of intelligent
from the state by from time to

settler,

Government

783

several

pre-emptions
where,
although
grants had beeen issued, practically
no work, or very little, had been done by
the pre-emptor to earn them.
No grants
should be delivered until it was proved that

Crown

various

genuine work had been done; at the same
time, once the improvements demanded by
the government had been complied with, no
time should be lost in issuing them.
It is well known that, with the un-

pre-emptions, assess improvements, and advise the settler how to get the most out of
his land. The pre-emptor should be strong-

paralleled era of prosperity British Columbia has had, many parts or departments
pertaining to the province's welfare have

discouraged against speculating in his
pre-emption; that is to say, Crown grants
should not be issued until the government

naturally received less attention than others;
but one ventures to think that the question
of the settler, particularly the British settler

the

land,
assistance

time periodical

whose

sole

visits

employed

inspectors

of practical farming
the government,

by

duty should be to

visit the

ly

was

thoroughly

satisfied

that

improvements had been carried

method

legitimate
out.

The

of deciding this question would, of
In a
from place to place.

vary
much would
heavily-timbered country as
not be expected of the pre-emptor as in
lightly-timbered country.
The pre-emptor should have it thoroughly

course,

drilled

him

into

that

his

main object

in

on the land is to improve it, and
more improvements effected in his
the
encouragement
greater
pre-emption
should he receive from the government.
This encouragement should take the practical form of government loans repayable in,
at a moderate rate of
say, twenty years,
on the reinterest, which should be issued
of Prethe
of
Inspector
commendation
to the
emptions and assessed according
For
effected.
had
settler
the
improvements

settling
that the

,

a settler cleared, say, in the first
of his farm, and was in
year twenty acres
need of immediate assistance, the government should be able to make him a loan on

instance,

if

as
the assessed value of the improvements
interest
of
rate
the
decided by the inspector
not exthat this loan should bear should
should
settler
The
ceed, say, 4 per cent.
of Prethe
to
Inspector
look
to
trained
be
men
as his best friend, and the
;

emptions

for these positions should be very carefully
as

not

only

by the government,
exshould they have practical farming
of
men
be
also
should
perience, but they

selected

To

carry out the quesabsolute integrity.
the governtion of this loan successfully,

ment might well operate a Farmers' Bank
and the Inspector of Pre-emptions should
be in the employ of that bank.
saw
Whilst up north this year the writer

in

Central British Columbia,

an urgent

is

It
one, and one that will brook no delay.
is also true that the government cannot be

blamed

fairly

for the existing state of affairs,
way that all civil service

the

to

owing

departments have been overworked owing
to the unexpected opening up and developthe same time,
the greatest asset
that any country can have, and as we undeniably possess in Central British Columbia

ment

of

the

farmer

the

province

at

;

after all,

is,

hundreds of thousands of acres of suitable
land for the pre-emptor, it is sheer folly to
lock this wealth up by neglecting to give
the farmers' department the necessary attenIf we continue to neglect our farmers
tion.
in the
they will most surely either remain
central provinces of Canada, such as Alberta

Saskatchewan; or, should they get
will be
through to British Columbia, they

or

to

attracted

further-oft cities or swell

the

populations of our towns.
settler be afforded judiIf, however, the
cious assistance
as

is

after
if

outlined

on

assisted to get

and

small

from the government, such

in this article;

loans arc granted

on
provements effected

it

ami maintain

a

attract

and

contented

race

he be looked

to

ami

him on im-

his land at a reason-

able rate of interest, then
to

if

to the land,

oi

is

easil)

possible

strong,

healthy

Britishers

in

this

northern country.
need not, of course, necessarilj conefforts to North Central British
our
fine

We

Columbia; hut

in

this article attention

has

to that region, as the

been especiall] drawn
available land awaiting the
Largest area oi

genuine pre-emptor
(;. T. I'. Railway.

is

along the

line oi

the

T he Improvement of Vancouver Harbor
SUGGESTED SEA-WALL ACROSS THE SECOND NARROWS

By R. H.

Parkinson,

A. M. Can.

Soc. C. E.

—

In sending the following article for publication, the author states that his
Editor's Note.
scheme was submitted some time ago to the Minister of Public Works at Ottawa, but nothing

has so far come of it.
There are various possible ways of improving Vancouver's harbor facilities and the value
of Burrard Inlet for shipping, and Mr. Parkinson's article is, to say the least, an interesting
contribution towards the solution of the problem.
It Mr. Parkinson's plans were put into operation, the expenditure of
dredging at the First
Narrows, which the Government is understood to favor, would be rendered unnecessary.
Moreover, since the article was written the fulfilment of the Panama Canal project has come
nearer, and great harbor improvements at Vancouver are desirable if the city is to take her
share of the ocean harvest.

western portal— "the

—

gives entry to Vancouver harbor, a salt water basin
lion's

gate"

CANADA'S
bounded on

and east
and Second NarThis arm of the

the west

respectively by the First
rows of Burrard Inlet.

sea continues some sixteen miles inland in
an easterly and northerly direction beyond

Second Narrows.

the

The whole

area

of

Burrard

Inlet

is

approximately 14,000 acres, while the area

Vancouver harbor, lying between the
and Second Narrows, is about 3,200

of
I

st

1

acrc<.

he purpose of this paper is to point out
of the defects of this harbor, and to

I

some

means of eliminating them, and
improving the conditions as to make
Vancouver one of the finest sea-ports in
suggest a

of

so

water rushes at
an hour,
causing back eddies and whirlpools, which
are very dangerous to small craft and even
to large steamers during the period of
foggy
weather which prevails in winter.
The
which, at spring

tides, the

the

to

eleven miles; but, owing to
existing
conditions, only a small proportion of shore
line is used for wharves.
existing wharves are built
are very short-lived

on

owing

the

and expense.
he greatest
disadvantage of the harbor
however, its difficulty of entry through
ssitj

First

Narrows.
;

li

mid-channel
onal
784

where the

the harbor,

city of

of

This channel, which
780 feet, and a depth in

of 12
fathoms, has a crossarea of 30,500
sq. feet, through
&

North Van-

couver is situated, and detracts from its
value as a location for wharves at a point
where the need of them is becoming more
and more apparent.
ing

is

the

lack

communication
her

tides

present exist-

anything but steamer
between Vancouver and

difference

and low

at

of

sister city across the

The

is

of

harbor.

between high
about fifteen feet, and
level

a

serious inconvenience, causing
expense in the loading and unIn older countries deloading of ships.
pendent largely on their sea traffic, vast
systems of wet docks have been constructed
is

increased

to

I

is,

knots

have occured in these Narrows must be
attributed to the high velocity of the tides
and the cross currents caused thereby.
This high speed of the tide is also found
in a lesser degree
along the north shore of

this

piles,

to

action of the teredo
navalis, which honeycombs them and makes
re-piling a constant

the

eight

Another disadvantage

The shore line or possible
length of
wharf (parallel thereto) in this harbor ex-

The

six

tidal conditions are, indeed, so adverse as to
cause serious menace and delay to shipping,
and the accidents, collisions and wrecks that

the world.

which

of

rate

overcome the disadvantage of excessive

tidal rise.

20

feet,

The Thames

and

to

has a tidal rise of

contend with

this

London
wet

has built over four hundred acres of
docks.
to

Liverpool, with a tidal rise of from 20
30 feet, has the finest dock system in the

Ill

Columbia Magazine
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world, consisting of over 600 acres of wet
miles of dock space.
basins, with over forty
these docks have cost as high as
Part ,,
It is therefore evident
$244,000 an acre.
a
that a large tidal rise is considered such

arm navigable to the largest ships, and
would in time undoubtedly have the effect

detriment to a port as to warrant the ex-

the working classes residing there.
The people and the factories cannot exist
health. In
together in perfect conditions of

t

of money in
penditure of enormous sums
facilities.
harbor
the
improving
The remedy for the evils mentioned, in

the belief of the writer, lies in the erection
of a sea-wall across the Second Narrows,
which illicit take the form shown in the

annexed plan and elevation.

The

would

effect of such a construction

to reduce the velocity of the tide
lion's gate from about seven
the
entering
knots to one and a half or two knots an
hour; that is, to reduce the current to one-

he,

first,

on
promoting manufacturing enterprises
lands free from the taxes of a large city,
and yet within reach, by tram or train, of

of

every large town the factories are crowding
the residences further and further into the
suburbs, and Vancouver must now decide
whether she will gradually give up her
unrivalled and beautiful situation to the demands of commerce, or whether she will
for a vaster commerce and a health-

provide

harbor free of entry without danger
even to the smallest craft at any stage of

people, by encouraging the establishof industries without her gates and
workers.
yet within reach of her
Vancouver rejoices in the mildest winter
Burrard Inlet is
of any port in Canada.
The water is
free from ice at all times.

the tide.

clear

third

of

its

present velocity, thus

making

the

This would have

the effect of changing

the Inlet above the Second Narrows from
an arm of the sea into a vast wet basin

water, since the many streams
flowing into the Inlet would not only drive
out the salt water from above the Second
Narrows, but would most likely have the
effect of freshening the then limited area

ot

tresh

of

water

in

Vancouver harbor

to

such an

extent as to entirely check the ravages of
the teredo navalis.
The suggested sea-wall would be pro-

vided

with locks of sufficient capacity to

accommodate the

largest ships.

It

would

be provided with graving docks, with subways for electric power lines and aqueOn the surface would be tramways
ducts.
and a railway for the common use of railroads

entering

Vancouver,

obviating

necessity for the intended railroad
lever bridge across the Narrows, and

the

canti-

would

very likely render unnecessary the projected
improvements to the channel of the lion's
'smc.

fresh

Moreover, by giving ships access to
water it would make it possible to

them of barnacles and other impediin the cheapest manner.
H\ the aid of this sea-wall the water

ful

ment

free from silt, and the streams
it are mostly of the nature of
into
flowing
mountain cataracts, which descend through

and

rocky canyons and carry very little wash
with them. The sea-wall and docks suggested would therefore have very little silt
to contend with.
The south shore of the Second Narrows
is
bedrock, which probably extends the
If this
greater part of the distance across.
is the case, then the cost of the proposed
works will be far less than the cost of

works of the same magnitude

built

else-

where, for the expense of dredging will
not be encountered, except in the gravel
bank on the north shore, and this is dry at
low water. To find the cost of the proposed works will therefore be largely a
calculation of the cost of so many cubic
yards of re-inforced concrete, to be laid

under rather difficult conditions; together
with the cost of the necessary caisson gates
for the locks and bridges for the railways
The main wall and dock
and highway.
walls shown on the plan are from 30 to
50 feet wide on the surface; these widths

clear

are, of course, excessive as far

ments

is

as strength
concerned, and they may be constructed
of parallel walls of ten feet in thickness,

above could be maintained at or about the

filled in

presenl level of high water, and would consequentlj simplify the matter of stevedor-

by arches or girders to form the floor of
It would be advisable to build
the quay.
in the walls tubes of over six feet in diameter, which could be used for such pur-

ing and wharf-building throughout the
upper arm of Burrard Inlet. This highwater level would also render the upper

with boulders or joined

at the tops

poses as aqueducts and conveyors of electric
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Cross tubes would be
high-voltage wires.
wall for spillway and
main
in
the
provided
also

chambers about low-water level for
water supply for which could

turbines, the

be taken

at

in

foot of

the

the pier

ends

and thence through tubes laid in the dock
walls to the turbine chambers.
The filling and emptying conduits of the
docks and dry docks would require to be of
large aggregate area, so that when all these
voids in the walls are accounted for the
volume of concrete used in construction
would not exceed one-third of the gross

bulk of the walls and piers shown on the
plan, and this volume could be reduced by
filling in the walls with boulders, of which
there is a plentiful supply along the north
shore.

Roughly the gross volume of rubble and
reinforced concrete required for the works
shown would be about 400,000 cubic
yards, the average cost of which should
not exceed $6 a cubic yard.
Therefore,
with caissons, tracks, turbines and other

equipment the total cost of the proposed
works should not greatly exceed two and
a half million dollars.

When

it

is

considered

malt dry dock

masonry)

cost

(475
three

that

the

Esqui-

feet long, built of
million dollars, one

can realize the great advantage which the
site of the proposed dry dock possesses,
as it is designed to be built at a point
where the rock bed of the Inlet lies at just
a

sufficient

water,

depth

which

level of the

(35

would

upper

the retaining walls

inlet,

below high
the permanent

feet)

be

thus requiring only
to be built of

and altars

a cost less than that of the
Port Orchard, California, dry dock (675
feet long) which is built of timber, faced
with concrete, at a cost of $600,000, and
the
is at present the largest dry dock on

concrete at

Pacific Coast.

The writer has at present nothing but
an admiralty chart and his own observation (during a three years' residence in
Vancouver) of the existing conditions to
guide him in this design, and it would be
necessary, of course, to make a careful
survey of the site of the proposed sea-wall
in order to prove the nature of the chan-

nel-bed and the exact dimensions of the
channel, before a proper design could be
prepared or an accurate estimate of the
cost determined.

The proposed wr orks might well be located at the First Narrows, were it not for
the delay which would be caused to the
passenger

traffic.

As an investment

of capital the proposed

works should pay w ell, since the tram and
railway tolls and harbor dues should
amount in the course of a few years to
enough to pay a good percentage on the
7

investment.
But the competition of the United States
ports to the south makes it important that

Vancouver harbor should be made
tive

attracshipping, and, even if the works
toll free and dues free, the enormous

to

were

impetus they would give to Canadian ocean

and
would be a

to
manufacturing enterprises
vast gain to the Dominion, not
to be measured merely in dollars and cents,

traffic

but in commerce and population
prise

and prosperity.

—

in enter-

The
By

the

which

interest

Rev. E.

W.

Methodist

people have taken
in
higher
education is one of the continuous
phases of the history of this

THE
movement.

Within two

Man

College and tke

A GREAT METHODIST
PROJECT

years of the time

IN BRITISH

Stapleford,

COLUMBIA

B.A.

tion.
It is planned that within her walls
theological students will receive the broadest training to fit them for the
exacting
work of the ministry. But not
will

Ryerson

welcome

College

to

only
her halls

when John Wesley began what has since
been known as the great revival of
religion

Oxford

England, he founded a college in order
to make permanent the work which he had
established.
Hundreds of colleges have
since come into being under the
auspices of
the Methodist Church. Bishop Warren, of
the Methodist Episcopal United Church,

our young men who may attend the
university, without regard to the course of
In this way the
study they may pursue.
wholesome influences of a Christian college
will be thrown around our sons during the
formative period of their lives, and we

in

is

responsible

Methodism has
money invested

for

the

statement

that

more

students, men and
in institutions of learning

than any other church in the world.
The Methodists of British Columbia,
then, are but following the traditions of
their church in their decision to found a
As soon as the
college at Point Grey.
intention of the government to establish a
university in British Columbia became
known, the Conference of the Methodist
Church in the province decided that they,
too, would establish a college, contiguous
to and in affiliation with the provincial

university.

A

charter

was secured from

the provincial government last February,
incorporating the new institution of learning under the name of Ryerson College.
The college has been named in honor of
Dr. Egerton Ryerson, the founder of the
Public School system of Ontario, a Methodist minister who was a pioneer in religious

theological

but.

students,
it

plan,

is

the

following

proposed

to

welcome

all

of

believe that in the days to come it will
be said that the glory of Ryerson College
is the
noble manhood she contributes to
this

young

The
of

nation.

next step considered by the Board

Governors was the

ing in

unison with

colleges

which

feasibility of

work-

other

the

theological
might also be established at

Point Grey.
Negotiations were opened
with Latimer Hall and Westminster Hall
this end.
Committees were appointed
from the three colleges, and, after care-

to

fully considering

the

matter, co-operation

along the following lines was decided upon
i.
That w e confer with the provincial
government regarding the wisdom of hav
ing a common heating and Lighting plant

:

r

for all the college buildings comprising thr
university.
2.
That a representative from each negotiating college be appointed to form a

permanent committee on co-operation.
That we approach the government
3.

Canada.
A Board of Governors was appointed by
the General Conference of the Methodist
Church.
Mr. W. H. Malkin, who has
been elected chairman of the board, has
long been interested in the work of higher
education.
The first work of the Board
of Governors was to determine the scope

works recommended by the co-operating committee ot

of the college.
Ryerson College is to take
up the full work of a theological institu-

teaching in certain subjects, for
example, missions and comparative religion,

thought

in

with the request that a theological deparl

ment

the

of

university

library

be

the theological colleges be installed
librarj
4.

estab

and that theological

lished,

in

the

to

co-

.

That we

operate

in

believe

it

possible

msams
REV. DR.

CHOWN

GENERAL SUPERINTENDENT OF THE METHODIST CHURCH IN CANADA, WHO HAS TRANSFERRED HIS HEADQUARTERS FROM WINNIPEG TO VANCOUVER, TO BECOME THE HEAD OF THE NEW RYERSON COLLEGE
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The College and
psychology and pedagogy,
religious
art of speaking and sociology.

Owing
into

college to discuss the question of co-operation in buildings.
The building committees of Westminster

Hall and Ryerson College held a
After a general discussion

joint

was
unanimously agreed that the Presbyterian
and Methodist Churches co-operate in the

meeting.

it

erection of their college buildings at Point

Grey.
(a)
By adopting
and
architecture

the

same

style

of

building on

the

plan of one

to
invite Rev. Dr. Chown,
General Superintendent of the Methodist
Church, to transfer his headquarters from
Winnipeg to Vancouver in order to become
Dr. Chown, after
head of the college.
in every way, decided to accept the invitation of the Board
It is a great satisfaction to
of Governors.

weighing the question

we now have Dr. Chown residing
His varied experience,
Vancouver.
broad culture and wise statesmanship give
that

all

high destiny.

arranging preliminary plans.
The scheme which appealed to them
most strongly was based on a plan of
Burwash Hall, now being built in connection with Victoria College, Toronto.

to face

was thought

units

of

autonomy

was decided

sub-committee representing the two
task of
colleges has been at work on the

It

the

preserved.
The governors then faced the important
question of a principal for the new Ryerson
After much careful thought it
College.

assurance of the fulfilment of the college's

A

church

same time

is

in

;

By
(b)
quadrangle.

79i

ation, while at the

of each college

arrangements already entered
impossible for the Anglican

to

was

it

the

Man

the

should
this

that for the present each
undertake to build three

plan,

including

the

tower.

This arrangement would give six lecture
rooms, which could be used in common;
and a common
also a common library
also
and
hall
single rooms
eighty
assembly
This plan profor each denomination.
vides for the greatest amount of co-oper-

of Governors are now face
with the financial question. The
sum of $300,000 is to be raised. Although

The Board

money has only
over
$50,000 is subbegun, yet already
Friends are rallying to support
scribed.
for

this

the

campaign

the

movement and

the

college

placed on a strong financial
that

its

work

lack

of

funds.

will

not be hampered

As soon
let,

in

Ryerson College may

be

contract

will

be

will

as

possible
order that

opened

at

;

m

same time

as the provincial buildings

prising the university.
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In the Salmon Season
A SUMMER COLONY ON THE SKEENA RIVER

By

James E. Barry

salmon which annually invade
the waters

THE

of

British

Columbia

provide the province with one of

its

principal industries and one of

Every year
exports.
millions of these fish are delivered to the
numerous canneries situated along the
most

its

valuable

How many
Fraser Rivers.
more years they will continue their Northern passage up the two rivers is hard to
predict; but unless drastic measures are
taken by the government to preserve a
larger number of the salmon each year
Skeena and

annual visitation

may

be-

their

bountiful

come

to future generations a thing of the

past.

The

present writer's aim, however, is to
not with the matter of the preservation of the salmon in its natural state,
but to give readers an insight into the
deal,

present activities of a remote cannery. To
watch the evolution of the salmon from

entry into the cannery until it is ready
for shipment is a spectacle both instructive
its

and interesting.

The writer spent six months in and
about these canneries on the Skeena River,
leaving Vancouver early in March of the
present year, together with a number of
men who were all well initiated into the
mysteries of the canning business. After a

Carpenters were busily engaged in repairing hundreds of damaged fishing boats and
applying fresh coats of paint, while the
scores of Chinese, who form a large porthe canning community, were
tion
of
undertaking the manufacture of the cans.

The work
of

cans

the

attached to the manufacture
is

methods being
is

the

simple,
in

most obsolete

The Chinaman

vogue.

and the number

a rapid worker, however,

turned out per day is surprising.
Towards the middle of April the plant had
assumed a state of readiness for the great
of cans

work

to follow.

is the opening month of the season,
the fish then beginning to make their apThe first to fall a prey to the
pearance.

April

deadly webs stretched
are the spring salmon,
an average, about fifty
of the canneries salt

them away

in

large

across

their

course

a fish weighing on

A

pounds.
these

casks

to

number
shipping

fish,

European

markets, where they bring a good price.
Following the spring salmon come respectively the steelhead, the sockeye, the

humpback and

the cohoe.

Each

one

of

distinguished by some feature difficult for the inexperienced eye to detect,
so that the tallyman who counts and credits
these

is

two

each fisherman with the number of fish
he delivers must keep his wits about him,
the respective members of the salmon family

we

having different monetary values.

days' sail through magnificent scenery
reached our destination, Port Essington,
and with our arrival the huge plants immediately awoke into active life.
'1 he
fishing season as yet was not due,
but the repairs necessitated owing to idle-

ness

for

Of

all

the species, the sockeye is the most coveted,
One
being the best for canning purposes.
reason for this is the deep red color which
the sockeye possesses.

But

his

numbers are

am

months obviously
past six
required considerable attention. Machinists

fast diminishing, I
told, so prodigious
have been the efforts of the fisherman to

and engineers were soon engaged

arrest

ting

to

the

rights

the

numerous

in

set-

pieces

hinery, and repairing the great
which play a very important part

of

boilers,
in

the

season's operations.
The large net-rooms,
where the fishing gear is
were a

scene
792

of

activity

prepared,
the whole day

long.

in

the

progress to the spawning beds
freshwater inlets whither he is

his

bound.
Let us now watch what happens to the
fish as soon as he appears in the canneries.
A machine, attended by several Chinamen,
is heard a short distance from the entrance

u
Z
2

_
X

<

o
J
>
<
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A BUSY NIGHT IN PORT ESSINGTON

to the "gut-shed," as it is harshly termed.
Inquiring as to what sort of a device it is,

we

are told it is the "Iron Chink," a
wonderful labor-saving device indeed. Into
the mouth of this machine the salmon are
thrust at the rate of one hundred a minute,

and, as they pass through, are decapitated,
and shorn of all waste portions before

split,

machine.
the
at the back of
they are immediately shot along a
carrier which conveys them to the washer's

coming out

Then

trough. Here each fish undergoes vigorous
scrubbing; on it passes from the brush of
the Indian, who looks after this duty of
cleaning, along another carrier, until it
arrives at another machine which mutilates
it

still

slices,

now

further, cutting the fish up
the desired size for the can

into
it

is

to be deposited into.

From

the cutting machine the salmon
are conveyed by the pailful to the tables
of the fillers, where dozens of
Indian

women, or Clootchmen, as they are commonly called, perform the duty of filling
the cans.

It

women, with
colored

is
Interesting to watch these
their heads swathed in gaudy-

handkerchiefs,

humming

a

sing-

song and working with the rapidity of an
automatic machine.
How they love the
salmon!
Pass by their cabins any day in
the season, you will notice, and incidental
detect the odor of strips of salmon
1_\

hanging on every available post or porchdoor, drying in the summer sun, presently
to be packed away for the winter's conNo meal would be complete
sumption.
for them without this staple article of diet.
Coming from the hands of the fillers,
the filled cans are now salted, and are at
once ready for the capping arrangement.
By means of an endless belt, upon which
the cans travel, a steam-box is encountered,
and the cans as they pass through this are
given a bath of hot vapor, which, I suppose,
is administered as a precaution against any
possible impurities with which the meat
might possibly have come in contact. As
the belt, with its load of cans, leaves the
steam-box, the operation of fitting the lids
upon the cans is rapidly performed. The
lids
are
forced automatically into the
capper and, at the rate of one hundred and
forty a minute, attach themselves to the
top of the can, and pass on immediately to
the soldering process.
long channel of
molten solder constitutes the last guarantee
of the security of the lid upon each can.
And now we come to the cooking part
of the operation.
Large boilers (or "re-

A

to use the practical term) are in
readiness, and as soon as the cans leave
the soldering process they are stacked upon

torts,"

Into the retorts
large trays called coolers.
the coolers with their loads of cans are

In the Salmon Season
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persuasion, does not often fail to do busiThe white element of the population

ness.

loiter

about,

on

Lounging

soap-boxes,
that
object
serves as a seat, discussing incidents that
have occurred during the day, smoking or
rolling cigarettes the while.

and

barrels,

any

available

The most animated
when
of

scene in the store

is

the mail-carrier arrives with his bag
papers,

letters,

and

Immedi-

parcels.

other subjects of discussion are
dropped, and there is a general clamor for
expected news from the outer world. Have
you ever spent a lengthy period away from
home and friends, and awaited with expecall

ately

tation
far
lot,

YOUNG INDIAN FISHERMEN OF

my
THE

TSIMPSHEAN

TRIBE

of a letter from those
doubt that has been the
one time or another, of most of

the arrival

No

away?
at

readers in this

in the

North

in

placed

known

receptacles

"test

as

These test kettles are filled with
hot water, and the coolers, with their conkettles."

tents,

submerged, until the cans that are

not air-tight are detected.
These faulty
cans immediately rise to the top, and are
lifted out by the person in charge and given
another journey through
the
soldering
machine.
The faultless cans are now tested, and
are ready for the final cook. For one hour
the cans are subject to 240 degrees of heat
which the bone is
in the retort, after

softened and the

fish

The

ready for use.

cans upon becoming cool after their onehour cook are given a coat of varnish, the
known as "lacquering."
process
being
Labeling follows now, but not until the
whole season's pack has been completed.
The favorite rendezvous of the inhabitants of a northern salmon cannery, after
the day's

work

is

over,

is

usually the store.

Here every creature comfort required by
the white, the Indian, or the Celestial, can
be obtained, with the exception of liquors.
to

at-

Placed about in conspicuous places,
the eyes of the Indian women, arc
handkerchiefs and shawls of variegated
The women, with
colors and patterns.
covetous eyes, stand gazing rapt in admirtract

the scene, and the
individual in

ation

at

most

versatile

salesman,
the

art

a
of

in a

cheerful nature

—a

—

wonderful

It gives
the recipient.
think about for several

from the

far-away station

to appreciate fully the value
It has
provided it is of a

of a letter.

hustled and are then given a test of steam
of 140 degrees for half an hour.
After
this is over the coolers are removed and

But

Western country.

one must be isolated

tedious

effect

upon

him something

to

days after apart
routine of his daily

occupation.

On

Sunday, of course, the plant closes
With many it is a day of recreation.
little whitewashed chapel nestled among
the huts where I resided this summer, and
every Sunday morning and evening service
was announced by a ringing from the

down.

A

The only worshippers at this
however, were the Indians, the
Indian
in
the
being conducted

belfry.

shrine,
service

tongue by their chief. One Sundaj eventogether with several companions,
ventured inside just as the service was
had
about to commence.
PErobablj
I

ing,

I

better

confess

that

the spirit of

curiosity

We
was what prompted our footsteps.
were politch shown a seat in the rear, and
at the same time handed a hymn-book. The
chief opened the service with
which the audience seemed
tor the]

important part,
and linalh
vals,
preacher's
to by a

voice.

to

broke

drowned

The

prayer, in

a

in

an
plaj
at inter-

the

clatter

worthy
u;h added

drum, the only instrument

The

prodigious fervor with

in

the

which

place.
the gentleman in charge beal upon it was, I
suppose, a manifestation oi his devoutness.

A

hymns, the onl]

followed, and afterwards
a
tew
simple old time
part of the service rend-

ered

The

short sermon

the

people
in

?ang

English.

service conducted in

British
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braved and mastered the hardships and
disadvantages of their unselfish task.
The close of September sees the falling
off of the supply of fish, and the labor is
October closes the season
less strenuous.
for the catching of salmon.
The Indian,
in his canoe or dug-out, is seen drifting
down stream with the tide, well supplied

with a stock of

fish for his

winter use.

He

the possessor of a goodly sum of
money, the fruit of his thrift as a fisherHis wife also has her share of
man.
also

is

money, derived from diligent
filling

the

One

tables.

toil

can hear on

at

all

the
sides

happy anticipations expressed of the
home again. Large steamers

near journey

BALMORAL CANNERY, FROM THE INLET

are
this

their
calling at the cannery, filling
holds with the product of the river, conveying it to the port of Vancouver, where

abode of simplicity was by no
of impressiveness.
It proved
that the Indian, simple as his devo-

little

means devoid
to

me

it

tions

may be, has profited by those seeds
of Christianity scattered throughout that
northern land many years a^o by men who

is

transferred to the ocean tramps, who
it to Great Britain, Australia and

convey

Germany, which countries are the important consumers of British Columbia salmon.

'Futility
By BILL.

UNO

Ever some bright ideal
Beckons us far away,
Painting in tints of" the Autumn
Prospects grand and gay.

Ever we reach for the rainbow,
its pot of gold,
failing, perchance, to remember
The rain and the wind and the cold

Claiming

Then,

W
(

at

ear}

Had

:

the close of the journey,
lay us down,

we

of the rest,
so

The pathway
Aye! 'twas a

And nothing

and forgetting
rugged and brown.

futile

to

struggle,
the leaves

show but

That drift on the winds
Mocking the heart that
But dear

of

Winter

grieves.

—

is the whispered promise
"There's springtime and summer again!"
And long as the heart keeps beating,

Hope

turns from the sorrow and pain.

MILLER LAKE, NEAR REVELSTOKE. THIS LAKE

THE COLUMBIA

RIVER,

COLUMBIA CANYON,

IS

WITH

IN

6,400 FEET ABOVE

S.S.

THE SEA LEVEL
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The Widows' Pension Act

New

writer of this article, Mr. Frank Richards, deals with an aspect of
be expected to assume greater importance in Western Canada

The

Editor's Note:

Zealand

Frank Richards, J.P., F.I.A.S.

By
social legislation which
as the country becomes

of

may

to what has been done in New
Parliamentary Acts of this nature
His suggestion should
in the same path.
both old and new
be carefully considered, for the portents are that, very few years hence,
are today— as witness
countries will be paying much more attention to such subjects than they
forward by Colonel
the trend of recent legislation in Great Britain and the programme put
Roosevelt in the United States election.

more

settled.

He

calls

attention

Zealand a dominion whose parliament has led the
and suggests that British Columbia should follow

it

WAS

that

the

not Franklin who said
people's health was

the

wealth?

nation's

Few

people will deny that it is in
the interests of a nation that its citizens
should be well born and well nourished;
therefore, New Zealand should be com-

for bringing in an Act enabling all
to receive a
pension for every
child under fourteen years of age, provided

mended
widows

that they have been resident in the country
for a period of six months prior to the
birth of

any child to

whom

the

Act

applies.

The magistrates, alone, are authorized
by the Act to grant or refuse pensions.
The grant is for a period of twelve months,
at the end of which time the circumstances
The maxiof the pensioner are reviewed.

mum

pension payable is $89 where there
one child, $97 for two, $116 for three,
and $145 for more than three.
These
is

amounts are subject to reduction, according as the annual income of the applicant
exceeds $145. Income is deemed to include
an amount equal to five per cent, of the
capital value of all property owned where
the actual income from such property does
not reach that sum; but personal earnings,
which, with any pension payable, do not
exceed $485 in any year, are exempted.

The

pension ceases on the re-marriage of

the pensioner.

through the post
It

is

made monthly

office.

was estimated that the cost would be
The census for
per annum.

'6,000
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Payment

way

in

191 1 shows that there are approximately
25,700 widows of all ages in the Dominion
of New Zealand, of which number 8,500
are between the ages of 20 and 55, and
6,300 between the ages of 55 and 65, and
These last
10,900 65 years and over.
mentioned are qualified for old age pensions.
The Old Age Pension Act in New
Zealand has been amended, and now provides for a pension in excess of the
available as a widows' pension to

maximum
women at

55 and over who have young children.
Therefore, those who are likely to receive
benefits from the Act are limited to 8,500

The number of
the age of 55.
widows aged 65 and over on the Old Age
below

Pension

roll

is

the

Act came

The

actual figures
of this year since
force show that appli-

4,896.

for the first five

months

into

cations have been registered at the rate of
two hundred and fifty per month, so that

months would
But there has
been a decline in the number applying, and
it is not anticipated that there will be more
for twelve
about 3,000.

the applicants

work out

at

than 2,000 claims for the year. The actual
liability may only be $176,000, which will
be still further reduced if the percentage of
rejections is maintained, which has been

about sixteen per cent.

The

total

income

of the persons applying, including personal

earnings, has been found

to

be $162,111,

being an average income per pensioner of
$203. The property owned is as follows:
houses,

$283,301;

furniture,

$153,900;

The Widows' Pension Act
cash,

other

$83,623;

Total, $588,184,

less

$71,338.

property,

mortgages $122,137,

the
$466,049
average amount of
property per pensioner being $586.
Seeing that the income of these people
not at all insignificant, it cannot be
is
nett,

;

urged that they are paupers, and,
in

participate

what belongs

to

as they
col-

them

be pauperized for
lectively, they cannot
taking their share of it as individuals, when
their circumstances are such that the very
fact of their participation increases their

value and usefulness to the state.
In his "Utopia" Sir Thomas More says:
"The people must of necessity have store
and plenty of all things, and seeing that
they be all thereof partners equally, therefore should no man there be poor or needy."

New

Zealand certainly is travelling rapidly
towards a system which has some advantages even over Sir Thomas More's scheme.

New

-Zealand

is

young,

but

British

Columbia is younger, and the facilities for
rapid advancement greater than they are in

New

The value of our
much more rapidly than

Zealand.

increasing
in

possible

Zealand
British

;

a

land

country so remote as

therefore,

if

is

can be

New

the government of
allocate a certain

Columbia would

small percentage of the receipts from the
sale of lands, forests, minerals and fisheries,

of

New

Zealand

799

a splendid nucleus would be formed for a

Widows' Pension Fund.

The

receipts in 1910-1911 for land sales
minerals,
$4,052,466;
$399,272;
timber, $2,492,327; fish, ^S^i^y; making
a total of $7,026,722.
It it were possible
to put aside two per cent, of this amount,
$140,000 would be brought in per annum,
and would be available for a Widows'
Pension Fund.
This has been done for the establishment

were

of a university.
to nourish the

Columbia

Surely

young

it

is

as appropriate

citizen

of

British

the early stages of development, as when he is of an age suitable to
attend the university ?
It

in

the duty of governments to proti
the home in-

is

the fatherless and maintain

of
fluences, thus obviating the
necessity
sending them to institutions to eke out
their childhood days in the atmosphere of

cold bleak officialdom.
It is wisdom to do so, because if they
are neglected they become a charge upon
the state as criminals, lunatics, or paupers.
Therefore, even from an economical stand-

would he wise to provide for them
in a suitable manner.
infancy
during
I
am indebted to Commissioner I).
point,

it

Robertson,

ment,

for

of

the

the

New

facts

Zealand

and

figures

quoted.
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THE CANADIAN CHAMBER OF COMMERCE
CANADIAN Chamber of Commerce has been formed

in

London within the past year to meet a long-felt want of
both Canada and London. Among the general objects for
which this Chamber was founded are the promotion and encouragement of Anglo-Canadian trade and commerce, the development of
Canadian industries by British capital, the protection of British
capital and consequently the preservation of Canada as a field for
British investment, and generally and specifically the furtherance
The Chamber
of all Canadian interests in the United Kingdom.
aims to keep in touch with all the problems which arise from time
to time dealing with our industrial, commercial and general financial
relations, and Mr. J. L. Beirne, the secretary, has so far shown himself possessed of a clear comprehension of the scope of the Chamber's
activities and a strong grasp of the situation which the Chamber
was organized to meet. Occupying the place he does, and we may
say filling

it

Mr. Beirne

so adequately,

is

destined to be of great

service to the business men of Canada, who are rapidly coming to
know of his office at the Royal Colonial Institute.
of the most
active and efficient men in the organization and among the founders

Two

are both

young men, both high

in the counsels of the Royal Colonial
and
in
both
their chosen pursuits moving rapidly to front
Institute,
ranks on account of their unusual abilities, Mr. Ralph S. Bond as
a lawyer and Mr. Ben H.
Morgan as economist and financier. These
men and the others who manage the affairs of the Council are men
not only of the soberest and most conservative judgment, but add
to these necessary virtues a dash of enthusiasm which makes for
efficiency, and if carried forward by the whole Chamber, will secure
the accomplishment of great
things for Canada.

One

of the tasks the

Chamber

has set for itself is to collect all
the practical business
province of the Dominion, and
readily with the increasing number of

possible reliable information concerning
conditions and resources of each

be in position to deal
enquiries as to the resources,
by the establishment of

so

of such provinces.

This is done
correspondence with representative men
and local bodies throughout Canada who will furnish
wholly reliable
ni formation to be
always at the disposal of the members of the
imber, and, indeed, anyone, anywhere, interested in Canada,
as tariff
regulations, shipping facilities and shipping
rates are taken up, and
just now a movement is under way looking
toward the appointment of a Public Trustee in Canada who will
800

etc.,
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co-operate with private trustees in Great Britain so that British
moneys may be invested in Canada. If this ever is accomplished
it will mark an
important advance in the
of Canadian
trust

possibilities

development with the investment of large sums of trust money which
now cannot be brought here at all.
Another matter which will engage the attention of the Chamber
will be to bring
prominently to the notice of British manufacturers,
traders and capitalists information
the
that
respecting
opportunities
for the establishment of industries of all kinds, and
in particular for
This sphere of
establishing branch factories.
has
been
and
is
activity
entered,
being energetically exploited, by
firms in the United States, and the
inactivity of the British manufacturer in this respect must be regarded as detrimental to the best

Canada

exist in

interests of the

Empire.
will keep a watchful eye on legislation or other
measures in the United Kingdom and Canada affecting the various
interests connected with Anglo-Canadian trade and industrial undertakings, and will take steps to promote, support, or oppose such

The Chamber

measures.

By
of the

the setting up of an Arbitration Committee by the Council
the settlement of disputes arising out of Anglo-

Chamber

Canadian trade, commerce, shipping or manufactures, or out of
financial negotiations or arrangements, will be provided for as is
now done by other Chambers of Commerce in the United Kingdom.

An

office

has been established at the Royal Colonial Institute

Building, Northumberland Avenue, W.C., where

the business and
the meetings of the Council will be conducted.
This office will
also form a centre from which Canadian visitors to London may
obtain information respecting the British market and all matters,

cognate to Anglo-Canadian interests.
The annual subscription has been fixed at two guineas for an
A
individual member and three guineas for a firm or company.
member's first year's subscription becomes due on election but will
date from the

ist

of January,

of April,

ist

ist

of July, or

ist

of

October following his formal admission by the Council, and the
annual subscription will be due and payable on the same day of
each succeeding year. It has also been arranged as a temporary
measure that any individual member may compound his annual
of fifteen
subscription and rank as a life member by the payment
guineas.

The

personnel of the Chamber's Council

is

as follows:

Vice-Presidents— Earl of Aberdeen, K.T., P.C., G.C.M.G.; Earl Brassey,
G.C.B.; Earl of Dunraven and Mount Earl, K.P., P.C., C.M.G.; Earl Grey, P.C.,
G.C.B., G.C.M.G., G.C. V.O.; Earl of Minto, K.G., P.C..G. C.S. I., (I. C.M.G.,
G.C.I.E.; Lord Avebury, P.C. Lord Blyth Lord Desborough, K.C.V.O. (President
President
of the London Chamber of Commerce) Sir Algernon F. Firth, Hart., J.P.
Lieut. -( reneral
of the Association of Chambers of Commerce of the United Kingdom)
;

;

(

;

;

rv
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Bevan Edwards, K.C.M.G., C.B. (Chairman of Council, Royal Colonial InstiSir Thomas Lipton, Bart.,
Major-General Sir Henry Green, K.C.S.I., C.B.;
Sir William Van Home, K.C.M.G.; Sir
Albert
M.P.;
Sir
Bart.,
Spicer,
K.C.V.O.;
Gilbert Parker, M.P.; The Hon. Richard McBride, K.C. (Premier of British
Columbia).
The Hon. J. H. Turner, Agent-General for British Columbia
Councillors
H. Morgan, Esq., of the Alliance Investment Company, (Canada),
Ben.
(Chairman)
Hugh A. Allan, Esq., of the Allan Line Steamship
Limited, etc. (Vice-Chairman)
M.
W.
Esq., of the Royal Bank of Canada; G. McL.
Botsford,
Limited;
Company,
Brown, Esq., of the Canadian Pacific Railway Company; Frank Debenham, Esq., of
Messrs. Debenham's, Limited; J. Norton Griffiths, Esq., M.P., of Messrs. Griffiths &
Company, Contractors, Limited; The Hon. John Howard, Agent-General for Nova
F. C. Salter, Esq., of the
Scotia; The Hon. J. P. Pelletier, Agent-General for Quebec;
Grand Trunk Railway System; j. Ernest Tinne, Esq., of Messrs. Sandbach, Tinne &
Company.
Solicitor to the Chamber
Ralph S. Bond, Esq., of Messrs. Rutter, Veitch &
Bond, Norfolk House, Norfolk Street, Strand, London, W.C.
Bankers The Royal Bank of Canada, Princess Street, London, E.C.
L. J. Beirne, Royal Colonial Institute Building, NorthSecretary and Office
Sir J.

tute)

;

—

;

;

—

—

—

umberland Avenue, London W.C.
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LORD ROBERTS AND "THE SUN"
we have

expressed our admiration for the
conspicuous ability displayed on the editorial page of The
Sun. That page is always readable and suggestive someBut we find much with which it is impossible
times provocative.
which
Such is a recent
it is not easy to ignore.
to agree, and some
to
the
Front."
on
"Lord
Roberts
editorial

than once

MORE

—

The Sun,

after stating that

"war with Germany

is

as far off as

the annexation of Canada by the United States," proceeds to say:
"There are hot heads on both sides who predict war with solemn
croakings, but it will be noticed that these predictions come from

men

—

the ultra wealthy and the military."
we
are not hot heads, and that we have never
that
protest
learned the gentle art of croaking, even though for years we have
held that, unless some radical change takes place in British and Gerof only

two

classes

Now we

man

policy, there

is

bound

to

be war.

We

protest again that the

well-known harmlessness and amiability of our disposition excludes
us from eligibility to the military class.
The logic of exclusion,
us
to
the
therefore, brings
pleasing surprise that we must belong to
the ultra rich.

This mollification of our temperament, never truculent, leads us
to assume a pugnacity which
we know how to assume when we choose.
We ourselves have seen in Germany some indications of the
aggressive snobbing mentioned by The Sun, practised by young
Englishmen on young Germans, an art, by the way, in which Germans are quite able to give an account of themselves, and the practise
of which, we are told, is not unknown in some
parts of Canada. What
Heine once said of Germans away from home, is quite true of
many
to

be more gentle with The Sun than
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Englishmen and Canadians and Americans, away from home, especially if they are very young.
"Germans abroad," said Heine, "are
like exported beer." The conclusion we reach
(from what we hear
of exported beer)

is

we

that they are not very nice.

should not like

to have Europeans
Personally,
judge of the
inhabitants of this continent by what
they see and hear of us when
we are abroad. The thousands of our best
without comment

pass

and sometimes without observation. It is the freak or
egotist who,
on the whole, calls forth most comment. For
example, about all
the British papers had to talk about last summer
regarding the United
States was the recent action of the Panama Canal and the New York
police scandal. These tendencies exaggerate the evil and conceal the
good. One must know men at home to know them best; and to know
them best, too, one must know them at their best and not their worst.
We never have been a supporter of British policy toward Germany. It is and has been fundamentally wrong. More, we always
have felt that any patriotic German, who has as good a right to be an
Imperialist as an Englishman, must object to the British policy of
thwarting Germany, and must hold to the German policy of imperial
expansion toward overseas empire and maritime supremacy.
Off hand, we should say, that in matters of continental imperial
politics we should rather lean on the judgment of Lord Roberts,
though, as to a matter of Asiatic exclusion from British Columbia,
The Sun might give Lord Roberts and a good many other
British people a few points. As to Germany, no opinion is worth
anything not based on a profound study of the German policy of
imperial expansion and the economic necessities of the German
people which have made that policy necessary and which Germany
has determined to carry out even at the price of war, and which Great
Britain seems to have determined that Germany shall not carry out,
even at the price of war. If this is true there will be war; but Can
never will be annexed by the United States, whatever our policies

may be.

*

*

*

AN OBJECT LESSON
"^HERE

is

food

for

serious

reflection

in

the

characteristic

ostrichism of the Anglo-Saxon whose most striking and vital
to "muddle through."
faith, perhaps, is that in his own ability
And just now surely he is "muddling" some.
On the first page of October's Review of Reviews we find a consistent muddle which never could have appeared under the editoris so fresh in our minds.
ship of the great editor whose tragic passing
and who was always forward on the proposition of imperial defence.
"We do not believe there will be war," says Mr. Alfred Stead, ami
before October has counted all its days (we write on November 1)
the despatches seem to indicate not only that there is war, but a war
indeed the Turks are finally beaten, as it seems
and

fought

won,

British
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day— a war
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which Christendom has been hoping and praying
Turkey in Europe may again belong to another

for

for centuries; if
of Christians.
people than the assassins
do not
weeks
And so, a few
ago, Mr. Alfred Stead wrote, "We
a
as
is
it
and
be
sop to
probable that,
war,
believe that there will
and
their
mobilized
have
disorganized
armies,
those states which
their national existence, there will be convened some sort of a roundtable conference on reforms."
It does not seem that the Allies acted

upon

this

blind self-satisfied

"muddling through," when

they "mobilized their armies
doctrine of
It was because Turkey
existence."
national
their
and disorganized
is
it
that
to
probable that she has been
trusted
"muddling through"
which
few
a
in
time, it would seem, one of the
beaten
weeks, during
won.
and
been
has
wars
world's great
fought
Russia had its lesson in ostrichism a few years ago. Russia did
not believe there would be a war, and it was Japan who "mobilized
her armies and disorganized her national existence."
*

*

*

THE ESSENTIAL
the essential is," says Mr. Alfred Stead in the Review of
Reviews, "that this country should lose no time in assuring Turkey that we are going to help her, to back her up,
and to prove that the Turks who demonstrated before the British
embassy in Constantinople and cried, 'Vive l'Angleterre,' were not
buoying themselves up with a false reliance on British friendship."
Again: "However this country may be in favor of reforms in
Turkey, and even if there be much sympathy for their small neighbors who have decided to force the pace, we cannot afford to forget
The two
that our interests are vitally bound up with Turkey.

"TT^UT
r^
^^

Mohammedan

powers must stand together."
Great Britain, then, is not a Christian power! It is a Mohammedan power. We are Mohammedans and not Christians. Perhaps
we are neither but mere pagans. In any event we must uphold
the assassin of Christians if he stand before the British embassy and
shouts "Vive l'Angleterre."

—

how recently the Turks stood before the
Constantinople shouting for Kaiser Wilhelm,
It may be France or China
bearing certain gifts in their hands.
tomorrow. Let Turkey assassinate Christians. All good MohamIt

is

little to

German embassy

the point
in

medans must stand

together.
quite recently, too, Mr. Stead has published in the Review
a fulsome article on the late Emperor of J a P an entitled, "And God

And

,

and

Man

on Earth."

The Review

also publishes an advertisement
a certain article, entitled, "Pagan Con-

of a certain magazine with
ception of God," with which,

conceptions of man.

it

might be added, always go pagan
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We

are quite ready to accord the late
Emperor, Mutsuhito, all
the honors due to one whose reign, as Mr.
Asquith said, was the "most
memorable in modern history."
might go further and say that
we look in vain among the annals of men and the chronicles of rulers,
for such achievement as is recorded of the
reign of Mutsuhito, late
Emperor of Japan. And while much must be said for the heroism
of his people and the statesmanship of those around his
person, too
much cannot be said for the intrinsic greatness of the mind and
character of this ruler, whose actual achievements are unsurpassed,
perhaps, in the affairs of men.
But now we want to see the article Mr. Stead advertises in the
Review on "Pagan Conceptions of God." Anything seems to go
nowadays but the old ideals and conceptions which built up the
civilization we are going back upon and which were taught us at our
mother's knees. Even the old-fashioned mothers, too, are going with
our old-fashioned ideals, and we are looking out upon a strange
world, bereft of much which most has made the earth a place fit to
live in.
are told now to line up with the assassins of Christians
and to look for the "God and Man on Earth" in the Emperor of

We

We

Japan.

*

*

*

DOES HISTORY REPEAT ITSELF?

WE

often hear the self-satisfied British optimist speak glibly
of British prowess at sea, and poke fun at the Germans for
They
attempting to build a navy for a race of landlubbers.
are not sailors," it is said. "They are building a navy. What will
revert to the days when the Romans were the
they do with it?"
Germans of the political world and the Carthaginians were the Englain! power.
lishmen, as it were. At any rate Rome was the great

We

Carthage was the great sea power. Rome could do nothing against
Carthage until she conceived the idea of being a sea power too.
and
Carthage laughed to see the Romans building triremes ashore
training themselves like

modern

athletes preparing for the varsity

navy. Rome had
her sailors trained. They had been trained ashore, also, in a large
at sea as
degree— these landlubbers. So when she was as strong
forth to
set
and
she was on land, she took the oars and hoisted sail

But one day

races.

find Carthage.

Rome was

Nobody

ready.

else ever

Carthage never smiled again.
*

*

Rome

had

a

found Carthage after

that,

and

*

WAKE
"y^OD'S
I

tt

^^

toria,

blessings

UP, VANCOUVER!
on the man who first invented

sleep," quoth

Sancho Panza.

and \ LC"Amen," quoth Vancouver, while Prince Rupert,
San
and
Francisco,
and Seattle, and Tacoma, and Portland,

and Los Angeles, and San Diego have all got up with the sunrise
and dressed themselves, and have washed their hands and faces—
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and even Seymour Arm of Shuswap Lake is building a dock, and
other arms are building dams, while Vancouver is only saying them.
In the year 191 5 there will be tens of thousands of people crossthe most of them sailing
continent from the old world
this
ing
Francisco will have to
San
and
San
what
see
to
it
Diego
through
show them of the resources of their country and the enterprise of

—

—

their people.

In 1915 there will be a great World's Fair in San Francisco.
that
time, probably, all the great Canadian transcontinental roads
By
will be in Vancouver, with every road which now comes into the
What have we to offer to attract these tens
state of Washington.
of thousands of pilgrims on the
will be looking for homes

whom

New

Pacific, vast

numbers of

investment, or both? Will
Vancouver be satisfied with the stragglers who may wander up this
way? Shall we invite them here to witness the quality of our enterprise and public spirit as exemplified in our dock and harbor
improvements or other evidence we may show of our large faith in
Shall we have proper hotel accommoourselves and our future?
dations to offer, if by any chance we may induce any considerable

number

to

come

this

or

way?

should not the
not have a show of our own?
the
at
Victoria
with
government
province in a British
co-operate
Columbia Fair of sufficient scope, dignity and importance to bring
the great masses destined for San Francisco further up the coast,
and at the same time to form a proper and adequate exhibit of our
own incredible resources? Are we to let this opportunity pass us by?
Another more important and vital question arises here: What
are we doing to meet the challenge of Panama on the British front
of the New Pacific? Vancouver is destined to be the metropolis of
the British Empire on the Pacific Ocean
i.e., if the men of Vancouver are not men of little faith and little deeds. Is the future of
this city, situated as geography and events have never
placed a city
before, to lose its opportunity because of petty local real estate
interests and jealousies? Let us know once for all, and believe once
for all, that the future immediately
impending is big enough with
elements to fill this peninsula from Burrard Inlet to Fraser River
with desirable population. Nature is on our side. Geography is
on our side. The Pacific Ocean is on our side. The world is on
our side. On the other side only are those caterwauling interests
which cannot understand that Vancouver's future is big enough for
two.

Why

Why

—

*

*

*

GREAT changes await this coast. The
multiply by many times the commerce and

great canal promises to

industry, the port development and ship-building, the utilization of the natural resources
of the whole Pacific littoral.
great deal more money will be
spent to meet the opportunities offered by the canal, and vastly more

A
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profit will accrue than will be spent.
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A

thousand million dollars
alone competent engineers estimate as the next five
years' output

New

of capital in providing for the
Pacific.
The recent International Congress of Chambers of Commerce
of the World, held in Boston, is but one of the world's
expressions
of a deep and ever
growing deeper desire on the world's part commercially to get closer together in every sense of the word. There
is one sense in
which, geographically, many important trade centres
are to be brought literally closer
doubt the world
together.
movement crystallized by the canal will bring us also commercially
closer together.
*
*
*

No

MR. JAMES BRYCE

in his book on South America describes his
across
the Isthmus of Panama, with the canal
railway journey
works, which project he characterizes as the "greatest liberty man

has ever taken with nature."
If affairs in Vancouver fall to the management of big men with
wide vision and great faith, who understand that the future is big
enough not only for one big scheme but many big schemes, then
Vancouver will be equal to its opportunity. If the Americans have

taken the greatest liberty ever taken with nature, and especially if
in doing so they are building for us as much as for themselves, let
us take some liberties with the future and build as if Vancouver
were to be the metropolis of the British Empire on the Pacific

What Mr. Boque said
is the only way to make it so.
of Seattle may with equal truth be said of Vancouver. "The kev to
the development of Vancouver into a great metropolis lies in a
deliberate preparation to care for her fair share of the world's
Ocean. That

commerce."
*

VANCOUVER
the

Mexican

line

*
city on the Pacific coast north of
which
Straits of Magellan

about the only
— indeed
north of the
is

doing nothing to prepare for the great canal opening which is
now but a few months hence. Three or four hundred days will see
the thing done; but will three or four hundred days see Vancouver
ready to reap the reward of this vast American contribution to
It
there
British Columbia commerce and internal development?
our
to
make
which
to
in
left
is time
opportunity,
adequate response
[f it lies in w hat
it does not appear in what already has been done,
It is
still there is to do, what shall we do and when shall we do it?
are
"There
our
for
many
hard to escape judgment
negligence.
"but the most popular
scapegoats for our sins," said Mark Twain,
is Providence."
is

^fflorld Politics

The
By

International

Keynote

FRANK BUFFINGTON VROOMAN

—

Editor's Note. The following article was published in the Boston Herald at the close of
It was written by the
session of the Fifth International Congress of Chambers of Commerce.
editor of die British Columbia Magazine, who was delegate and founder member of the CanaAfter the session was over the members of the
dian Chamber of Commerce in London.
started west on three special Pullman
Congress, guests of the Boston Chamber of Commerce,
trains for an inspection of the industries of many American cities, where, as they were in
were the recipients of a hospitality unprecedented in the history of the new world.

Boston, they
feeling of goodfellowship was everywhere dominant, and ties
day must work substantially toward the goal of world peace.

The

were formed

which some

delegate of the Fifth International Congress of Chambers of Commerce
will carry away feelings of ungrudged gratitude, as well as real regard, for
the Boston Chamber of Commerce. Although the congress stands adjourned,
a tour of good fellowship awaits the delegates and it will only add to the

EVERY

—

upon the visitors a composite
and generosity. The Boston Chamber of Commerce, through the
unstinted expenditure of its time and resources, has made the greatest possible success
"Boston hospiof the most important commercial congress the world has ever seen.
Many here have enjoyed it before,
tality" already is one of the world's watchwords.
and none willingly ever will miss the chance of partaking again.
The dominant note of the International Congress was "getting together." To be
sure, there has not been absolute harmony amongst eight hundred delegates chorded
even to the harmonious ideals of world peace. There have been even divergences of
Ceropinion. To the ear too finely strung they may have seemed to be discordant.

threefold impression which has been impressed so vividly
of industry, efficiency

tainly the

working

Strube's Orchestra,

only so

much

of the convention has not reached the

whose surpassing concert

to enjoy but so

much

of

symphonic

Tuesday night gave

level of

Herr

the congress not

to think about.

There were forty-four instruments in the International Orchestra at the CopleyPlaza, in which there was some room for pounding of boilers and filing of saws.
This whole subject of peace and harmony is after all so obvious. Eight hundred
men inspired by the same lofty sentiments and ideals in a sense representing the
world's picked men
coming thousands of miles to forward their own special hobby
of peace and harmony.
But these men such gatherings must be able to illustrate
their theories of universal harmony and brotherhood before we can expect it lived out

—

—

—
—

and a half lives of the world's scrambling, competing populations. The
prophecy of Herr Strube's performance is the same as the last fond hope of the
And yet it may have occurred even to
congress, but it has been better uttered.
contending delegates what the principle of Sociality will do in replacing individualism; what they may accomplish when they learn that their fundamental instincts and
even, interests are deeper than their strifes; that
they can accomplish more working
together for the same thing than in working against each other for the same thing.
in the billion

—

That is too blinding a vision for the most of us that happy state when men
have stopped "tuning up" and have
begun to play "according to the score." There
is a way for a violin and a kettle-drum to make
discord but Herr Strube knows how
to handle both without it.
He first absolves them from the privileges of anarchy,
denies

them the "inalienable rights"

according
80*

to

the

rules

of

the game.

of

"individual liberty,"

Mr. Nagel proclaimed

and bids them play
the

creed

of

Herr

World
Strube.
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to the rules of the game."
The violin and the kettle-drum
discord or music.
the whole, we are preferring the music. The ghost
of laissez-faire forsook the festal boards of mankind when music was born.
Now
late in the world's day
is it
deserting the temples of trade?
Sociality is no new note in the world thought.
It is only new to the masses
of mankind.
But the Sociality of the modern democratic world is

can

"Play according

On

make

—

Sociality through

perfected individuality, as any rational universality, any commanding internationality
must come through perfected nationality. It is not by
destroying patriotism, not
by breaking down national boundaries but by opening their gate, that a true
Before the hopes of this Congress are
internationality is to be brought to pass.
realized in the "Parliament of Man and the Federation of the World" there is
much to be done. It is to be desired that the returning
in their newdelegates,

born enthusiasms, will not be disappointed if their respective forty-four
governments
do not leap with alacrity to the high levels attained by their loftiest dreamers.

Meanwhile wise statesmen and students
Finally, it is hardly probable that they will.
of history will continue to see things as they are while
striving to make things as
In our wider outlook, much as we regret it, there are few signs
they ought to be.
world peace

of

the immediate and universal precipitant of our benigncst sentitoo much acid in the compound.
There are still too many
individual interests in the world ready to chafe under any restraint of individual

There

ments.

initiative

as

is

still

and individual

threadbare a phrase
world's history for two decades
to say nothing Of it all from prehistoric and unrecorded time
in its wars and
rumors of wars, does not warrant a sane belief that, all of a sudden, human nature
has been made over and that wars will cease.
The congress has missed two opportunities in not going forward further and
more quickly, when it is remembered that its sessions are limited to about eighteen
hours in two years.
I should like to have seen immediate steps toward a more
thorough programme than the congress has yet contemplated, in view of the world's
troubled condition today.
world war may have been fought and the geographies
of all time may have been changed before this congress meets again.
I should like
to have seen an internatiolnal commerce commission, combining the best elements
of the United States Interstate Commerce Commission and the Hague Tribunal.
What is needed now is law and sanction. And this the Hague Tribunal does not
as

—

it. is,

half hides too

liberty.

much naked

"Enlightened
selfishness.

self-interest,"

The

—

A

give us.

There

They have

is

a

filled the

growing distrust of the permanency and efficiency of treaties.
waste paper baskets of the world's chancellories and the scrap

What international law needs is sanction. It is quite true that
there are a few people in the world so highly civilized as to reach the ideal of
Aristotle, and who "obey the reason within the law instead of the power behind
the law."
But we have lived nearly two and a half millenniums since the great
Greek and nearly two millenniums since the great Hebrew, and there is little hope
are still behind the dreams
of ultimate world peace for day after tomorrow.
heaps of history.

We

of Jesus and Aristotle, and the greater part of the human race still suspects what
the power behind the law.
for a long time will hardly be a negligible quality
An international commerce commission with a code wide enough to cover the

—

main commercial

relations of mankind, and backed by the political power of the
nations, parties to the federation, will do much to assuage the grief of many who
have hoped much of the Hague Tribunal, but who have felt the force of the bitter
lament of
Washington: "Sentiment is not government." There are still

George

will not be deterred from careers of crime by pointing at them the
Such people make of philosophical anarchy a hopeless creed.
shame.
finger
Meanwhile the one definite contribution to the world's peace just now will he the

those abroad

who

of

Our treaties are insuforganization which will give sanction to international law.
land only within the
law
of
the
the
are
inefficient.
are
because
ficient
They
they
As between nations treaties are still compacts. 1 here
scope of domestic concerns.
is

no power behind international law

in

the sense of sanction.
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until there

is

a world harmony, and this

is

impossible

without a world-motif. It is hardly possible that a billion and a half of scrambling
human atoms will play the rules of the game without the manifestation of the "power
behind the law."

*

An

Open

*

*

Letter to Uncle

Sam

By JUNIUS JUNIOR

—

Editor's Note. The following article (or letter) was published in the February number of
The Atlantic Monthly and has called forth an unusual comment in England and America. It
so happens that the same concern in London is literary agent for both "Junius Junior" and the
It was not impossible, therefore, for this magazine
editor of the British Columbia Magazine.
to arrange for its reproduction in our own pages, after receiving the courteous consent of The
This article is republished, therefore, by special arrangement with The
Atlantic Monthly.
Atlantic Monthly and with "Junius Junior" himself.

—That

of grief for your pretensions to the Monroe Doctrine
Somehow or other the
on another hemisphere than yours.
world had got it into its head that the core of the Monroe Doctrine was in your
keeping out of the other half of the world, and keeping the other half of the world
out of this. When you placed one foot on the other hemisphere, you so far loosened
your footing on this. Whatever strength you had in reason and equity in preaching
Even
that Monroe creed, you lost when you began to practice another doctrine.
before that happened there was not a European power that had the slightest respect
Sir:

when you

set

was a day

your

feet

for your pretension to the right to police half a hemisphere, to keep the rest of
the world out when you had no intention of moving in.
There is less evidence

today that the Kaiser intends to surrender, to this pretension of yours, the last
chance the world has- to offer him of giving the magnificent people over whom he
rules the expanding room he and they consider their natural right and their ultimate
I have seen nothing to warrant
necessity.
your counting on the chance of the
German people's playing the role of oxen to you in the part of that ancient and
yellow scion of the Canidae which, if the historian has accurately chronicled the
episode, forbade to others with much asperity and bad manners the contents of a
certain manger for which he had neither the inclination nor capacity.
It

of

sufficiently clear

is

Pan-Germanism

anyone whose eyesight

to

is

still

intact,

that the policy

Kaiser Wilhelm's answer to the elemental interrogation of
the twentieth century, and that South Brazil is the only direction in which he will
not meet with opposition from Europe.
The time has come when you must reconsider the whole question of the Monroe Doctrine.
If you still champion it, you
will have to fight for it.
That is one of the propositions you must lay down as
fundamental.
In doing this you should understand that your alternative is Panis

Teutonism or Pan-Japan.
This famous doctrine was the clear-cut and definite expression of the sense of
American obligation toward the protection of the ideals and institutions for which
the nation then stood, but for which it stands no
If you are not an uninlonger.
telligent and recreant steward you will evolve a doctrine of Pan-Americanism which
will express as faithfully our
twentieth-century obligations toward those selfsame
areas of the Western hemisphere.
You have been a notorious phrasemonger and doctrinaire. Your loyalty to a
paragraph of ancient and noble lineage would entitle it in a better cause to the
But it is not a paragraph you want to save today. It is the
dignity of patriotism.
future of the Germanic race, and
your tenacity of opinion will serve us to better
purpose

if

Sir,

of the

you can learn

my

first

how

Equator on

this

when it has ceased to be true.
not a "Republic" or a civilization south
so far superior to the German Empire

to discard a doctrine

that there

is

hemisphere which

is

proposition

is

World
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and its. religion and its educational system and its
intelligence and
as to justify a peaceable nation like ours in
waging
perhaps

its

moral

ideals,

war—

lighting the conflagration of world-war— with a nation like Germany.
It is not that we should be
smashed, that would be inevitable. But to do you justice, I do not think that would
deter you if you wanted to fight.
But when the Monroe Doctrine was
promulgated
it was a
comparatively simple matter to go to war. Today it is a matter of the

gravest responsibility.
This consideration

alone should modify the Monroe Doctrine.
As to your
your blessed Congress has spent its time on mouthing the tariff 'and
has not considered them.
It has lost your chance.
Southern South America is
nearer to Europe than it is to New York.
Even then, if we are to consider the
Germans as neighbors less desirable than the present inhabitants of Latin
America,
which God forbid, they would be farther away than
were before. That argu-

own

interests,

they

ment

will not serve.
The Monroe Doctrine was aimed primarily against a possible
coalition which might effect Roman
Catholic predominance; secondarily, it has
secured republican forms of government without the spirit of freedom or the
blessings
of democracy.
I want to know why races of blood
kin, and what is as important, spiritual kin,
should go to war to play into the hands of an alien race, with its sinister movements
and its devouring ambitions, which have set themselves toward Australia and South
America, a race which if necessary would not hesitate to destroy us all, and all we
have built up of a Christian civilization in two thousand years. It is not a question
of Germany, but it is a choice between German and Asiatic civilization's
ruling the
southern half of this hemisphere.

We

Your

are all
people and John Bull's and Unser Fritz's belong together.
are brethren. To wage a war with our blood-cousins for the stranger
battering at our gates would be all unnecessary, which is the worst of all cri
It would be especially aggravated by the fact that such a war would he
waged on
an issue which, so far as the territory in question is concerned, has lost its meaning.
You Golden Rule Diplomat, are you afraid to do a thing which is both the generous
and rational thing, because the differing circumstances of the last century demanded

Teutons.

We

something else?
Let us have a new Pan-Germanism. Let our race get together. It is for you
to take the lead.
You would have to discard a notion which has served its time.
You w ould have to look ahead a hundred years and not back a hundred years. Hut
r

He does not prepare for
the privilege of a statesman to prepare for the future.
the past.
The past is gone. That part of it survives which helps or hinders the
If you are willing to fight Germany for a people
present and coming races of men.
south of the Equator who hate you more royally than they do any other on earth,
it

is

and who consider your assertions as insolent infringements on their rights, you are
If you are willing to fight ( iermany
perilously near to being a sentimental old idiot.
because you are unwilling to see the establishment of a political system when- lite
and property are safe, over a "Republican" area of chronic revolution and bloodshed,
you are a blind old Pharisee, and you ought to spend the rest
contemplation of the difference between anise and cummin.

much

to the

German

in this

your

own

of
It

your days
you,

fair land, in the civilization they

in

who owe

the
SO

have brought

in the sturdy and noble qualities they have grafted on your stock, in the
thorough and decent qualities they have added to your institutions, in the heroism
with which they have shed their blood in the cause of freedom, from Steuben to the
to find
present day; if you still want to fight these splendid people— who want
in order to bolster
room
found
and
once
room
as
expanding
sought
you
expanding
and uphold the wretched travesty of a tuannous dictatorship masquerading as a
paper republic, Sir, you have forfeited the world's respect; you have not adjl
are a relic oi the
yourself to the new day; you are an inadequate steward; you
nineteenth century, and you will richly deserve the thrashing you will surelj receive.
This is a question of race and blood. It is not a question of an ancient fetich.
You must look hard at reality. You claim to be a sentimentalist. There are higher

here,
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sentiments than political doctrines, if those doctrines have lost their meaning. "Blood
When the Monroe Doctrine was launched, it was a vital
is thicker than water."
Since that time it has been Europe and America which have been trading
principle.
It has been Europe and America which
America.
together, not North and South
have been growing together. Our vast dominions have been peopled by Europeans,
not by South Americans; our bench-mates, our shop-mates, our associates and friends,
and sometimes our helpmates, have been those who have come to us from Europe,

We

have been reading about
and not South America. These are our brethren.
We have been getting together.
Europe, and they have been reading about us.
Europe itself is revolutionized because of this vast intercommunication, and is more
There are monarchies in
or less Americanized, and not always for the better.
Moreover, a
Europe more democratic than the Republic of the United States.
monarchy transplanted to American soil could not possibly remain a monarchy for
a quarter of a century.

There

is

not one reason

why Germany

should not colonize

But there is every reason in the range of modern
why she should, and why the United States should meet her half way.

South Brazil

if

she wants

to.

politics
I solemnly

propose that you take the lead in the advocacy of the new PanIt is time the white races
is time the German races got together.
I have no brief for Germany as against France or any other nation.
got together.
I am suggesting a policy to you, which is not only in the line of least resistance, but
There is a chance for you to redeem
reaches out toward the greatest synthesis.
The future of South America is second only in importance to the future
yourself.
of our own country.
The question is likely to be settled by you pretty soon as to
whether South America is to be finally and predominantly Teutonic or Oriental,
whether these vast and all but untouched resources shall minister to races of our
own blood and ideals and religion, or whether they shall belong to and advance
an unknown and perhaps impossible civilization.
You have only to cast your eye

Germanism.

It

on Formosa and Korea and Manchuria to know at once what Japan would make
of a South American Republic.
You have only to look at the twenty millions of
transplanted Germans here to guess what a garden they would make under the
Southern Cross. They would have an efficient nation. They would have a nation
It would
rationally organized, and not the result of drift and the sport of chance.
be conducted at the highest level of intelligence, and not at haphazard.
While they

would doubtless work

for their

own

interests, they

would work

also for the solidarity

Teutonic family, which must be achieved by the German races on the
Western Hemisphere.
Those dreams of future race-unity promised by the deliberations of the Hague
Tribunal must result from kinship in race and institutions and ideals, based frankly
on fair economic as well as political conventions. The rapid shaping of events is
showing that there is no future for the unorganized peoples. There is no security
for a land of unconsolidated and unavailable and
There are
unprotected resources.
but a few great areas rich in the resources and raw materials of the soil left for the
young and virile and ambitious nations. Before it is everlastingly too late, it is yet
possible to arrange and apportion these areas justly and wisely, not only that war
may be averted world-war but that the future of those blessed principles and
ideals which brought you into
being, and the nation over which you spread your
of the great

—

—

may be settled.
Webster's Bunker Hill speech was delivered eighteen months after he had read
in the Senate President Monroe's famous
message on that Doctrine which has since
borne his name. The message and the circumstances were fresh in his mind when
he said: "At this moment the dominion of
European power in this continent, from
the place where we stand to the South
In those days
Pole, is annihilated forever."
the thought of China or
Japan as a menace to the civilization of the Anglo-Saxon
was so wild a dream as not to have been entertained
probably by a single human
being on this continent.
Then, several of the countries of Europe were a real
anxiety— perhaps menace. It was not so self-evident, then, that an invasion of even
North America might not be fruitful. This doctrine has served its
purpose well

wings,
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a time since then, but the revolutions in world-geography and world-politics

which since have taken place have required a re-examination of all our old politics
and outlooks. The doctrine of the past is somewhat vague. That of the present
is wholly inadequate in that it does not cover the
I do
twentieth-century situation.
not know anywhere so unintelligent a situation in the politics of the world.
If the
doctrine is sound, you are a criminal negligent, for you have made no preparation
If the doctrine is not
worthy of a drunken fiddler to defend your pretensions.
sound, you have been putting yourself in the position of an unpardonable bluffer,
for you are advocating something you cannot successfully defend.
As a matter of
In 1823 the United St
fact, it is wholly indefensible, morally and physically.
was confronted with the danger that France might help Spain to recover her revolted
colonies, and that Russia, which had acquired, not a foothold, but a principality on
our continent, might further encroach upon our domain. France did not re-establish
Spain, and Russia in 1824 gave up her claim to the 51st parallel as her southern

boundary and accepted 54 40'.
Other nations have changed, are changing,

their policies.

Why

not

we?

Did

It is
not Jefferson claim that every generation should have its own constitution?
beyond contention that every generation should have its foreign policy. The success
of Bismarck was mostly due to his flouting of logic when it disagreed with facts,
and devoting himself to the situation in hand with no shibboleths to defend. The
success of the present Kaiser is due to the fact that he is big enough to know that
even the immortal Bismarck had been outgrown by the Empire he had created, and

new policy and a new ideal.
Germany means to have South Brazil already has
South Brazil and means to keep it, is to ignore German history and historians
German politics and economics, the German platform and press; in short, the
And, Sir, if you ignore these,
everyday life and thought of the German people.
that the time had come for a
To ignore the fact that

—

—

you

lose.

You must

understand that the

issues of peace

and war are involved

in

facts,

not theories.

"Talk of stubborn facts," says Crothers, "they are mere babes beside a stubborn
not be too late, that
theory." You will find out some day, and let us hope it will
world-issues are not determined by the transcendental vagaries of an intellectual
These decide the affairs of ostriches, not rational men. When all else
solipsism.
The British Empire
has been said and done, one cold, ugly, stubborn fact remains.
1 lnand the Monroe Doctrine are blocking the expansion of the German Empire.
It has ordained that it shall have
room.
have
must
and
over
is
Empire
spilling
room. Neither the geographical position of the imprisoned empire of Germany, nor
the plain requirements of her rapidly increasing people, are amenable to diplomatic
Over on the Pacific we find exactly the same
obstruction or altruistic sentiment.
There is the same situation. But Japan has found a field of expansion
conditions.
on the continent of Asia. You have set up your sign, "Keep off the grass," on the
You have not had the
in the world.
only vacant places in the temperate zone left

You have not even laid the foundations
foresight or the enterprise to occupy them.
the foundations for that commercial
laid
not
have
for occupation.
Worse, you
I
am sure it is because of your
is why
This
heart.
to
dear
so
your
expansion
hat
sure to do your best.
are
unintelligence, for in a matter of money-getting you
the
is
America
South
in
marine
mercantile
an
adequate
you have not established
final proof of your inability to manage world-affairs.
with the
in the galleries of Congress and come away
Sir, one cannot sit long
a travelled and
him.
there
with
took
he
institutions
respect for democratic
in the world,
educated American patriot, his Congress is the most pathetic assembly
there
a
is
it
body.
that
representative
reflection
and there is little courage in the
But
few.
debated there.
serious
are
questions
There
there.
are serious men
the
of
survival
of
the
rational
a
hope
as to destroy
they are in so sickly a minority
And
continent.
American
South
the
in
chance
They have lost you your
republic.
1

1

A
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have lost for you.
is not the only chance they
the least said the soonest mended.
this

Your

mercantile marine!

Perhaps

Not so, north.
Doctrine is an anachronism south of the Equator.
Grande.
Rio
the
and
Perhaps
the
Equator
shall have our hands full between
to keep our own as far as the
order
in
of
the
Germany
we shall need
prestige
And all denials to the contrary, Japan is hob-nobbing with Mexico. You
Equator
How do you know? Why? Has not Japan
are quite sure she is not, are you?
You blessed old Saint! Of course you must
it?
Does not that settle

The Monroe

We

told

you?
'

Japan proposes to make Mexico a base
keep your powder dry.
on this continent. Those interests
interests
of
her
of supplies toward the protection
on American and Canadian soil
are from five to ten times as many Japanese soldiers
So that if Mexico persists in
as constitute the whole American standing army.
It is more than probable
take Mexico.
must
we
siren
the
to
Japanese
listening

Japan—and

trust

—

interests which are paramount— vital.
this will be our fate.
the whole of continental Germany—
must and will protect
concedes that if we had a paramount interest in South America
indeed, all Europe
The European powers cannot conceive
the Monroe Doctrine would be reasonable.

that

We

—

Here we have
Almost
them.

or
of sentiment or altruism as having a rational place in the struggle of war
diplomacy
or commerce.
They stand on the principle that no power has a right to interfere
where it has not tangible and real interests to defend. But between the Gulf and
the Rio Grande and the Equator the sympathy and support of Europe would be

with

us.

we are, with our ancient doctrine, like the boy who got
and got whipped for it. The job of keeping the hornet's nest
of half a hemisphere in order has not resulted in our escape without a few swollen
faces. We shall do well if we always get off so easily. In Australasia, South America,
South Africa, and Canada, the advance of the white races means the retreat of the
the doom of
yellow; the advance of the yellow races into our empty spaces means
This movement back to the soil shall decide whether the civilization of
the white.
these empty continents for another thousand years shall be white or yellow.
Is it not time today, and not tomorrow, for you to forget the tariff and ask
To look toward the fields of your future
yourself whether you have a mission?
expansion? To plant, and help others to plant and nurture, our ideals and instiIt is not only a question of our
tutions on the empty continents of the world?
grandchildren, and theirs, but of the occupation of the Americas from the Arctic
Archipelago to the Terra del Fuego by the peoples and institutions of the Germanic
At

the present time

the worst of a trade

race.

The occupation and development of
Here, Sir, is a fundamental proposition.
an empty continent will give the principle of commercial supremacy a new meaning.
It will lend to our armies and navies an aroma of patriotism.
Coupled with such
measures at home as will offer health, wealth, and happiness to the toiling millions
in making them new nations on new soil, with the guarantee of the blessings of a
Christian civilization, it will give a new significance to that which is now a purely
plan of aggrandizement, and one which points to national decay.
Anglo-Saxon statesmen worthy the name should see that their policies point
toward filling the temperate zones of the Southern continent with Teutons, if not
with Anglo-Saxons.
She
Great Britain has more lands than she can fill or till.
has enough.
Let Germany move into South America.
If she moves in, it will
never be filled by the Chinese or Japanese.
The American policy is no longer

selfish

if it excludes from South America a
government superior to any there; if
excludes a people more efficient than any there; if it excludes ideals and institutions better than any there.
The future purpose and policy of the United States should be to encourage the
development of the mines and forests and farms of the emptier spaces of the world,
rather than the building of mills and
machinery to make more shiploads of goods,
probably half the world's output of which is worse than useless economically to the
world. The present development of industrialism is artificial.
Its products appeal

rational
it
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many new and unwholesome and

artificial tastes.
It lias created artificial men
has multiplied artificial and deadly conditions.
This means that
if we turn our faces toward normal and
healthy occupations we must turn them
away from commercial aggrandizement in the Orient, and toward the undeveloped
natural resources of the southern continent.
This southward and not westward
is the direction of a rational expansion with a future.
Toward this Southland lies

and women.

It

—

American opportunity

—

—not

in territorial aggrandizement, but in the
development
wish for no victories but those of peace; for no territory
except our own," said Mr. Root at Rio Janeiro.
What we are unable to do toward the habilitation of the South American
continent, on the terms of the world's highest and best civilization, we cannot
must not prevent others from doing. It is of vital importance to us what peoples

of natural wealth.

"We

—

—

in the unrolled future shall till those empty fields, dig those potential mines, utilize
No less than much of the best welfare of the future
those immeasurable forests.
races of the world depends upon your attitude just now, what you determine just
now, as to what race and what civilization and what religion shall prevail on that

continent, as large as ours.
Sir, the economic sign-posts

of the twentieth century point portentously to
things now stand and ought to stand no longer, as the
Has it ever
natural, logical, inevitable antagonists of Anglo-Saxon predominance.
Be that as it may,
occurred to you that there might be a better predominance?

Japan and Germany,

as

everything you possess outside the forty-eight States in this Union is threatened by
Sentiments will not
these adversaries.
Theories will not decide their policies.
move their statesmen. They will be moved by economic necessity, or by their ideas
Whatever may be the lofty ideals toward which international
of their ultimate need.
statecraft is moving, it has arrived at none which will allow an intelligent people
to hold its own on the sufferance of any other power, or which will justify a nation
keeping her sign-boards up with her fences down.
Dies Irae lies not
Sir, the Anglo-Saxon predominance of the world is doomed.
It is doomed because of the very
impossibility of Anglo-Saxon
are on the
theories of life will not allow us to get together.
Those nations have found the right who have learned both the spirit

very far away.

wrong

We

Our

thinking.

track.

and the method of patriotism.

There
establish

is

left which can save Anglo-Saxondom, and that is to
Anglo-Saxondom is not big enough to hold the world
It will take a bigger combination.
the awakening of Asia.

only one thing

Pan-Teutonism.

together any more, since
It can be done
It is still time for the safeguarding of the Teutonic predominance.
For do
if you and John Bull and Unser Fritz have sense enough to get together.
^
When
has
any
has
got together.
not forget that Japan
Germany
got together.
to weld a nation, sit
great race has a white heat of patriotism of sufficient intensity
the
to
to
is
equilibrium of the world.
happen
going
up and take notice; something
Thrice blessed be you and we in this turning-point of history, if you can
find the intelligence to do the great big obvious thing.
PanI have said that the two great world-movements of today are those of

—

—

The English-speaking races have no world-movement,
no national ideal and mission, no patriotic renaissance. They have had theirs. They
Besides Germany and Japan there are two other universal
have none today.
with
They are Pan-Islam and new China. These must be reckoned
awakenings.
Woe to Western civilization if we, at least the Teutonic nation-, do not
later.

Germanism and Pan-Japan.

teckon with them together.

The white races must stand together or go to the wall.
The first step is the consolidation of the British Empire.
The second step is the consolidation of the Anglo-Saxon race.
The third step is the realization of the new Pan-Teutonism.
The two great alternatives are Pan-Teutonism and Pan-Japan.
As things are now the German Empire is a standing menace

to

the

British

British
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This situation
to the United States.
Empire, and, through the Monroe Doctrine,
is
The
it
than
more
is
It
that;
unnecessary.
monstrous.
than
is
nothing less
German Empire has elected to pre-empt overseas empire for the unyielding necesIt is not as if that national life were not as
sities of her expanding national life.
as any to be found upon the planet today.
and
in
all
great
good
things
potential
The future of Germany
of
element
the
this
finality to the argument.
Indeed,
gives
and British imperial development.
lies athwart the pathway of the Monroe Doctrine
This great nation is blocked by British possessions and by American pretensions.
Out of this situation Germany has developed a policy. That policy is that one of
Which is it to be? Uncle Sam, it is for you to say, and how.
these must go.
You have the opportunity of a thousand years to be just and generous. You have
an opportunity to say what the future of South America is to be. Shall it be white
Shall it be Christian or heathen?
or yellow?
Uncle, let us keep our eye on the main point.
That point is not the Monroe Doctrine, but the object for which that doctrine
was once framed and was once adequate: the welfare of the people of this hemiworld.
.vphere, and therefore the welfare of the
If we lose sight of the welfare of the people in a creed or a phrase or a doctrine,
we have taken leave of our intelligence and we have proved ourselves unfit for
leadership.

We

meet here

problems of the

in

this

one proposal a solution of two of the most far-reaching

new

country.
The first is the future of the civilization of the Western Hemisphere.
The second is, that in this and in no other proposition are the national conThe proposed programme does not contain
ditions of a peace of a hundred years.
And the outcome would redound to the best good of
one irrational element.
Western civilization for all years to come. Mr. Carnegie has not money enough

Boston sentimentalismus cannot conjure it.
Mr. Taft's plan may
buy peace.
keep it for a week or ten days, and then, when any power wishes a new arrangement, there is nothing to prevent a new entente.
Peace is the absence of war.
War is an instrument of policy.
to

is at least
founded on, and subject to, the economic necessities of a
and that nation's interpretation of those necessities.
There can be no peace between Teuton and Teuton, between German and
Anglo-Saxon, on other terms than this. It is the Anglo-Saxon possession and AngloSaxon pretension which, according to all of Germany, are standing in the way

Policy

nation,

of

German development.

propose that you propose a three-cornered entente or a tripartite treaty.
Let the United States say to Germany that so far as active and hostile opposition by us is concerned, "Welcome to South Brazil.
Do not come nearer to us than
you are now," provided that Germany says to Great Britain, "Sleep in peace.
have no further need of your possessions.
Let us be friends"; and provided that
Germany and Great Britain both say to the United States, "We guarantee your
status quo and your paramount and indisputable interests on the American
hemisphere
from Canada to the Equator. Let us force the peace of the world."
[

—

We

C^

^—

m

On

the

Aims

of

Germany's

Colonial Policy
(Translated from the "Preusisches Yahvbuch," Hans Delbruck,

By
Repeatedly

have English statesmen, in
remarks on Anglo-German

recent

their

dropped hints

relations,

which

crisis,

sides of the

J. E.

is

that

the present

painfully felt on both
Sea, will be overcome

so

North

a systematic apportionment of
spheres of influence, and present, as well as

through
future,

mean

These

possessions.

hints can only

fur the "B. C.

Bell

ment

of capital, for the robbing ot nature's
treasure
troves.
Lai

A

unexhausted

number

of

Germans

have the op]
tunities of employment.
view
i^
rhat
quite right, but it is not all: it i^ not even
the most important.
For these commercial
advantages can be had from the colonies
of other nations so long as competition in
shall

being considered for a re-apportionment of present
colonial possessions, and that the apportionment of territory, which at the present

commerce

moment

colonies of other nations.

that

is

actual

projects are

neither English nor

German,

is

under consideration. Of what part of
the world the English diplomats are thinkIs it
ing there is as yet no indication.

also

possible that the belief
that the revolution in
to

is

current in

London

China will not lead
the rejuvenation and consolidation of

the Chinese Empire, but rather to

its

ap-

portionment, and in this apportionment do
they wish to give us an opportunity of
Or is it Africa which they
partaking?
have in view, where, as is generally behas long been a compact
lieved, there

between the powers as to what was to be
done when the Portuguese should no longer
be able to look after their territory?
know not, but if such events are
I
pending, it seems to me expedient that the
German public should clearly understand
the interests which are involved and what

we

should endeavor to obtain.
And it is no matter of small moment which
I do not desire to announce a
is at stake.
fixed policy, but rather to discuss the
exactly

possible

issues

changes which

at

stake

may

and the

possible

transpire.

point of view from which people
a
are as a rule accustomed to regard
colonial policy is the economical, the commercial, the mercenary: as a field for tin-

The

disposal of surplus products, for the investv

Magazine")

is permitted.
It might even be
argued that a nation should not attempt

to gain colonies; rather should it strivi
maintain the policy of the open door in the
I

Many

a political

economist has proved conclusivel) that,
reckoned in terms of money, a colony is a
loss rather than a gain for the motherland.
In this view the best policy for an) nation
would be to let other nations hear the
burden of opening up and governing new
territories of which it could take advantage
I
will not pause
h\ commerce and trade.
to consider this argument, for it has maingaps, and has oft been proved fallacious.
The real point is that not commercial
heinterests, but national
interests, must
kept

in

view

in

considering

colonial

the

policy of any nation.
About the end ot [893 the English his
torian, Hartpole Lecky, delivered a speech

on England and Iter colonies, which seemed
had a translation
to me so important that
made and published.
Leek) showed that
even the Free Trade part) in
ngland,
represented In Mich men a-- Cobden and
I

I

Mill, were ot the opinion that the colonies,

reckoned
had CO

in

pounds, shillings and pence,
had
than
land more
the)

brought in, and that the best thing
ould do would he to get quit ot

,

colonial

world

ngland

I

all

her

possessions in ever) pan ot the
India as well as Australia, Africa

and Canada.
Hut the sound judgment

ot

the

I
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although adopting the principles of
would not allow itself for
one moment to be led astray by such willof-the-wisp doctrine, and, even at the cost
of terrible wars, has not only maintained
race,

the Free Trade,

the
increase
to
proud
but continued
dominion of the motherland, now standing
at the head of not less than fifty more or
less independent states and principalities.
Lecky then depicted the whole greatness

and glory of the British Empire, the
flung dominion which, by means of

no longer emigrate: England would lose
nothing of any moment, and both countries
would have the advantage of consolidating

be the mishaps, whatever be the adversities which the future
may have in
store, no power can take from England
the proud boast that she created this mighty

may

empire."

is

still

It
applicable to Germany also.
not the aim of our colonial policy only
is

to spread German trade and German commerce to the uttermost ends of the earth,

German commerce as
means of spreading and strengthening

but rather to utilize
a

the

German

national characteristics. "That
trade follows the flag is not always true,"
quotes Lecky, and probably he is quite
correct; but true it certainly is that the
heart follows the flag.

The

writer then goes on at length to
the possible arrangement which
might be come to with England, and sugdiscuss

gests

that,

in

exchange

extensive possessions in

cluding

German

for

West

Nigeria,
England
East Africa.
This

would gain a large outlet for her surplus
and traders, for whom alone she

officials

seeks colonial dominions, since the peasants

the future position of the English language
or the fame of the British race. Whatever

has applied to England, and

from Morocco
down to German
right
South-West Africa, the Belgians and
Portuguese would be extruded, and the
whole of the Dark Continent would be
peacefully and rapidly developed. Germany

the

and closed his speech with these monumental words: "What may be the future
place of these islands in the government of
the world no human
being can say.
Nations, as history only too clearly demgrowth.
onstrates, have their periods of
The position and power of a nation, in
comparison with other nations, is continuand influences
ally changing; principles
come to the top, very different from those
which have made England what she is;
and not a few threatening clouds now hover
on the horizon. Whatever fate may be in
store for these islands, so much, however,
can we confidently prophesy, that no revolution of things mundane can ever alter

What

of East Africa from
Cairo to the Cape. Germany would gain
a fertile and comparatively healthy country

far-

English colonial policy, the English constitution, the English character, and English
ideas have asserted over the whole world,

applies,

England the whole

England's
Africa,

in-

might

get

would

give

their present scattered possessions and havtheir
In a
boundary lines fixed.

ing

Herr Delbruck writes:
"Again we have come upon the truth

forcible passage

that

not the commercial but the
value which makes colonies imIf they were nothing but large
portant.
country estates, one could go about a
But in
bargain in a commercial fashion.
all these lands in Western Africa are the
it

is

national

hallowed resting places of dear ones which
their kindred beyond
the seas will
not
part with so easily, and in every English
village church are found memorial tablets
for the sons of the noblest families in the

land

who have

cheerfully laid

down

their

Greater Britain in all parts of the
And even the Belgians and French

lives for

globe.
will not so easily give up the
so much on account of what

Congo, not
they have
got out of it as on account of the French
blood which has been spilt there and of the
French renown which has been earned there.
I will leave the matter for each reader to
consider himself.
It is not even known
whether the English have made some such
offer, or whether they are proposing quite
other conditions. Only this much I would
like to say for the serious consideration of

the

German

"Firstly.

people:
It

is

not

the

commercial

standpoint, but rather the national standpoint, which must
govern our colonial
not be
policy, though the former must

separated from the latter; rather must the
latter be regarded as a means to the obtaining of the former.
The aim of our colonial
"Secondly.
endeavors should be to obtain some large,
homogenous domain where the German
national character may adequately and in-

dependently develop.
"Thirdly. If such a domain can only be

On

the

Aims

of

Germany's Colonial Policy

obtained through exchange, then the
quicker we come to terms the
better, for the
longer we delay the more difficult it will

become

to give
already settled

"Fourthly.

important of our new possessions.
guese Angola, were to be obtained.
"Fifthly.

up territory which has been
by German colonists.

That we

should

not

between

be

necessary, of paying a large purchase price, if thereby the first and most

he 'C. P.

I

R. Lands

As the

question of where British Colstands in relation to the lands
by the Canadian Pacific Railway

umbia

owned

constantly recurring, it seems
as a matter of record, to reprint the following passage from the last
annual report of that company:
"Your land in British Columbia secured

Company

is

a colonial understanding

and

England

German; would

ensure the peace of the world for mam a
year, and that therefore such an undertaking should be striven for with might
and main, and in all good faith."

if

afraid,

That

Portu-

in British

Columbi;

"In 1905, when your company acqi;
the Esquimalt and Nanaimo Railway,
you
also purchased the unsold lands on Vani
ver Island belonging to that company, about

worth while,

1,400,000 acres in area, at the price of
$1,330,000. Thus far 250,000 acres have
been sold, yielding $3,364,000, and the

by the construction of the Columbia and
Western and British Columbia Southern
Railways had, by lapse of time and judgment of the Court, become subject to taxa-

some portions

remaining area
of

cannot well be

of great value, although
are so situated that they
utilized.
There was the

is

it

possibility that these lands
to taxation if segregated

might be subject
from the Esqui-

years at an average net price of $1-77 P er
As these constituted the most accessible of the lands, and the remainder were

malt and Nanaimo Railway, and, therefore,
they have never been taken into your
accounts, but an agreement about taxes has
been made with the Government of the
province of British Columbia and hereafter

so situated that they would necessarily be
very slow of sale, your directors decided,

your annual statements."

negotiations covering a considerable
period, to reconvey to the Government of
the province of British Columbia the un-

on June 30, 1912, are given as $123,319,541, and the total working expenses over

tion.

Of

acres

were

the lands in these grants 436,696
sold during the past twelve

acre.

the figures relating to

The

after

portion of these two land grants,
excepting an area of 543,496 acres, reserved
tie
by the company to meet its timber and
sold

requirements, at the price of 40 cents per
This will enable the provincial authorities to encourage settlers to take up on
be
very easy terms such of the lands as may
of use, and the company will be relieved
acre.

from the cost of administration and from
the payment of rather heavy annual taxes.
Your directors are of opinion that the
transaction, which was not completed until
after the close of the fiscal year, will prove
advantageous

to

both

the

province

of

your company, and
with
they hope that their action will meet
your approval."
British

Columbia and

to

them

will

appear

in

earnings for the year ended

total

the same period as $80,021,298.
The fleet of ships oi various

operated by the C. P. R. reach the
seventy-one bottoms. Twenty-four

kinds
total of

ol these

are on the Pacific Coast.

151,731,691 bushels of grain, a
feet of lumber, 8,459,850 tons

oou

ot

and 7,196,225 tons of manufactured
u ere carried during the year.

The
as

1

total

number

oi

passengers

(lour

articles

is

given

5,751,516.

The

mileage included

in

the C. P.

R

re-

mileage under construction and also the Sr. Paul and Saull Ste.
Marie Railroad and the South Shore and
turns,

including

Atlantic

Railroad,

totals

[6,495 miles.

The Fools Story
Ah, bauble, yonder empty dome,
Of Cruel Greed was once the home.
The head of a mighty Trust was he

And

they called

him

a Captain of Industry.

In winter when your clothes were thin

You had to buy your coal of him;
In summer just the other way

He

had

sold you ice; you

Three times

as

much

pay

as ere before,

You're lucky, though,

He

to

it

wasn't four.

raised the price of bread, of meat,

Of sugar; fixed his scales to cheat.
You asked for eggs; "Fresh laid," he swore.
(They'd been on ice a year or more.)
The milk went up, the birth-rate down.

He owned the farms, he owned the town.
He cornered everytjiitig in sight,
He would have cornered day and night
But

all at

once this

man

of gold

must do — grew old;
Did what we
And then he died. The comedy —
all

He

left

it

all to

CHARITY.

-John Cecil Clay,

820

in

Canadian

"Collier's."

Advertising Talk
C. Soots

By Orpheus
Did

it

And

ever occur to you that millions of

dollars are

North

the

expended monthly throughout

America

alone

for

advertising?

isn't it?
tangible something called "space,"
In the language of a certain booster of
breakfast foods and coffee substitutes, of

Creek, Michigan—himself a very
contributor to this advertising ex"There's a Reason," apparent,
penditure

Battle
large

—

logical

In

and conclusive.

that are counter-

nearly every article ol
daily consumption has a substitute which
is claimed by its maker to be "just as good."

feited.

Estimates place the amount at from eight
to twelve millions every thirty days.
Enormous sum to be paid for an in-

remember, are onlj some

these,

more common things
fact,

True, there are advertising fakers who
succeed in deceiving- the public for a time,
but like the burglar and the crooked
found out and
politician, they are soon
Point to any conrelegated to oblivion.
cern really worth while that has mounted
the ladder of success in the business world.

and

it

will be found that they are not only

when

their announcelarge advertisers, but that

about the only means of exploiting events
or money-saving opportunities was by postor employing bulletins on the town pump

ments are truthful and made more with
thenthe idea of permanently establishing
than tor the
or
trade-mark,
brand,
name,

Time

was, even in the last century,

to announce the same
ing the village crier
and
housetops.
from the highways

The modern printing press and equipment from which are issued daily, weekly
to
and monthly publications delivered
has
households throughout the world,
that has demona
about
change
brought
the value of
strated beyond peradventure
these

build

mediums

to

permanent

stimulate trade and
business structures in

every field of endeavor.
it
Admitting that advertising pays,
that there is also a "reason"

lows

judicious
success of

The
spend

publicity

being essential

to

for

the

money

and he
best bargain, quality being equal,
is not getting
he
that
know
to
has come
articles
inferior, substituting

goods

bearing

when he buys

well-advertised, established

it

is

printer's ink,

tor

and
convinces the intelligent housewife

the shrewd buyer that when they purchase
are not
a widely advertised article they
for silk, glucose for
getting wood pulp
for pepper, or oleohoney, ground bark

margarine for butter.

in building for
question the most efficacious
is it who does nol buy
the future.
Quality
nationally advertised goods?

Who

like quality in tin-

buying advertising space,
of

purchase

hosiery,

for

before,

it

dium appeals

is

colored

i

by

that

to

high-class,

*

*

buyers.

It

today receiving
experts than

is

certain

is

Neither

high-*

thoughtful

*

type,
is

it

the

largesl

home the bacon.
Billboard advertising
rftenit is
butt
W

WA^

a

multinot the blackest type, nor the
that knocks the persimmon.

ay,

trade-marks.
and sevenIn this day of business rivalry
with the
salesman
silent
competition, the

most potent influence

inous amount of magazine advertising,
it is beyond
because
creasing year by year

more consideration
fol-

enterprises.
legitimate business
is
going to
fact is, the consumer
the
drive
can
he
where
his

two-fold repurpose merely of bringing
turns for an immediate expenditure.
Hence the explanation for the tremend-

Magazine
Mahomet,

tain

t0

the

rural

fence

space that

bun-

m
.

is

all

right

OUT

HI

I

OJ

the mounspace brings
wall
deal
while the
must bring the pro

post

phet to the objective point.
,\,U

thai

attractive,

are

are

.

its

no,

and

distinctive

embellished

with

'

productive
Comand other curlicues.
,,,,,, dingbats
the
.^U->\
dis<
mon sense has long since

gingerbread

tad.
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The North West Trust Co.
A
One

Milestone

in the

of the most striking

Progress of Vancouver and British Columbia

and most gratify-

ing signs of the progress of Vancouver and
is
the remarkable and
British Columbia
steady growth of its financial institutions.
refer to the investment, loan and trust

We

companies.
Standing

in the

but

lustv

young

West Trust
of

capital

Co.,

foreground of Vancouver's
institutions is the North

business

men

of

com-

Their

Vancouver.

bined experience covers the whole of British
Columbia, and a more capable and useful
board for a trust company could not be
found.
The North West Trust Co., Ltd., with
all their experience and facilities are in a
position to extend invaluable services to

and they
are thoroughly familiar with Western contheir clients,

Ltd.,

authorized

an

with

Ltd.

$i,ooo,ooo,

and subscribed capital

ditions.

of $600,000.

Among the many
services they can offer
are: The safe investing of funds in re-

Here
that

a

is

is

concern

strength

per-

sonified,
carrying on
a
business
profitable

munerative

throughout the entire
province and with an
office in London, England, turning the ever-

welcome

ments,

trace

They

will
executors or

British

history
origin

its

partment

we

a savings
account with them and
enjoy all the conven-

iences and privileges
of a regular bank ac-

flourishing business under the names of the

count and earn 4 per
cent, on their savings.

Welch Realty Co. and
E. B. Morgan & Co.
The former com-

The

guidance of

Welch

as managing director. Shortly afterwards the E. B.

HOME OF THE NORTH WEST TRUST
11 11 ill

Co. united

with them, Mr.
has had
twenty years' financial experience in British
Columbia, becoming president.
Quite recently the word "Canada" was
dropped from the company's name and they
now do business as the North West Trust
Co., Ltd.

The board

of directors of the North West
is recruited from the ranks
the most capable and experienced

Co., Ltd.,

When

CO.,

LIMITED

by Dominion Con struction Supply Co. Limited

Morgan
Morgan, who

Trust

West

West Trust Company
and conducts the realty
end of the business.
farm
They handle

ing so rapidly that
formed
themthey
selves into the North

able

North

Securities Corporation,
is
a subsidiary
Ltd.,
company to the North

pany found themselves
growing and extend-

J.

of
Clients

line

may open

very successful brokerage concerns doing a

A.

as

handles

known
insurance.
every

have only to go back
about
two
years.
Here
we find two

the

act

trustees,

administrators,
guardians or liquidators.
Their insurance de-

and

West Canada Trust
Company, Ltd., under

of

estates, collections and
taking care of rentals.

capital to the province for
investment.
To give the Com-

pany's

invest-

managing

lands,

city

factory
frontage,

property,

water-

sites,

etc.

etc.,

It
is
only a few
months ago that the North West Trust Co.,
with
the
North
West Securities CorLtd.,

poration, Ltd., installed themselves in their
new, handsome eight-storey building on
Richards Street, where they occupy the entire
ground floor with their completely equipped
and elaborately furnished offices.
This great building is a fitting momento
to the strength, progress and resourcefulness
of the North West Trust Co., Ltd., and to
Vancouver's rapid and wonderful growth

writing to Advertisi rs please mention British Columbia Magazine
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Coquitlam Making Good
By Max Enos
Nature

fashioned a plain, locating it
the
magnificent river
Pitt
it with mountains, and
scenic effects unparalleled.
railroad,
the Canadian Pacific, traced its main line
across the plain into Vancouver, seventeen
miles away, and made of that city the

on

first

—

deep
surrounding

decades of

—

a broad,

railway building.
Following
approximate!) $ 1.000,000 has
been spent by the C. P. R. to establish on
this splendid location the first unit of the
this decision

A

vast scheme evolved.

Following

and most prosperous in Western
Eight miles away on the Fraser
River, into which the Pitt flows, was New
Westminster, a municipality throbbing
with real Western energy and progressivelargest

Canada.

P.

there,

build

surrounding the railway holdings have been
cleared and graded, and a city has been
designed on broad, generous and far-sighted

Less than two years ago some of the
shrewdest railway experts in the country
decided upon this plain as the location of a
railway terminal in which would be combined all of the experience of the past five

C.

located

have been erected, houses have been constructed, roads have been built, the a

ness.

BUILDING THK GREAT

move by the great*
company in the world, in-

this

transportation
dustries
have

lines.

That

is

COQUITLAM.

Less than two years ago a little hamlet
called Westminster Junction marked the
parting of the C. P. R. main line and tin-

New

R.

Westminster

TERMINALS

\l

C0Q1 HI

branch.

AM

About

rhi>

TYPICAL SCENES IN BUSY COQUITLAM
i
v

l)

(2) STARTING WORK ON THE CALL SWITCH
BLOCK, CORNER SIMPSON AND BROADWAY.
FACTORY.
(4) SCENE IN SHAUGHNESSY DIVISION.
(3) PAVING SIMPSON STREET.
(6) PITT RIVER ROAD.
(5) BUILDING DEWDNEY TRUNK ROAD.

NEW

wooden station-house sprang up the typical
Western community. This small cluster
of houses looked out upon the broad, welcoming plain, the only one offering any

Pacific is now extending a long industrial
spur track to the property of the Coquitlam Terminal Company, where have been

inducements to the great railway builders
of Canada.
The dreamers dreamed and
the prophets told of the future, but the
Canadian Pacific experts acted on the
wisest counsels and with the best brains
money can buy. They said, "This will be

near big
industry that wishes location
markets, on a large transcontinental railway line and with adequate deep-water

—

the greatest railway terminal in Canada
yes, it will rival any on the continent," and
on this plan they have proceeded.

On

December 15 about two hundred and
employees of the C. P. R. will be
moved to Coquitlam, there to operate what
the railwaymen are pleased to state is but
fifty

first unit, which
consists of twenty
miles of yards, a round house, car repair
and construction shops, machine shops,

the

and the latest and most
improved of railway terminal equipment.
These men are but forerunners of the
employees to come.
They are to operate
only this first unit, which is to be expanded
as rapidly as time,
money and labor will

coaling stations,

located

industrial

sites

suitable

for

any

facilities.

Already there are reservations made for
Another large
list of industries.
group of manufacturers are busy building
their machine shops, their warehouses and
Others are now in operation.
their plants.
Vancouver is the logical solution to the
wheat congestion of the eastern Canadian
a long

—

only port in Canada of
open twelve months of
All of the other ports, with the
the year.
exception of Prince Rupert, which has as
yet no transcontinental railway connection,
The
are frozen up during the winter.
elevators are filled to the brim and storage
for
the fruits of the bountiful
space
cities

any

it

size

is

the

which

is

Wheat
is at
a high premium.
and grains of all kinds can flow through
Vancouver to the markets of the world
prairies

permit. When the terminals are completed
there will be thousands of
em-

during the entire year. But in the city of
Vancouver waterfrontage and dock facili-

ployees placed on

ties

railway

the ground to manipuimmense facilities provided.
Looking to the future, the Canadian

late the

824

are not available in sizes sufficient for

this tremendous business.
Coquitlam solves Vancouver's congestion.

handling

THE

N'EVV

COQUITLAM MENTAL HOSPITAL

With

deep water, immense railway terminals connecting with all of the cities and
territory of the greatest railway line in

paratory to the doing of an immense busi-

the country, it offers unparalleled opportunity for grain elevators and other facilities for the handling of the prairie products.

begin construction on an electric railwaj
and vehicular bridge to cross the Pitt a
few rods north of the C. P. R. structure.
The old village of New Westminster

The

ness.

Columbia

provincial government of British
will within the next feu w
1

Coquitlam has been investigated by the
C. P. R. as a location for the grain elevators

Junction

which

which will soon be incorporated under

that

intends

company

to

build.

name

Elevators in themselves do not bring such
large numbers of employees, but they are
conducive to the establishment nearby of
other industries such as flour mills, cooper
shops, bag manufacturing
of kindred sort.

A

shipbuilding plant

Coquitlam

works and others

is

be

to

is

use

when

C.

November.

The

incorporated at half a million

much more money

the time comes.

Other

to

industries

shipbuilding plant and the
P. R. terminals located at Coquitlam

besides

the

Vancouver-Prince

are:

Rupert

Meat

Packing Co., B. C. Electric Power House.
Fraser River Mills, Dominion Match Co.,
B. C. Paper & Pulp Mills, McKay,

Brown Lumber
Lamont Shingle
Coquitlam

Co.,

Crabb Lumber Co.,

Mills,

Shipbuilding

Call

&

Switch Co.,

Marine

Co.,

J.

A.

is

located

the

in

centre

Rail-

comes a general Influx
which arc Locating

dustries

of

I

of

minor

close

in-

the

to

All of these are to be

C. P. R. holdings.

provided b\ the Coquitlam Terminal Comhe
pany with track and yard facil
found mi no other industrial sites near
Vnother
Vancouver.
important
t

the

in

that

consideration

ot

can

workingmen

homes

at prices \er\

1

Coquitlam
secure

is

sites

miuh cheaper than

in

same token B3
industries can he seemed cheaper at Co,
lam .and with much bigger, broader and
better facilities than at Vancouver.
the

Vancouver.

Dewar

gravel pits, and
the Western Canada Power Co., Ltd.
The C. P. R. is building a $2,000,000

way

is

Port
to cost about

the development of the C. I'. 1\.
of
terminals, the establishment
industries and the building up of the dis-

trict

dollars and has as

the

The new

With

been located

has

the large industrial sites of the Coquitlam
The first keel will be

company

city,

Division.

Terminal Company.

middle of

which

station,

new

in the

about 3,000 feet east of the
old station, while tin- new business district

$30,000,

Western

by the

being absorbed

of Port Coquitlam.

on the banks of the Pitt River on one of

laid

is

Coquitlam
1

lared,

"to

as

is,

he

the

Western Canada.

It

1

one

railway

man

de-

distributing point
w ill form the worl

double-track railway bridge across the Pitt
River and has double-tracked the distance

will
portion of Greater Vancouver. There
be located the industries, the lite, the pulse

between

of the

Coquitlam

and Vancouver, pre-

Canadian

Pacific COaSt."

Columbia, Canada

Victoria, British
The Leading

Port in the Dominion

THE

City of Victoria, B. C, Canada, the
Capital City of the province of British Colum-

bia, is the first port in the

Dominion of Canada.
Dominion Govern-

That

is

one reason

ment

is

equipping it with the present-designed
outer harbor.
When it is recorded

splendid

why

the

that during the six months of the first fiscal
year ending September 30, 1912, a total of 5,747

foreign

vessels,

and

came and went from

coastwise,
local

in

and

out,

wharves, the mag-

nitude of the shipping trade from Victoria

is

impressed upon even the most unthinking.
Not one of the eastern ports can show anyof
thing like the record
shipping as does

And

Victoria.

grows

steadily

figures.

—
—
—

the

and

increase
surely.

in

the

shipping

Examine

these

1909-10 Total number of ships arriving and
departing, 7,254; total tonnage, 4,826,769.
1910-n Total number of ships arriving and
departing, 8,475; total tonnage, 5,673,697.
1911-12 Total number of ships arriving and
departing, 9,778; total tonnage, 7,207,274.

WE

While
idly,

the coastwise trade

is

it

is advancing raptrade that the greatest
Last year the
made.

in the foreign

advances

are
trade

being
Montreal, inward and outward, totalled 845 vessels, with 3,385,951 tons,
as compared with 2,834 vessels with 3,522,851
foreign

of

At St. John the foreign
at Victoria.
shipping inward and outward in the same
time was 2,442 vessels, with 2,012,425 tons;
while Halifax had 2,344 vessels in and out,
Freight landed by
foreign, with 3,111,535 tons.
foreign vessels at Victoria has trebled in the
tons

last three years.

TAKE NOTICE, MANUFACTURERS, INSTEAMSHIP
VESTORS,
RAILWAYS,
LINES, SHIP-BUILDERS AND CAPITALISTS—ALL ROADS AND ALL PORTS LEAD
TO AND CONNECT WITH VICTORIA.
For free booklet, fully
ada's

Greatest

Port,

illustrated,

address

on Can-

Vancouver

Island Development League, Victoria, B.

Room

44.

Shoal Harbor, Saanich Peninsula

have several eight to twelve-acre pieces on this beautiful harbor, cleared
Ideal
orchard, all ready for that summer home.
Splendid view.
Safe anchorage and sandy beach.
The loveliest
boating, fishing and hunting.
spot on Vancouver Island. The price and size of the plots and natural location
make this an exclusive summer home colony. There are only fourteen plots
and two of these have been sold to wealthy residents.

and

in

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION WRITE

Western Dominion Land and Investment Company, Limited
Fort and Broad Streets,

VICTORIA, B.C.

C.

Wonderful Farm Area
By W.

E. Scott

(Extract from Prince Rupert Journal,

Supplementary to the report which was
published in these columns a few days ago
telling of the visit of Mr. W. E. Scott,
the Deputy Minister of Agriculture, to the
northern part of the country, the "Journal"
"

publishes

this

more detailed
territory which the

morning a

statement as to the
Deputy Minister covered on his
Scott

trip.

Mr.

most favorably impressed with the

is

of

the

country tributary
Prince Rupert, and he has no hesitation
pronouncing the country second to none
possibilities

to
in
in

The importance of his report
department at Victoria cannot fail

the province.
to the

to be beneficial

in

inducing population to
flow into this territory and take up land
for settlement.

Describing his

trip,

Mr.

Scott says:

April 28, I left Prince Rupert in
company with Mr. R. O. Jennings, road
superintendent; Mr. J. F. Carpenter, assistant horticulturist of the

Department of

Agriculture, and Mr. George Drewry, on
a tour of inspection of the agricultural
valleys tributary to Prince Rupert.
"We left the city in a gasoline launch,
which took us as far as Fishery Bay. Passing through the islands near Prince Rupert,

appeared to me that on many of them
is a possibility of vegetable and small
fruit growing, and being so close to Prince
Rupert this should prove remunerative.
The islands are timbered with spruce, cedar
and hemlock. The clearing would probably average between $100 and $200 per
acre.
Poultry raising should be a successful phase of agriculture on these islands.
It is a well sheltered waterway with magit

there

scenery, which will undoubtedly
prove a very popular tourist resort.
nificent

"Our
at

first

stoppage was at Port Nelson,
is
a cannery.

We

which place there

then

Mill Bay, ten miles
to
the Naas, then called in at the

proceeded

farther

up

Indian village at

P'ishery

Bay.

At

this

we

transferred to a smaller launch,
place
and proceeded to Grenville. Shortly after
leaving Grenville, the valley widens out

considerably and large areas of river silt
land occur on both sides of the river.

i912)
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These lands are covered principally with a
growth of cottonwood. The soil formation
is

alluvial

rich,

soil

and

with a gravell)

silt,

some

in

The

cases clay.

sub-

clearing

should be comparatively inexpensive, and
the land should grow magnificent crops.
All market garden crops should do
markably well and dairying should also

The valley is
prove very profitable.
tremely beautiful at this point, surrouni
by snow-clad mountains, with the beautiful
Naas River winding through its cottonwood banks.
"The trip up

the river

one not

is

The climate appears
and equable. The deciduou
is

be

mild

are all

should estimate that
not more than a fortnight later than
southern end of Vancouver Island.
into leaf.

coming
the

to

to be

forgotten.

it

"On

May

From what

I

was

I

summer

told,

frosts

do

not occur in this valley.
"We left Grenville on April 30 and
passed several Indian villages with their
Proceedusual collection of totem poles.
ing up the river the valle\ widens our n

with the same splendid soil formation. \\ e
got to Gwinoha about the middle of the
The name of this place signifies,
day.

"Oh, how beautiful," and it is aptly named.
There is an Indian village here, with \er\
good land
rule,

average from $25

The

numerous

"We

$100

to

pei

acre.

the

launch

Gwinoha and

at

the

to

Aiyansh, fording
a
glacier-fed
Kshiquinmahl,

stream.

There

electrical

purposes

IS

unlimited

is

in

two or three miles

The name

location.

"Eternal

P

vegetation

creeks.

left

walked

light,

was
ving
one
in
foot
being nearlj
country is well watered with

vine and other

height.

is

clearing

luxuriantly,

Taken as a
and should

every direction.

in

the

this

River

mountain
powei
Aiyansh

river.

an ideal
past the liver,
of the place signifies

bloom," and

it

is

indeed

justly

flowers are alreadj out, and
It
is quite
luxuriant.
vegetation generall)
all
a large Indian settlement when the\ are

named.

Wild

home, and
M.-un

fine

number about
may
glaciers

live

be

hum!'
from

seen
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To the south the Seeaxe Valley
and contains a very large area of
Across the
first-class agricultural land.
river to the west of this valley are the
lava plains which are estimated to be about
one hundred and thirty years old, at which
time there must have been an eruption from
The old crater
a neighboring mountain.

Aiyansh.

stretches

supposed to be what is
Lava Lake.
East of Aiyansh the

is

now

the lake,

wide beautiful

Naas

Valley

tract of country

for thirty or forty miles, and must contain
probably as much as 500,000 acres of land,
the majority of which cannot be excelled

This valley is
agricultural purposes.
divided into two separate valleys by a
ridge; that on the north, for a distance of
for

over twenty miles from Aiyansh, is a preemption reserve; that to the south is taken
up by purchase. This latter comprises the
If the company
best land in the valley.
that owns it institute a land settlement
policy, it will be a good thing, otherwise
it is a pity that this valuable land was not
available for pre-emption purposes.

"The country hereabouts

rises

from the

river in a series of plateaus, or benches, the
quality of the land being generally good.

Of

gravelly and stony land there is very
Samples of soil taken by means of

little.

auger which we carried show a
sandy loam, with sandy soil as the poorest
land, and river silt varying in depth to six
feet, with friable clay sub-soil, and in some
the

soil

cases gravelly sub-soil as the richest.

ground

is

from $10

The

principally covered with a

of willows, alder, birch,
lock, and would cost at
to

growth
poplar and hema rough estimate

to clear.
On the river
heavier; cost of clearing
be higher. The phases of

$100

level the timber

is

would
agriculture which would probably be
therefore

best

adapted to this country are: first, small
fruit and vegetable produce; second, dairypoultry raising; and in fact,
The growing
farming.
season, considering the latitude, is fairly
long, and the growth would be very rapid
during the season considering temperature
and length of days.

ing;

third,

general

belongings of the deceased are hanging up
inside the enclosure, and in many cases they
are adorned with marble tombstones.
"Close to the junction of the Cranberry
and Naas Rivers the government trail

mixed

"Between Aiyansh and the junction of
Naas and Cranberry Rivers is a
gravelly ridge which the trail follows and

There

two good bridges across
by the government last
year, and the trail from here on is very
After leaving the government
creditable.
bridge and proceeding up the Cranberry

starts.

the

called

stretches a

All along the trail we encountered Indian
graveyards, over which they evidently spend
All the
a considerable amount of money.

river,

River,

we

are

built

got for the

more broken

few miles

first

A

land.

deal

great

into

of

it,

however, is good, mainly poplar land. The
Cranberry Valley up to Kitmancool Lake
is about forty miles long, with an average
width of four miles. About ten miles from
the bridge we came to the Cranberry River
falls,

where we camped

the

for

night.

and the
with
river at this point was swarming
salmon and trout. It was most interesting
to watch the salmon trying to jump the
falls to get into the water above to spawn.

These

are

falls

very

beautiful,

seems incredible that they should be able
get up the falls, but they manage to
accomplish it somehow. The Indians here
gaffed all they wanted in a very few minutes.
also caught in a very short time
It
to

We

all

the Dolly

Varden trout

that

we wanted

for supper.

"We

next day, and met
which had been sent in from
Kitwangah to meet us. Our Indian packers were then discharged, and their loads
left the falls the

the horses,

transferred to
from here on

the
is

The

horses.

good, and

country

would be very

inexpensive to clear.
"A great deal of this land

is

river

silt,

and should grow heavy crops.
Poplar,
birch and spruce are the predominating
trees; many open glades occur, varying in
The hillsize to over one thousand acres.
sides are covered with a growth of poplar,
and one surprising feature of the country
traversed is the good land which is found
up the mountain sides. Another
right
feature of the land
plateaus or benches.

is

the way it
From here

rises

to

in

Kit-

this

mancool Lake is some of the choicest land
which was seen on our trip, and much of
I
it can be cleared at a very low figure.
observed wild rhubarb which had grown

ing purposes.

last season to

the

land has practically no value for farmAs you get off the ridge on
either side, however, there is good land.

seven

feet.

a height of considerably over
this is seen, the land

Wherever

Wonderful Farm Area
very rich. Thirty miles from Kitwangah
large clearing of swamp land is seen,
which can be very easily drained, and is
This has been
absolutely clear of timber.
caused by a beaver dam. The valley here
is probably three miles wide.
is

a

"After leaving

this point,

the land gets

more broken until the Kitmancool Lake is
reached.
This is a fine stretch of water,
commencing at Mile 26 and extending five
miles in length with an average width of
There are some
three-quarters of a mile.
good locations along the lake, which is
(

swarming with wild

fowl.

"The Kitmancool Lake

is

the divide be-

tween the Cranberry Valley and Kitmancool Valley, and the rivers of the same
names take their origin from the lake.
After
Kitmancool one
leaving
passes
through a beautiful stretch of very rich
country for a few miles.

"From
country

Mile
is

hilly

Kitwangah the
There is
broken.

to

1 1

and

plenty of good land in places, but also
passed the
plenty of inferior soil.
Indian village of Kitmancool, where there

We

is

I

the finest collection of totem poles which
few miles out from

A

have ever seen.

Kitwangah

there

are several settlers

who

have taken up pre-emptions, the first white
settlers encountered since leaving Fishery
Bay.

"To summarize,

say that these
valleys have a great future ahead of them
as a feeder for the coast cities, and also
of the prairie provinces on completion of
I

may

the

Grand Trunk

Owing

to

their

of

Pacific Railway.
nearness to the markets

the

middle west, there will be a great future
in small fruits and vegetables, which should

grow

as well

here as in any part of the

province, and better

It is
than many.
Hay
primarily a country for small fruits.
and grain crops will ripen well and should
The country is also particuyield heavily.
to dairying, especially
well
adapted
larly
When these
the lower Naas Valley.
connecare
railway
up
by
opened
valleys

ing of

Maj
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and proceeded next day
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We

Hazelton.

to

visited the hospital grounds,

in charge of Dr.
Wrinch, who has cleared
about thirty acres of -round, which he
has in crops of various kinds, and which
are all doing
What has reexcellently.
tarded the development of these
valleys up

to

the present

undoubtedly the

is

cost

of

It has been too
transportation.
heavj a
tax on settlers to pay the
high transportation charges on supplies, and
h

thej

simply been marking time and doing

\

development work. As the
tils,
however, cap these districts, cost of tra
portation will be reduced and rapid pro-

little

sanguine

Kven

be the result.

gress will

can

optimist

the

n

realize

the
rapid development that will take place in
these fertile valleys on the completion of
the G. T. P.

hardly

"There has prevailed amongst many
people an erroneous impression regarding
the farming possibilities of Northern British
Columbia.

All branches of tannin- maj
be successfully undertaken in this pan
the province, with the possible excepl
of tree fruits, and even this phase of horticulture may prove successful in local
such as Kitsumkalum, Lakelse Vallej and
the Lower Naas.
The
department of
Agriculture has distributed over 1,00
I

for experimental purposes to settlers on the
Upper Skeena, and we will sunn be in a
position to
tree
fruits

authoritatively whether
be
grown successfully.

state

may

Reports received from main of these men
to indicate that thej have made
There was a certain
cessful
progress.
amount of damage caused to these ex|
last
mental trees by the cold snap of
November, but we must remember thai
all parts of the province suffered from this
cause, so that we must not saj that

seem

-

1

cannot he grown
Columbia, judging bj

in

fruits

5

Northern British

the

results

ear.

"We

tion,

week on the Kitsumkalum
Lake Valleys, w Inch
well known that it is hardh necessarj l"i

and

me

they will forge rapidly to the front,
prove some of the most productive
valleys in the whole province, and provide
homes for thousands of settlers. I under-

stand that railway construction
likely
to be proceeded with in the near future
is

through these valleys, and it certainly will
be a good thing when this is put into effect.

"We

arrived at Shandillah on the even-

and

to report

settlers

now

spent a

Lakelse

are

that

large numb
these valleys, and

A

on them.
going

the

line

into

completed

is

he

to

these

\\
development
Creek an. Meanshinisht tin
considerable quantitj of good land, hut un

will

points,

Lome

rapid.

I

fortunatelj the time
not enable us to visit

at
tin

our

disposal
nts.

did

British
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"We

visited the Lakelse Valley, and took
a trip into the hot springs at the end of
Lakelse Lake. There is a nice little hotel

which will soon be open
We were made
for the general public.
comfortable, and most hospitably treated
by the general manager, Mr. Cowel. From
at these springs,

there

we

hatchery,
most
a

crossed

over

to

the

Dominion

where we spent one day, and had
delightful

catching over fifty
pounds in weight.

afternoon's
trout,

fishing,

averaging

two

As

the possibilities of
this district for sport become better known,
they should attract hundreds of people.
"I must express the appreciation of our

party for

Mr.

Harrison's kindness in

visit-

ing the Dominion hatchery. The visit was
full of interest, and the thanks of all are

due to him for his courtesy.
"The Lakelse Lake is one of the most
beautiful lakes which it has ever been my
fortune to see. As I rowed down it in the
evening the setting sun was reflected on the
snow-clad peaks in a rosy hue, and they

were
lake.

reflected in the placid surface of the

Wild fowl abound, and

Trout River

are

simply

'distributor"

the lake and

swarming with

and "operator,"

g. t. p.

trout.

The

beauty of this lake must be

seen to be fully realized.
"At all places visited we
failing

hospitality

met with unand kindness from all

the settlers, who did everything they could
to furnish us with information and make

us comfortable.
Robert O. Jennings arranged the trip most admirably, and proved

an apt cicerone, his knowledge of the
country and ways of the Indians being invaluable.
Much has been said about the
hostility of the Indians in the Naas Valley
to white settlers, and there is some truth
in what has been said.
There is no doubt
but that they are averse to settlement on
their lands by whites, and have up till now
been successful in preventing people taking

up pre-emptions throughout these valleys.
Between Fishery Bay and Kitmancool, a
distance of over one hundred miles through
fertile valleys with the
best agricultural
possibilities, there are no pre-emptions, and
the country is absolutely in control of the
Indians, who are doing everything they can
to keep out white settlers.
This is an
unfortunate state of affairs, and every effort
should be made to adjust matters so as to
facilitate land settlement."

supply steamers, on the upper fraser river

Newport— A Natural
By Orpheus
At

the head of Howe Sound, and at the
point where the Pacific Great Eastern

down from Fort George

Railway, coming

and the

through the great central
valleys of British Columbia, will meet the
tidal waters of the Pacific for the first
prairies

is the site
of the coming city of
Newport. The situation is a commanding
one and there are many circumstances
which make even the more cautious among

time,

us recognize Newport as one of the points
on the coast where great doings will be
witnessed within the next few years.
What has made Vancouver great, and

what is making this city greater every year?
Its lumber trade and its shipping.
The

Shipping Outlet

C. Soots

of

Squamish Valley and the Cheakamus
Valley alone count for a -rear deal. The
first-named valley extends for over
fiftj

miles,

and, though the soil is very rich.
there have hitherto been no
agricultural
operations beyond a radius of
eight miles
of Newport.
the lands are
being
logged off; the rancher and the fruit-

Now

grower will

closely follow in the foot-:
of the logger, and the land will be
extensively cultivated.
ten-mile stretch up
the Cheakamus presents similar
conditions.
Irrigation is not necessary and the soil and
climate are suitable for
wheat, oat-,

A

barley,

rye, vegetables

and roots of

all

kind-..

Brackendale, eight miles away, fruit tree.
had to be supported by pr
so heavy was the crop; while several hundred acres have been devoted to the cultivation of hops, which command the

natural conditions which have brought
about that result are present at Newporf.
In the district surrounding it are millions
of feet of fine timber. The time will come

last season

when much

market price in America.
The water-power which can be developed

of this will be manufactured

into lumber, both for local consumption
and for shipment to outside ports; for the
Pacific Great Eastern Railway Company,

recognizing the importance of improving
the natural harbor facilities, are expected
to undertake extensive harbor works.

The

ever-present problem of providing
for the shipment of Canadian grain to
England and other countries gives great
importance to a new railway and an addi-

At Newport
tional port on the Pacific.
plans have been made for the erection of
huge elevators for the trans-shipment of
grain to ocean steamers. And not elevators
only, but flour-mills also, for the running
which there
power in sight.

of

the

great

is

an abundant supply of
produce from

The farm

fertile

valley

which will be
Great Eastern

opened up by the Pacific
Railway will have Newport for

its

first

highest

within transmitting distance of
Newport
has practically no limit. At
nearly a do/en
different points

harnessed,
trains

it

Squamish Valley, the Pemberton Meadows
and the fruit-growing territory in the
neighborhood of Lillooet.
But the timber and agricultural resources

he

railway
industries

is

That Newport,

the first tide-water port
reached by the railway from Fort
George to the coast, will be developed into
an ocean steamship port at an earl) date
is the belief of those who have studied the
the
transportation situation which
struction of the Pacific Great Eastern
Railway will produce.
Shipping oi deep
i

draught can steam up Howe Sound to die
waterfront of the town. There is a good
natural harbor which may readily he developed.

The

Newport, on
outlet to the
Howe Sound, to Lillooet, on the Fraser
and
River, is a distance of one hundred
is a hinterland rich
This
miles.
twenty
and mining
in
agricultural possibilities
resources.
Comprised within it are the

can

for

to be

brush, as

From

power

confidently predicted, will be
attracted to the locality.

To

sea.

rivers

local

and for the manufacturing

which,

market.
appreciate the meaning of this, one
must understand the nature of the country
for which Newport will be the natural

the

providing

era!

townsite
it

is

cleared

was under

oi

timber and

cultivation tor

years before being subdivided.

between the

east

Squamish River,

I.

and west branches
is

it

hcautitulh

ot

the

situated.

There

is a
first-class waterworks capable
of supplying a population ot
pie,
the water being broughl from the Stamua

River

gravity.

bj

has two hotels, a mini!"
business houses, a sawmill with a cap.
teet
of 41 >,
daily, ami other inteiests.

Newport
>

Todav

the

town

growing, and time

is

is

in

its

on

its

infanCJ
side.

The

Interior of British

Columbia
<U

V
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the Treasure

House

of the Province

Creston, B. C.

EIGHT-YEAR-OLD BLACK

WALNUT

CRESTON is a new town in the heart of
Kootenav Valley, commonly known as "Creston
Fruit District," and comprising that portion of
land lying between Kootenay Lake and the
International boundary line.
The valley is twelve miles wide and covers
an area of over one-fifth of the genuine fruit
lands of British Columbia.
One of the most

—

pleasing features of the valley especially to
old residents of the province who have visited
Creston for the first time is the mild climatic
conditions in winter and summer.
Kootenay
Lake never freezes up, wild fowl can be seen
on the water all winter, and there are no
damaging winds or summer frosts.
The fruit-growers are cheerful and appear
satisfied that they have located the home of all

—

CRESTON,

TREE,

B. C.

homes

in the valley.
Besides having a cheerful
home, they have also a cheerful revenue from
berries, tomatoes (that ripen in the open fields
from July to late in October), apples, pears,
peaches, apricots, nectarines, plums, prunes and

vegetables.

While

r.ot one per cent, of this great block of
under cultivation, yet we can easily see
where Creston farmers are sure to win, being
especially favored with a mild climate, rich
soil, no irrigation required, the production of
and vegetables, favorable
fruit
high-class
transportation facilities, and one day nearer
the great market than any other fruit district

land

in

is

the province.

The
of

present

Anglo-Saxon

population

consists

origin.

INVESTMENTS AND HOMES
IN CRESTON FRUIT DISTRICT
Are

and Sure

Safe,
R.

Buys and

sells

Reference:
834

to Increase in

LAMONT CRESTON,
Creston Fruit Land

in

Value

B.C.

large or small

blocks

Canadian Bank of Commerce, Creston, B.C.

principally

Cranbrook, B. C.
Population,

CRANBROOK

now

clcse to 5,000,

is

rapidly in :reasing

a

is

divisional
C. P.
the

R.,

whose

payroll

is

over

of

point

$75,000 a month.

Railways: From east
and west, the C. P. R.,
and from middle and
eastern
States
and
Pacific
coast
point,
the Soo-Spokane-Portland.

Great Northern, via
Lethbridge, Alta., or
Elko, B. C, connects
with British Columbia
Southern
(known as

Crows

Nest

Branch

of the C. P. R.).

'

Central
Kootenay
Branch of the C. P. R.
connects with
all

'

-aw

'

%jjt.

north.
And
points
the North Star branch
of the C. P. R. reaches

A-

i

Kimberly and Marysville

.»-_

districts.

In

the

are

vicinity

MODERN HOME, SHOWING STRAWBERRY PATCH, CRANBROOK,

twenty-five
sawmills,
five p a n i n g-m ills,
three sash and door factories, mining camps
and many other industries, employing a large
number of men the year around.
The climate of
approaches the
ideal as near as may be found in Canada. The

B.C.

1

CRANBROOK

scenery

is

in

unsurpassed

Large and small game

is

variety and grandeur.

found

in

abundance.

the centre of a district 100 miles square,
From an agriculrich in timber, minerals, etc.
tural standpoint the land in general is well
suited to mixed farming.
It

is

The fruit-raising industry is as yet in its
infancy owing to the fact that up to the last
few years the chief attention was given to mining and lumbering. However, experiments have
proven so satisfactory, and the markets are so
great, that land is rapidly increasing in value.

The
nected

different points in the district are conby first-class roads, in fact the roads

FIVE

are so good that Thomas N. Wilby, while here
on his pathfinding trip from coast to <•
said:
"The roads out of this citv look as if
they had been gone over with a flat-iron, they
are so smooth."
This city has a municipal ball, new J--.000
post office, six
theatres,
large

churches,
hospital,

three

two

hanks, three
several

rink>,

places of amusement, five schools, large Y. \I
C. A. building, Masonic Temple, I. O. O. F. and
K. of P. halls, and eight hotels with excellent

accommodation. Also electric lighting, gravitj
water and sewer systems.
Magnificent natural
power facilities await development
Large
mercantile establishments and wholesale ho
meet the needs of a rapidlj growing community.
The C. P. R.'s n u transcontinental line from
Winnipeg to Vancouver will go via 1 RANBROOK and the Crows Nesl Pass.

AND TEN-ACRE TRACTS OF FRUIT LAND
CRANBROOK.

Make youi res
$100 per acre. Terms to suit.
land has risen in value and will continue to rise, not thi
climate and
speculative activity, but because of unexcelled natural advantages of soil,
geographical location.
111
are 3
want to talk business to people who mean business.

Two

miles from

tions

now.

This

Www

We

WILL NOT REMAIN UNSOLD LONG.
Let us send you

full

information today.

Other land

in

blocks ol

5

to

t,ooo acres.

THE CHAPMAN LAND INVESTMENT COMPANY
CRANBROOK, BRITISH COLUMBIA
Cable Address— "CLAICO."

Code—Western

I

nion.
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In the

Kelowna
Okanagan
British

Valley

Columbia

"SEVENTEEN OF A KIND IN SIGHT." NATURE
GOOD TO THE KELOWNA APPLE-GROWER

Kelowna

Electric

produces magnificent onions and potaIf you want cartoes at a good profit.
lot prices write us.

KELOWNA

BESIDES

raising the best apples,

power is furnished by the city
light plant at 6c net per kilowatt hour.
IS

MODERN—

Municipally-owned electric
power plant, water-works.

BUSINESS OPENINGS—

We

need another butcher shop.
Our building activity is great, and a
sash and door factory and ivood-ivorking plant should pay well.
Good opening for modern apartment
houses and dwellings.

IS

system

now being

and
sewage

light

A

laid.

THE CANADIAN NORTHERN PACIFIC
RAILWAY
coming in 1913 and you
is

would do well

to

here before prices

invest in real estate
rise.

For any Information or Booklet write
G. A. FISHER, Secretary Publicity Dept., Board

of Trade,

KELOWNA,

B.C.

BELGO-CANADIAN FRUIT LANDS CO.
First-class Fruit

Lands

in the

Kelowna

District for Sale

KELOWNA

290 Garry

Street

WINNIPEG

B.C.
When

1 1

Place Leopold

ANTWERP

writing to Advertisers please mention British Columbia Magazine

Vernon, B.C.

BIRD'S-EYE

VERNON

VIEW OF VERNON

and centre of

Canadian

Northern

population of
over 3,000 people, and is located about 45
miles south of Sicamous Junction on the Can-

completed

the

the

is

the

Okanagan

principal

Valley,

adian

Pacific

daily

train

mixed

farming,

city

with

a

Railway, with
communication.
dairying

which

and

there

is

this

Vernon
of modern

is

may be reasonably expected.
equipped with all the necessities

life.

There are

six hotels, a

modern

lighting system, an ample supply of pure water
and an excellent public school system.
The

R.
Fruit and

will

it

be completed on the

first

Farm Lands

in

Vernon

also be in

a

in

a

The

to

supplv electric power

office

and customs house are

position

year or

so.

present post

jointly located in a fine

new

building erected
a cost of over $50,000 on the main street.

A
are

new
also

court
in

and government

house

course

of

of about $200,000 and

construction

when

at

15

.it

offices

a

cost

erected will he one

of the finest buildings in the interior of British

Columbia.

Financial Broker

Real Estate

Notary Public

also
lire.

Life,

Accident and Automobile
Guarantee Bonds

Insurance

Cable Address: "Fitzmaurice'

Box

of

and have also acquired the waterpower rights from the Couteau River ami will

FITZMAURICE

Okanagan Valley;
Vernon City Property

District,

charter

to

paying returns

Kam-

from

their

July, 1914;

district are

line

main transcontinental line, to
Vernon, Lumby and Kelowna, and according
on

loops,

poultry-raising

about $200 per acre. The
cost of a ten-acre orchard, with the land purchased at $250 per acre, will amount to about
$4,500 at the end of five years, and thereafter
in

construction of a branch

the

Fruit-growing,

are the principal industries of the district.
The average net profits of an apple orchard

Railway lias practically
and will shortly start

surveys

Phone No. 46

VERNON,

B.C.

Kamloops, B.

BRIDGE OVER

THOMPSON RIVER AT KAMLOOPS

SOME FACTS

KAMLOOPS

was

started

ago as a fur trading

was

one hundred years

word Kamloops is
Indian language, meaning "Meeting

from the

of

chosen

number

the

of the waters."

south,

being

location,

Kamloops

man

both

Edmonton, Lethbridge, Saskatoon, or Regina
would become large cities. Their location
favored them, and they are among the leading
cities of Western
Canada today. Kamloops

and

east

thought

is

conceded

to

have

as

fine

in
in

the

streets

business

:

Write

and residential

districts,

consequence are always in a sanitary

condition.

Kamloops

is

recognized

as

the

commercial

centre of southern British Columbia.

Real Estate, Insurance, Investments
Bank
KAMLOOPS, B.C.

Dun's

me

Imperial

about Improved Irrigated Lands

at $30.00

of

Canada

per acre

RANCH AND FRUIT LANDS MY SPECIALTY
838

a

are carefully looked after

EVANDER McLEOD
References

the

climate as can be found.

Kamloops'
ago no

a

roads running
and west, and steamboats
For these
running east, west and north.
reasons Kamloops will surprise the most san-

north,

Calgary,

Eight years

as

of fertile valleys branching

guine of today.

kept cities in the West.
derivation

nicely

centre of a

out in various directions, with

post.

Kamloops has a mayor and six aldermen.
Kamloops was incorporated in 1893.
Kamloops is recognized as one of the best

The

C.

Grand Forks,

B. C.

GRAND FORKS' FRUIT EXHIBIT

WITH
each
this

seven separate lines of three railways,

and

built

unrivalled

on

position

importance

the

radiating from
already held an

railway

map

With further assured

Columbia.

British

operation,

Grand Forks has

city,

way

in

in

creation

its

as

of

rail-

divisional

and joint terminal by the Canadian
Pacific and Kettle Valley
Railways, Grand
point

Forks

is

ment but
able

not only on the eve of great developwill continue to hold in an unmistak-

way

the premier position

in

the

interior

of the province from a railway standpoint, and
is destined to be one of the hubs of the West.

In consideration

by

the

Pacific

city

of

of

the concessions

Grand

Forks,

the

granted

Canadian

and Kettle Valley Railway Companies

agree to:

Make Grand

Forks a joint passenger terminal

and divisional point for the Canadian
and Kettle Valley Railways.

INVESTMENTS111 V E11J 1 IflEill 10.

Pacific

Commence

construction forthwith, within the

round-house of

city limits, of a

;it

least

a ten-

machine shop ami all other
necessary buildings and plant for maintenance
of same; and maintain same for a period of
stall

ten

capacity,

a

years.

Establish a joint passenger station on

site

care

properly

for

Run
over

all

the

Railway

passenger

for

a

Establish an

carload

freight

for a period of ten years.

trains

route

present

business.

transportation

Maintain such depot

of

the

through
the

Kettle

period of ten years.
industrial
at

spur

convenient

foi

delivery of
within a

point

quarter of a mile of the Kettle Valley depot
The by-law further requites tli.it actual conwork be commenced within three
struction

months and be completed within one

\e.ir.

Sound, safe, profitable INVESTMENTS. Grand Forks,
Central Interior point of British Columbia, and Kettle

TOWN

MORTGAGE

Enquiries solicited.

Boundary Trust
Established 1901

&

city

Valley

to
Valley, the ideal fruit and agricultural district, afford exceptional opportunitiel
LOANS.
TIMBER,
LOTS,
FRUIT LANDS,
investors.

MINES.

of

present Kettle Valley Railwa] dep< t. <>n Third
street, and make necessary additions thereto to

Investment Co. Ltd.
GRAND FORKS.

B. C.

Nelson, B. C.

APPLE-PICKING AT

DUNTULM RANCH, NEAR NELSON

HITHERTO the 60,000 population that the
census allowed the Kootenay has been equal
to absorbing the fruit
output of this lake
region, but with a production of fifty carloads
of apples commercial markets are of course
The prairie centres will take
being sought.
almost all the export crop.
shipment, with

A

future, is being made to the
English market, the Kootenay Fruit Growers'
Union shipping a single carload, made up of

a

view

to

the

Yellow Newton, Northern

Cox's Orange Pippin,
Spy, and Baldwin.

The West Kootenay

has at least 300,000 acres

The Better

BRITISH

of prime fruit land now available, watered by
natural rainfall and by creeks, at elevations of
The acreage
from 1,400 feet to 2,500 feet.
under cultivation is now about 15,000, with
about 9,100 acres in trees.
At the rate at which the various sections of
the West Kootenay are undergoing settlement
the West Arm and Kootenay River, Kootenay
Lake and estuary, Slocan Lake and River, the
Arrow Lakes and Columbia River, and the
Salmon and Pend d'Oreille Valley the fruit
industry of this glorious mountain region will
expand into one of the province's great assets.

—

—

Class of Real Estate Investments

COLUMBIA

-

Rich Farm Lands

Exceptional Opportunities for the Investment of Your Capital

FRUIT RANCHES
District, with bearing orchards and good, modern houses;
revenue-producing properties these, ready for immediate occupancy; climate unequalled, beautiful surroundings; 5, 10 or 20-acre tracts from $200 to $2,000 per acre.
in the beautiful

Kootenay

Reliable information and price

B. C.

UNITED AGENCIES
Reference: Royal

840

list

on request.

Investment Brokers
Bank

NELSON,

of Canada, Nelson, B.C.

B. C.

BRITISH

TIMBER

LANDS

Exclusive sale of the

Farms

COLUMBIA MAGAZINE

of all sizes,

MINES

Choicest Lands

in the

improved and unimproved;

FRUIT LANDS

Famous Upper Columbia Valley.
COLONIZATION

also large tracts for

or Subdivision purposes.

BRITISH COLUMBIA INVESTMENTS
E. J. SCOVILL
Financial Agent
(FORMERLY DISTRICT LAND COMMISSIONER FOR BRITISH COLUMBIA GOVBRNMBNT)

GOLDEN, BRITISH COLUMBIA
REFERENCES: CANADIAN BANK OF COMMERCE; IMPERIAL BANK OF

C.\\.\l>\. Gl

THE CIRCULATION
The British Columbia
Magazine is growing at
of

the rate of 700

month.
tisers

A

names per

fact that adver-

should

BEAR
When w rlting

IN

MIND

to Advertisers please

mention British Columbia
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UTILITY
THE

BOARD

IDEAL, SUBSTITUTE

AND PLASTEB

FOB LATH

waterproof, rigid, and may be used
on the walls, panelled or papered, without the risk of splitting at the joints;
and being moderate in price is all that
can be desired for finishing the interior
walls and ceilings of bungalow or manIt is

sion.

Samples and Prices from the Agent

Wm.

C.

Thomson
Dunsmuir

403

Phone

VANCOUVER

Co., Ltd.

Street

VANCOUVER,

Sey. 3394

B. C.

most attractive field for
safe and profitable investments of any place on earth

We

offers the

Insurance and Loans

City Property and Acreage close to city for subdividing
sell

MERRITT &

C. L.

Negotiated

CO., 410

Homer

St.,

Vancouver
Phone Seymour 3613

Reference: Royal Bank of Canada

NORTH VANCOUVER INVESTMENTS
VANCOUVER,

opposite Vancouver, on Burrard Inlet,

is

Great City of British Columbia.
QORTH

you are looking for real estate of any description
US, as we specialize in this section.

If

SEE

in

any part

GEORGIA REAL ESTATE

Now

Invest
There

is

New

In

no better opportunity

We have the
FARMS FOR SALE

estate.

B. C.

Westminster

Canada than

New

Westminster

We

real

also have

ROSE
& CO.
SHERRIFF,
Board
Trade)
(Members
NEW WESTMINSTER,
Street

Cable Address: "Sherrose"

When

in

VANCOUVER,

best listings in New Westminster.
in the beautiful Fraser Valley.

ot

648 Columbia

North Vancouver

CO.

517 Pender Street West,

6331

Coming

NICKERSON

A. M.

Phone Seymour

of

the

of

Codes:

ABC

5th Edition, Western

writing to Advertisers please mention British Columbia Magazine
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"TRY NEW LIFE"
WILL GIVE YOU HEALTH, STRENGTH,
ACTIVITY, ENDURANCE, BEAUTY, VIGOR
If you are suffering from any of the following ailments you will be more than
amazed at the wonderful results you will receive from the first treatment.

Asthma

BRITISH COLUMBIA MAGAZINE

For the Holiday Trade
$290

Special

now

until

FROM
remarkably
beautiful

after

Kohler

the

Christmas Holidays

&

we

are

offering the above
at $400, for the

Campbell
low figure of $290. This is f.o.b. Vancouver, and will
These Pianos are manufactured
include a stool to match with each instrument.
by one of the oldest. and most reliable companies in America, and are guaranteed
Piano,

ordinarily

priced

—we

have recently placed as many as half-a-dozen of
Public Schools of Vancouver and South Vancouver.
Only a week ago we received a repeat order for two more of these Pianos from
the South Vancouver School Board, they being so well satisfied with others
Each Piano is full metal plate, with bushed tuning pins,
purchased a year ago.

for a period of ten years
these instruments in the

high-grade action, and most artistically finished cases in mahogany, oak and
walnut;
Our own personal guarantee stands behind each instrument sold as
well as that of the company.
can give suitable terms of payment to those
who do not wish to pay cash.

We

This

is

the best and

cheapest buv on

the market.

WRITE FOR PARTICULARS TO

M. W.
558

WAITT & CO. LIMITED

GRANVILLE STREET
The Oldest

When

71

-

usic

House

-

in

-

British

VANCOUVER,
Columbia

writing to Advertisers please mention British Columbia Magazine
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TO INVESTORS
It has

!

been stated by such authorities

Carnegie, Lord Strathcona and
of all investments is land close

We

as

Andrew

J. J.

Hill that the best

to a

growing

city.

offer large building
closely adjacent to
ten thousand people, a city
a month, and with a future
lots

boundary of a city of
with a payroll of $300,000
the

of assured brilliance.

The

lots

are offered at low prices on extended

terms.

We

the most searching inquiry into this
sound investment opportunity, and will forward litera-

welcome

ture, plans

and

ALVO

full

von

information upon request.

ALVENSLEBEN LTD.
744 Hastings

Pacific Building

Street

West

Vancouver, B.C.

Panama Can al amd

Indies ^
West CRUI5E5
WINTER

JAN 16 .28 Days
FEB20 $I75Up
16 Days
u
.n*v.
27
MAR

$ I4 5 u p

5S

GrosserKurfurst
GEORGE LEEK, 618

3rd Ave., PRINCE

RUPERT

FRUIT LANDS
Bermuda.

SELF-SUPPORTING
in

Cuba.

beautiful

HOMES-GROWING

district,

withoutirr"g
n

,'".

South America.
'-.

8

."-

.0
For Rfctes,Difc$r*ms£tc
Write for Booklet

today

'

for

fiv(

WHATSHA

ORCHARDS^pIFdale subdh
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You

Dollars For

In

Vancouver Real Estate
make money, don't you ? That is the
Good real estate in a
reading this now.
growing city is acknowledged to be the best investment in
Vancouver
It is as safe as a government bond.
the world.
It now holds the
is
called the Liverpool of the Pacific.
Millions have been made in
attention of the whole world.

You want

PROTECT
YOURSELF
WITH OUR

SLOGAN

to

reason you are

the past, millions are being
will be made tomorrow.

Your

opportunity

made

now.

here

is

today, and millions

more

Are you wise or

otherwise?

We
We

deal only in first-class real estate.

keep away from wildcat investments; we even do
too much speculation
but we urge sound

not advise

;

investments.

Then

choose Vancouver

For your

benefit

we

—

means money

it

for you.

handle

Inside Business Property

Revenue-producing property
Manufacturing Sites

Apartment House

Homes

Sites

— Lots- -Small

Acreage

Gilt-edged Business Chances
First-class Exchange Propositions

To

you who

sell,

we

respectfully solicit listings.

Let us appraise your property.

WRITE TODAY

CORRESPONDENCE INVITED

Acadia Trust Company Limited
H. L. Beaman, Manager Real Estate Department

Dawson Building

Corner Hastings and Main Streets

VANCOUVER,
When

writing: to Advertisers please

B.C.,

CANADA

mention British Columbia Magazine
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VANCOUVER.
CANADA
a

The Liverpool of

A

the Pacific"

QUIET RESIDENTIAL DISTRICT

MANUFACTURERS

A MILE A MONTH
At the rate of 1.12 miles a month, private
dwellings have been erected within the corporate
limits of Vancouver proper during the first ten
months of 1912. During that period permits have
been issued for 1969 houses, which if placed in
one solid row would extend for 11.2 miles. Allowing for the ordinary lawn areas in a civic residential district these figures mean that for every
month of the present year, another mile of thor-

pay no taxes on their buildings, on their machinT
ery, or on their stock in Vancouver.
et <
companies supply electric hi
competitive rates. Water and mil trail
Vancouver a place among the
facilities assure
great commercial centres of the world.

May we
possibilities

send you partici
of Vancouver and

Wiitc Department

<-rful

Bin-

I

C.

oughfare has been opened and fully built up in
Vancouver.
Permits for October total $3,597,165, and for

months $16,319,262. The value of dwelling
alone totals $3,609,248, which means that each one
at ;m
of the 1,969 private dwellings was erected
cost of $1,840. When one considers thai
the ten

average
resia very large number of the newer Vancouver
not
dences are erected in the suburbs and are
included in these figures, an idea of the rapid

development

may

of

Vancouver

as

a

residential

city

be gained.

When
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Vancouver

Island, B.C.

Canada
Its Principal Cities

In

all

Outside of Victoria

the various districts of

Vancouver Island

the tokens

development and progress continue to multiply. Railway
activities and the steady work of extending and improving the
island roads and highways have a great deal to do with this,
of

and the constant influx of settlers to the country communities,
the towns and the cities continues to widen the sphere of action
both as to urban and agricultural potentialities.
The Alberni District, with the promising and energetic little cities of Port Alberni
and Alberni, is progressing with sure strides, and the incoming of the Canadian Northern
Railway into the neighborhood is the latest move which is adding impetus to the already
Not the least important feature of this district's future is
live condition of affairs.
the coming opening of Strathcona Park and its world-heralded beauties. That thousands
of visitors will come through in this way to reach the park is assured, and that numbers
of them will fall in love with the district and remain there is also an undisputed fact.
Nanaimo

is

fast

coming

to

the

harbor, and vast natural resources.
and yet this is in reality only one of

because of its geographical position, fine
has always been a great coal-mining centre,

front
It

its commercial factors.
The lumbering and fishing
manufacturing, promise to rival the mining interests in
time to come, for year by year the trend of capital to Nanaimo and the signs of the
Nanaimo is
financial zodiac point to very large industrial developments at this point.
now and has for some years past been agitating for a tramway system. That this will
be installed does not admit of a doubt, and it will go far towards metropolitanizing the
A few years
Its harbor is a splendid one, and its shipping trade considerable.
city.
hence and this centrally located and thriving place will have gained greatly in population and commercial importance.

industries,

and more

lately,

Cumberland and Ladysmith are both up-to-date, virile and go-ahead little cities,
remarkable for their civic spirit and systems of municipal government. Each has rivalled
the other in the matter of enthusiasm for the betterment of existing conditions, and the
Both are in the heart
result has been of the greatest possible benefit to the citizens.
of the coal measures of their districts, and Ladysmith has a fine harbor, thus affording
rail as well as sail transportation for its mining output, her situation on the main line
of the E. & N. Railway giving through connection with all island points on this line.
Cumberland connects by rail to Union Bay, and is moving energetically for further rail
Their future is a bright one, and
service by way of the Canadian Northern Railway.
founded on solid advantages.

Duncan and Sidney are centres for agricultural districts, Duncan being especially
favored as the trading metropolis of the famous Cowichan Valley. This recently
incorporated little city has one of the finest general stores in Canada, a flourishing
Creamery and Egg Association, and its reputation for the finest of butter and eggs is
so firmly fixed that the highest prices are realized for its product.
Sidney, at the
terminus of the Victoria and Sidney Railway, may yet become an important terminal
manufacturing point as well as an agricultural centre. All of these cities have their
boards of trade, which are busy in forwarding the interests of their communities in
every possible manner.

When
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Bust and Hips
to

Every woman who attempts

make

a dress or shirtwaist

immediately discovers how difficult it is to obtain a good fit
by the usual "trying-on" mewith herself for the
thod,
model and a looking-jrlass with
which to see how it fits at the

back.

"HALL-BORCHERT
PERFECTION
Adjustable Dress Forms"
do away with all discomforts
and disappointments in fitting,
and render the work of d
making at once easy ani
This form can L.isfactory.

PRINCE RUPERT PROPERTIES
NEW HAZELTON PROPERTIES
HARDY BAY PROPERTIES

to
adjusted
din.
fifty
shapes and sizes: bust raised

or

For maps, blueprints and full information regarding the above, the greatest and best invest-

ment opportunities

in

British

Ask Uncle
203 Carter-Cotton Building,

Twenty-two branch

offices

in

United States.

Address

Head

Carter-Cotton

Columbia

Jerry
VANCOUVER,

"Uncle Jerry,"
Vancouver, B. C.

Building,

a lifetime.
Write for illustrated booklet
containing complete
line
of
Dress Forms with pr:

B. C.

Canada and the

Office,

MATSQUI,

ma

also

lowered,

and shorter at the waist line
and form raised or lo
suit any desired skirt length.
Very easily adjusted, cannot
get out of order, and will last

Form

Hall-Borchert Dress
of

203

158F Bay

B.C.

-

St.,

Co.

Llm

Canada,

TORONTO,

(

ma.

Lower Fraser Valley

Choice Farm Lands ready for the plough
For detailed information, maps and

JOHN
327 Seymour

J.

price

lists

BANFIELD

Street

apply

WW

(

\

>l

that

penetrating and

the

I!.

C

CURE

SWEDISH PINE NEEDLE PLASTER
mosl wonderful,
LET us prove you on we have
market
to

IK.

effe<

I

the
for qulcl) relief In dee]
thronlo
plaster cure ever put
You can be (julcklj and
fully treated In your
ailments, given up as hopeless.
home by our plaster cure. Pain In chest, rheu
t,
lumbago,
trouble,
and all aches and pains due to an] mu cular or Bplnal der
only
if you are ailing do nol
but
are
drawn
of
the
out
ri^ht
aystem.
to
sleep,
put
a minute, as our plaster cure baa double effect In warm weatber, while the
Our pla ter cu
of three pi
are open to dispel the poisonous matters.
by mail, $1.00. Agents wanted.
l

SWEDISH PINE NEEDLE PLASTER CO.
740 Temple Court

VII
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-
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Enjoy the Sea Breeze
at Beautiful

WHITE
ROCK
camping and summer

resort.
Only sixty minutes' run by the G. N. R.
possesses advantages not to be found at any other resort on the Pacific
Coast, i.e., a splendid, clean, firm, sandy beach, rendering bathing safe and ideal; first-class
train service (both local and express trains stop at White Rock)
good and abundant
drinking-water; delightful scenery; post office with daily mail; and three stores. Choice
Go down and select your camp site for this summer's
lots facing the sea can be had now.
use.
The railroad fare is $1.35 return for the week-end from Vancouver, and 80 cents
from New Westminster; there are four trains each way daily. If you purchase this month
we can quote you special prices and terms.
PRICES $350 to $750
It

is

the ideal

from Vancouver,

it

;

$50

DOWN AND $50 EVERY

MONTHS

SIX

WHITE, SHILES & COMPANY
NEW WESTMINSTER AND WHITE ROCK

TOWNSITE AGENTS

W.

G.

WALKER

B.

Walker

G.

WALKER,

OTWAY WILKIE

I.P.

Bros. & Wilkie

REAL ESTATE AND INSURANCE AGENTS

Specialists in

Westminster

Rooms
B.C.

5

and

South Vancouver, Burnaby, New
and Fraser Valley Properties

Also

6

ELECTRIC RAILWAY OFFICES,

341

NEW WESTMINSTER

at

CAMBIE STREET, VANCOUVER
Phone Seymour

"

Phone No.

1105

an0

EDMONDS, BURNABY
Phone 418 N. Westr.
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LAKEVIEW
GARDENS
The
Choicest and Cheapest

FRUIT LANDS
in British
Situated seventeen miles south of

Columbia
PROVEN

in a

Kamloops

fruit-growing

district.

Enjoy a

delightful

and healthful

CLIMATE,

a

rich,

SOIL,

fruit

fertile

WATER, excellent TRANSPORTATION FACILIROADS, good MARKETS at high prices, and are suburban

an abundance of pure

TIES,

fine

to an important city.

LAKEVIEW GARDENS

can be purchased

EASY TERMS

in

are

CLEARED

and

READY TO PLANT, and
EXCEPTIONALLY

blocks of ten acres and upwards, on

at

$125

ROSS

to

&.

$200

SHAW

PER ACRE
INCLUDING WATER
318 Hastings Street West
Vancouver, British Columbia

WILSON'S

Cuts
Maps,

of

INVALIDS' PORT WINE
(<;

A

Designs,

tf

Tracings,

terheads,

etc.,

-

health-giving,

and

imparting

vigorating qualities.
DR. J. M. BE VUS( il.l'.M.
-i;i.: ad an Medical

lets,

are

wonderful

its

strength

Book-

Catalogues,
Street-car Ads., Let-

BRACING
TONIC

BIG,

heartily endorsed by leading medical practitioners for

etc., for Magazines,

Newspapers,

'

u

1

know

and

recommend
I

excellent

jrout

it

I

:i,

Dominion

I

..:

in-

on

i

I

rrade by the

to

and the

iry.
|

i

time

with the

h

Engraving Co. Ltd.
Office

fittvu)

is

Bird's-eye Views,
Subdivisions, Car-

toons,

Quina du

la

.

and Works, Top Floor

Empire Building
Hastings Street West
Vancouver, B.C.

Phone Seymour 1792
When

\sk Y<
Bio Bottle

)(

Columbia
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Ill Druaaists
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CIGARS
BNATCO
BEST ON EARTH
oMade from Tobacco Grown

<L in

Sunny^

Columbia

British

BY THE

North America Tobacco

British

Plantations and Factories

THE FRUIT
MAGAZINE
SCIENTIFIC)

FARMERt
A

beautifully

monthly
turist,

CANADIAN

AND

CITIZEN

magazine,

for

the

Limited

KELOWNA,";B.

:

C.

Royal Nurseries &
Floral Co. Limited
Best Equipped Nurseries

agricul-

mechanic, laborer, professional

Decorations

To

A YEAR,

any address

in the

etc., at

world

A

visit

When

to

Royal
will

on

Vancouver, B.

B.

C.

Electric

delight you.

STORE
7863

GRANVILLE1STREET
VANCOUVER,

Limited

W.

weddings,

Telephones Seymour 1892 and 1893

Fruit Magazine Publishing Co.
St.

for banquets,
shortest notice.

(Eburne Line)

FOR SAMPLE COPY, RATE CARD, ETC., WRITE TO

722 Hastings

our

splen-

Cut Flowers, Wreaths, Emblems.

STRONGEST ADVERTISING MEDIUM
IN CANADA

The

see
in

See our Rose stock, now in bloom, and
make your selection from 20,000 rose
trees of more than 100 varieties.

man. manufacturer, merchant, and the
family circle in the town or country.

$1.50

British

in

Columbia
Call at our Nurseries
and
choice Shrubs of good growth,
did condition.

high-class

illustrated,

Co.,

C.
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BRITISH COLUMBIA TIMBER
VIRGIN
ment.

in British Columbia can be safely classed a gilt-edge investincludes some of the best buys on the Pacific Coast, and will stand

timber lands

Our

list

the closest investigation.
Also acreage adjacent to Victoria, suitable for farms and
suburban homes. Ideal climate.

DAVID

R.

MACFARLANE

TIMBER LAND BROKER
ioio

1

Langley Street

'

*£,

Victoria, B. C.

COLUMBIA MAGAZINE
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PLAYING DUCK ON ROCK, WHITE ROCK BEACH

Where Are You Going to Spend
Your Next Year's Vacation ?
The BRITISH

COLUMBIA MAGAZINE

33x124 feet at beautiful White Rock Heights
for one year.

THIS

IS

pay a small fee

to

offering

its

readers

and the public lots
to the magazine

ALL WE ASK

In order to get your subscription to the
to

is

WITH EACH SUBSCRIPTION

BRITISH COLUMBIA MAGAZINE we

cover cost of surveying, delivery of deed,

ask you

etc.

WOULD BE GLAD TO HAVE YOU CALL AT OUR
OFFICE AND SHOW YOU PLATS, PHOTOS, AND
EXPLAIN THE WHOLE PROPOSITION TO YOU
Call, write or phone.

MANAGER PREMIUM
525

PACIFIC BUILDING

744

DEPT.
HASTINGS

ST.

Phone Seymour 1739

When

writing to Advertisers please mention British Columbia Magazine
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Have you
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a Professional Printer*?

The management

of

a

modern

printingplant should be viewed in the light of a proThe manager is
fession rather than a trade.
the lawyer pleading for his clients through the
of good printing.
Thus, the better

medium

the catalogue, letterhead or folder, the better
the chance of winning the case.

Our

beyond the confines
\\ nen next in need of some
of any one city.
convincing arguments in print, let us hear from
clientele spreads far

you.

Saturday Sunset Presses
711 Seymour Street

Whon

writing to A'lvertlm

rs

pleut m-ntlmi

Van couver

lirltl.sli
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HOW ENLARGED MY

BUST SIX INCHES

I

THIRTY DAYS
A

Afler

I

had tried

Pills,

Massage,

IN

Wooden Cups and Var-

ious Advertised Preparations without the slighest results

Simple, Easy Method which any Lady can use at
Quickly obtain a large and beautiful Bust
By MARGARETTE MERLAIN

home and

Well do I know the horrors and intense
humiliation of being flat-chested; of having the
and
face of a woman set on the form of a man
;

cannot find words to tell you how good I felt,
and what a terrible load was lifted off my mind
when I first saw my bust had really grown six
I

I felt like a new being, for with
inches in size.
no bust I realized I was really neither a man
nor a woman, but just a sort of creature half-way

between.

With what pity must every man look
presents to him a flat chest

woman who

Keep
his

like

this picture

own!

— a every
chest
at

I had
discovery, and have a bust like my own.
imposed upon by charlatans and frauds,
sold me all sorts of pills and appliances for
enlarging my bust, but which did me no good
whatever.
I therefore determined my unfortunate

been

who

sisters should
no longer
''fakirs" and frauds, and I

be robbed by those
wish to warn all wothem.
against
The discovery of the simple process with which
I enlarged by bust six inches in thirty days was
due solely to a luckv accident, which I believe
was brought about by Divine Providence; and

men

and see you own Bust undergoing the same transformation
as Providence was so good to give me the means
inspire in a

Can such a woman

man

those feelings and emotions which can only
be inspired by a real and true woman, a woman
a beautiful, well-rounded bust?
Most certainly not.

with

The very men who shunned me, and even the
women who passed me carelessly by when
was horribly flat-chested and had no bust, became my most ardent admirers shortly after I

very
I

such a wonderful enlargement of my
I therefore determined that all women who
were flat-chested should profit by my accidental
obtained
bust.

to

my

obtain a beautiful bust,
secret to all

my

sisters

I

feel

I

who need

should give
it.

Merely

enclose two 2-cent stamps for mailing, and I will
send you particulars by return mail.
I will positively guarantee that every lady can
obtain a wonderful enlargement in her bust in
thirty days' time, and that she can easily use this
process in the privacy of her own house without
the knowledge of anyone.
Address: Margarette
Merlain (Dept. 1726), Pembroke House, Oxford
Street,

London, W., England.

FREE COUPON FOR READERS OF BRITISH COLUMBIA MAGAZINE
entitling the holder to full information regarding this marvellous discovery for enlarging and
Cut out this coupon or write and mention No. 1726 and send today, with
beautifying the bust.
your name and address, enclosing two 2-cent stamps for reply, to Margarette Merlain (Dept.
1726), Pembroke House, Oxford Street, London, W., England.

(Please write address clearly and fully.)

Name
Street and

Number
Province.

City

—

Note.
All ladies
nee, as the above

who wish
is

to obtain a large and beautiful bust should write Madame Merlain
an honest, straightforward offer on her part, made for the good of her

sters, and she in no
profits by the transaction but generously offers her help absolutely free
to all who use the free coupon above. Ladies
fear that their busts
become too large
e cautioned to stop the treatment as soon as they have obtained all the development desired.

may

When

who

may
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HOTEL
ST.

REGIS
NEW YORK
Avenue and

Fifth

Fifty- fifth

Street

CATERS TO

TRANSIENTS
AS WELL AS

PERMANENT
GUESTS

PHE

Management

gives assurance

that the cost of living at this

Hotel, including Rooms and Restaurant, is no greater than at any
other Hotel of the same class, notwithstanding reports to the contrary..

RATES
Rooms

Single
$5.00, $6.00

&

$8.00; and for

two people
$6.00, $8.00 &

without Bath $3.00 and $4.00 per day; with Bath

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^

^

$10.00 per day
consisting of ParSuites

lor,

&

Bedroom

Bath, $10.00
lar-

upwards,
ger

Suites

in

proportion.

ALL OUTSIDE

ROOMS
R. M.

HAAN

When

writing to Advertisers please mention

British

Columbia Blagaslne
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DRIVE
OUT

DAMP
MOL
AND

WITH A

>j£RFJGCTIO
SMOkELESS

You know how damp

gets into linen

It's no trouble at all to
keep
Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater.

A Perfection Heater
and cold evenings.

is

closets

and storerooms.

them fresh and dry with

a great comfort, too,

a

on chilly mornings

It is the handiest and most reliable heater made.
No soot;
no smoke; no smell. Carry it where you please. All the heat
you
want just when and where you want it.
Descriptive circular sent on request; or, better still, ask your dealer to
Perfection Smokeless Oil Heater.

show you

THE IMPERIAL OIL COMPANY, LIMITED
WINNIPEG

MONTREAL

When

JOHN
HALIFAX
ST.

TORONTO

writing to Advertisers please mention British Columbia Magazine
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REPRODUCTION (REDUCED) FROM
PICTURE MADE WITH A $12.00
BROWNIE CAMERA AND A FIFTYCENT KODAK PORTRAIT ATTACHMENT. ORDINARY WINDOW LIGHTING.

KODAK FILM, KODAK TANK

DEVELOPMENT, VELOX PRINT.

At Home with
Make

a

Kodak

most of the home side of photography. Let your
Kodak, by daylight and flashlight, keep tor you that intimate home
Such pictures cm
story which to you will always be fascinating.
by no means supplant the more formal studio portraits hut they
can delightfully supplement them, and make your whole collection
more interesting to you and to your friends.
"AT

the

HOME WITH THE KODAK."

picture making,

fi

•

foi

the asking, at

youi

our beautifully illustrated and instructive
dealers

CANADIAN KODAK

<>r

CO.,

littli

LIMITKD, TORONTO

179S

When

booh on home

by mail.

writing to Ad vcrtls<r» plritBo mention

Mrlllnh

Columbia Mnicnzlna

BRITISH COLUMBIA
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A DRINK TO BE GRATEFUL FOR
Not simply

a thirst-quencher
or stimulant, but just the purest
and most health-infusing spirit
that has ever been produced

—

-

Aromatic

Wolfe's

Schnapps

Schiedam

the beverage for all times and all
weathers, for men or women, the

healthy or the ailing.

It

imparts

lasting exhilaration and gives tone
and vigor to the system.
real

A

health tonic owing to its cleansing
action on the liver, kidneys, and
other organs.
Vastly superior to

ordinary gin.

agents:

504

THE HOSE & BROOKS CO., LIMITED
WESTMINSTER AVE., VANCOUVER, B. C.
Obtainable at

all

Hotels and Retail Stores

The Beer
Without a Peer

The Vancouver
Breweries
Limited
When

writing to Advertisers please mention British Columbia Magazine
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HEATONS ANNUAL
ffi\NDBOO«

(The

The

Commercial II and hook
of Canada)
ninth

edition

of

this

book will be ready on the ist
of January,
9 3. A copy will
be forwarded on approval to
1

HKAXQNS ANNtUAL..

1

any person anywhere.

J

Price $1.00; postage 12c.

HEATONS AGENCY

When

-

32 Church Street, Toronto, Ont.

writing to Advertiser* plcaae mention British Columbia Mngnzlne
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BRITISH

SUPREME
m

Traveling

the

World
10 Travel East on

e

Gh

amid every convenience and luxury of the
Unique in its conception and sumptuous
in its appointments, **ine Olympian
represents the very heighth
or accomplishment in railroad equipment and service.
Factors
that appeal to the critical and discerning passenger are the distribis

to

travel

twentieth century.

ution of

"Olympian-grams,

of

day.

the

and

observation car

— which

made

possible

giving bulletins of the important events
the lounge
serving of tea

m

afternoon

Other
by

lady travelers.
liness;

the

presided over by one of the
features are the scrupulous train cleanoccasion
the

is

vacuum

cleaning system; the advan-

tage of long distance telephone connection at stations; the con-

venience of library, writing room, barber shop, bath room,
clothes pressing, men s club room and buffet; and the
comfort of berths that really are 'longer, higher and

wider

than on any other road.
Traveling becomes a pleasure on

^>.

Through

this palatial train as

>^

Train daily
to Chicago leaves
Seattle 10:15 A. M.

it

speeds

onward over "the short"

egt

route to the East

(

Milwaukee
'Puget Sound Ry.

Chicago,

&

A.

W. NASE
Commercial Agent
Vancouver, B. C.

C. A.

SOLLY

-

Commercial Agent

i

Victoria, B. C.

GEO. W. HIBBARD, General Passenger Agent,
R. M. CALKINS. Traffic Manager
When

B

Seattle

IPIiittiiifiw^

writing to Advertisers please mention British Columbia Magazine
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COT.r'MHIA

Northern

*#""^

the

"Royals,"

fastest ships in the British Canadian service.
These steamers are in a class by themselves
in

appointment, seaworthiness and beauty

of interior.

Special
vessels

trains
at

await

the

By

Bristol.

only two hours.
For all information, apply
or

to

the

following
I'liiiinin,

to

general

arrival
to

of

the

London

is

steamship agents
agencies

i>i

King St. .. Monti
Winnipeg, 272 Main

<;-

226-30 St. fames St.;
Halifax, 123 Hollis St

When

rail

I

;

writing to Ail vertla* r» plenso mention

the
eal,
St.;

Brltlah
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Who's
that

knocking
at the
kitchen

door?
—

she's always ready to lend
it's Mrs. Edwards round again
hand with the cooking. That nourishing home-made Irish soup
of hers is a real dish-of-all-work
useful in a hundred ways.

Why,
a

—

and tasty by

itself.
It's the secret of a savoury sauce.
It's the making
bring out the goodness of your own soup and gravies and
hashes and meat puddings there's nothing like adding

It's fine

of a

made

And,

dish.

to

DESICCATED
—

Prime beef and the finest of Irish vegetables that's what Mrs. Edwards puts in it;
nothing but what's pure and delicious. As there is no strong added flavoring, it will blend
Remember to boil it for half an hour.
perfectly with any other soup.

5c. per packet

—

Edwards' Desiccated Soups are made in three varieties Brown, Tomato,
White. The Brown variety is a thick, nourishing soup prepared from
beef and fresh vegetables. The other two are purely vegetable soups
Lots of dainty

WM.

H.

new

dishes in our

new Cook Book.

Write

for a copy post free.

DISTRIBUTORS:
W. G. PATRICK & COMPANY, Vancouver and Toronto
ESCOTT & HARMER, Winnipeg
DUNN, Montreal
S.H.B.

When

writing to Advertisers please mention British Columbia Magazine

COQUITLAM
The

New

C. P. R.'s

Development
Already Laid

is

—

Terminus, Where an Amazing
Miles of C. P. R. Terminals
Bridges, Hotels, Houses, Roads, etc., Under Construction
Pacific Coast Freight

Taking Place

— Twenty-seven

Everybody who reads the newspapers and magahas heard about Coquitlam the C. P. R.'s
Pacific Coast Freight Terminus, and a great
fresh-water port at the junction of the mighty
Fraser and Pitt Rivers, 24 miles from the ocean.
More newspaper and magazine articles have been
printed about Coquitlam than of any other new
town in the West.
Railroad presidents, big financiers, and shrewd
manufacturers realize that Vancouver and Coquitlam, by reason of the geographical location, are

new houses

new

in

to
C. P. R. terminal

and

accommodate

this

several hundred
and many more

Streets, railways, roads and bridges have been
which
the Municipality of
constructed, upon
Coquitlam has expended nearly a quarter of a
million and the Terminal Company $25,000.
Over the Coquitlam River there is a threetrack C. P. R. bridge in course of construction,
while the C. P. R. are beginning work on the new
two-million-dollar double-track Pitt River bridge.
If you hesitated to invest in Coquitlam before,
consider the facts as we have presented them.
Coquitlam is no get-rich-quick lure, but a conestate
investment
for
real
careful
servative

destined to command a vast share of ocean transportation upon the opening of the Panama Canal.
It is doubtless to place itself in a position to
secure a huge share of this Panama Canal trade
that the C. P. R. decided to build its great terminal yards, roundhouses, machine shops, etc., at
Coquitlam on an area four times as large as the
great Angus shops at Montreal.
There was not enough available level land in

Vancouver

hotels and stores, and
are already erected,
the course of erection.

Many

—

zines

investors.

Nothing seems more certain than that Coquitlam will become a city of great importance
great seaport, railroad and industrial centre.
Other Western cities without half the promise
or strategical situation of Coquitlam have grown
from almost nothing to 20,000 in five years' time.
No other Western city ever got away to such
a good start.
Lots are selling rapidly. Ours is inside proOur
perty, surrounding the C. P. R. terminals.
One big Western
prices are very reasonable.
financier bought $30,000 worth of property from
Other big Western and Eastern capitalists
us.
have invested thousands.
You cannot do better than to follow their
example. The first step is to mail the coupon at

—

a

tremendous

undertaking, a strip of land two
one-half miles long by one-half mile being

required.

Twenty-seven miles of completed C. P. R. teralready been laid in the centre of

minals have
Coquitlam.

The

first unit of the colossal
48-stall roundis nearing completion.
shipbuilding plant, capitalized at $500,000, is
under way. A special railway, two miles long, is
under construction for the accommodation of
manufacturers.
It will cost $30,000.

house

A

once.

Coquitlam Terminal Co. Ltd.
Coquitlam Townsite Co. Ltd.
Head

Office: 553 Granville

Dominion Exchange Building,
BANKERS — Bank

of

14

VANCOUVER, B.C.
Street East, TORONTO. ONT.

Street,

King

REFER

Hamilton

to

R.

G.

Dun &

Co.

CUT OUT ALONG HERE

COQUITLAM TERMINAL

—

Gentlemen, Without
Coquitlam Townsite.

CO.,

LTD

obligating

me

B. C.

in

M
end

any way

Name
Street

Address

Post Office Address

County

Province

mc.

free,

full

information

.ibout

VICTORIA
THE SHIPPING, FINANCIAL, COMMERCIAL AND
RESIDENTIAL CITY OF BRITISH COLUMBIA

In regard to tonnage and

i.

Victoria stands
trade of

some

first

port in

number

Dominion

of the leading ports

Last year the foreign

Canada.

of

was

of vessels entering the harbor,

as follows:

Tons

Vessels

VICTORIA

2,834

3.522,857

Halifax

2,344

3>"i>535

St.

2,442

2,012,425

845

3>385>95i

John
Montreal

Nearly one thousand vessels enter and leave Victoria each month.
2.

Bank Clearings

$99,948,950
3.

to

in

to

contrast to $2,604,615

September were $130,621,899, against

end of
for

last

month,

in

and

Victoria,

were

corresponding nine months of last

Hooper has .returned from Europe having arranged

Air.

erect the largest office

Spencer

store' building

in

British

for $1,000,000

Columbia, on the old

site.

If you,,
I

for year ending

1.

Building Permits for year

$6,156,195,
year.

for 191

my

reader, are open for

shall he -glad to

some good buys of from $1,000

to

$500,000

forward particulars of many money-makers.

Robert William Clark
MAHON

BLOCK,

GOVERNMENT STREET

bankers: Merchants Bank

of

VICTORIA,
Canada

B. C.

